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Introduction 
JANICE J. KIRKLANDAND MICHAELGORMAN 
ULTIMATELY,LIBRARIES ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR gathering, selecting, orga- 
nizing, disseminating, and preserving recorded knowledge and informa- 
tion in all forms and for providing assistance and instruction in their use. 
Is technology, as some allege, going to make some of these tasks unneces- 
sary and others solely the result of interaction between individuals and 
machines? In short, will electronic technology supplant all other means 
of communication of words, images, and symbols, and will libraries and 
librarians reside only in the faded memories of the old? 
The first step in approaching these questions is to appraise our cur- 
rent reality. One aspect of that reality is that, collectively, libraries contain 
hundreds of millions of nondigital carriers of recorded information, and 
only a minute fraction of that recorded knowledge and information is 
available in digital form or will be made available in digital form (to un- 
derstand the latter point, just consider the relatively tiny scale and im- 
mense costs of today’s digitizing projects). Those enamored of technol- 
ogy have come to call this vast well-organized global resource of the records 
of humankind “legacy collections.” The term is intended to be dismissive, 
but human beings turn their backs on, and close their minds to, their 
intellectual and cultural legacy at their peril. There was a reason that the 
epoch in which learning was lost was called the Dark Ages. 
“Books,”said Barbara Tuchman, “are the carriers of civilization. With- 
out books, history is silent, literature dumb, science crippled, thought and 
speculation at a standstill” (in Maggio, 1992, p. 34). Societies entrust 
their books and other tangible documents that record human civilization 
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to libraries. Those who care for the contents of libraries know that they 
are under our jurisdiction only temporarily and that we must pass them 
on intact. We are not the owners of library collections but merely their 
trusted custodians, adding to them the record of our own time, facts so 
obvious as to be often overlooked or forgotten. In fact, to be responsible 
for a library or part of a library at any level is a weighty matter because it is 
a responsibility to the past and to the future and not merely to the people 
who walk through library doors this week, this month, or this year. 
When the hero of George R. Stewart’s (1974) novel Earth Abides en-
ters his university’s library after most of the human race has been de- 
stroyed by a plague, he is suddenly overcome by a strange new sense of awe: 
Here rested in storage the wisdom by which civilization had been 
built, and could be rebuilt. Now that he knew himself soon to be a 
father, he  had suddenly a new attitude for the future. The child 
should riot grow up to be a parasite, scavenging forever. And i t  would 
not need to. Everything was here. All the knowledge! . . . . Aftcr 
looking into the main reading-room and then wandering through 
two levels of the stacks, he became so excited that he left the build- 
ing in a 1-1-enzy of imagination. . . . He drove home in a kind of tranrr. 
Books! Most of the knowledge was in books, and yet he soon saw that 
they were not all. First of all, there must be people who could read, 
who knew how to use the books. (p. 132) 
Today the wonderful resources in libraries are being endangered by 
technology. When we tamper with access to the records of the past in 
such a way as to change them or make them less accessible, and when we 
digitize and discard the originals, whatever we may tell ourselves we are 
doing and whatever our reasons for doing it, we betray the trust which we 
assumed when we accepted responsibility for them. When we do not an- 
swer questions about sources with the full range of possibilities, but in- 
stead suggest only a search of the Internet, we abdicate our central role as 
intermediaries between the records and the users. When those of u s who 
are school or college librarians forget the essential links between the li- 
brary and the education of students, between the curriculum and their 
minds and futures, when we substitute training in the use of electronic 
sources for help with analytical skills to find and evaluate ideas, we are 
betraying our students and betraying society. 
Libraries contain the records of human life and human lives. When 
we open a book, we open someone else’s life and someone else’s thought. 
Technology in libraries may help us to retrieve those records of life and 
thought, but the truly human lies in the appreciation of them, the under- 
standing of them which allows us to use them to create further lights of 
understanding. 
People who purchase and implement library technology often make 
changes without asking if they provide better service or improve access 
for library users. They tend to lose sight of the basic fact that people and 
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their real needs are at all times more important than are the artificial 
methods, including technological methods, that we devise for organizing 
information. 
In early history, there was the earth in space and the people on the 
earth. We began to measure time by rotations of the earth around the 
sun (although we thought it was the reverse) and thus created time. Then, 
although we had created time, we began to obey it and to regulate our 
lives by it. MTe also began to record our lives and thoughts in words and 
images-the age of miracles had begun. 
When individuals had a surplus beyond the food and crafts we needed 
to survive, we created trade and to assist trade we created money. Though 
we had created money, we began to regulate our lives by the quest to 
acquire it. The invention of writing took humankind to higher levels; 
materialism drags us down from those levels. Thus was born the tension 
that exists to this day-a tension that technology can both exacerbate and 
allay. The choice is ours. 
To save time and make more money, we created machines, the most 
recent and far-reaching of which is the computer and the implications of 
the use of computers. Though we created computer technology, we have 
begun to be ruled by it and to regulate our lives by it. 
Throughout human history, there have been rare people who have 
discovered previously unknown truths of the physical world and of the 
human mind and spirit, thoughtful people who recorded their thoughts, 
who created art, music, and literature. 
What they left behind was of great human value. These records of 
civilization were placed in libraries, archives, and museums for safekeep- 
ing. Many people-librarians and archivists-now devote their lives to 
caring for the records, making them accessible, and adding to them. Oth- 
ers-teachers-devote their lives to interpreting the contents of the records 
to students of all ages to ensure civilization’s survival. 
That culture of accumulation, preservation, and dissemination of 
knowledge is inimical to the money culture and to the wrong uses of tech- 
nology. There are those who do not value the culture of knowledge and 
use money and technology to feed self-importance and feelings of power. 
Those who feel insufficiently powerful can come to see technology in terms 
of personal aggrandizement, to want control over it in order to control 
others; they may consider anything new to be desirable because it is new 
and not because it is useful. Some observers go so far as to suggest that 
the consequent elevation of technology has created a new religion with 
the machine as god (Noble, 1997, especially his appendix “A Masculine 
Millennium: A Note onTechnology and Gender” which is particularly ap- 
propriate in that the majority of American librarians are female). 
Some educational administrators tell teachers that education is a busi- 
ness, students are products, and students can learn from computers as 
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well or better than when they are taught by expensive human beings. Li- 
brary administrators who value technolocgy above the collections they ad- 
minister, and who find their staffs less docile than machines, want more 
machines and fewer people. Librarians are being told, ‘Youare now much 
more important than the public, who don’t understand computers,” and 
“You are ahead of the teachers because you understand library technol- 
ogy.” If the librarians think at such times, “But we are here to serve the 
public, not to be more important,” or “We are here to help the teachers, 
not to be ahead of them,” they often do so without expressing those 
thoughts. 
Education technocrats give computers to the teachers and say, “they 
will help you teach” but what they mean is “computers will teach in your 
place and I’ll have money to buy even more technology.” Library techno- 
crats say to librarians and staff, “Computers will help with your jobs” but 
what they mean is “Technology will eventually replace as many of you as 
possible (but not me) and I’ll have more money to spend on technology.” 
It sometimes seems as though library economy is now concerned ex- 
clusively with hardware and software, which are everywhere in libraries 
and must be tended by expensive specialists, many of whom understand 
the intricacies of the machines but little else. To those who promote tech- 
nology for its own sake, any change in the status quo is seen as progress, 
and persons who object to, or are unenthusiastic about, negative change 
are called obstructionists or Luddites.’ 
In short, there is a continuing need to examine frequently how tech-
nology in libraries is affecting human beings, how it affects the surviving 
work of persons now gone who contributed to the record of civilization, 
and how it affects persons now living who are the record’s caretakers. 
With that end in mind, the editors have here assembled a collection of 
eleven articles expressing a variety of views of the human response to li- 
brary technolo<gy. 
This issue builds on a similar issue of Libmry Trends published a de- 
cade ago, in spring 1989;it also includes two articles that revisit themes of 
1989, and it includes under the title “Ten Years Later” short updating 
comments by the authors of three other articles that appeared in the 1989 
issue. It is not Iibrurj 7knds’policy to use reprints, but we sought permis- 
sion for an exception to that policy in order to include a relevant and 
important article that first appeared in American Scholar. Because of the 
close connection of this article to the theme of this issue, we have been 
allowed to use it as the lead selection “Revolution in the Library” by 
Gertrude Himmelfarb, for which we express our appreciation to 
Himmelfarb, to American,Scholq and to Library lrends Editor F. W. Lancaster. 
Lancaster also asked that we seek articles that examine the responses 
of higher education faculty to library technology. This charge is fulfilled 
by two articles, one by Virginia Massey-Burzio and one by Wendy 
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Starkweather and Camille Wallin, which are ba5ed on research involving 
teaching faculty at major universities on opposite sides of the United States, 
with interesting results. 
Suzanne Hildenbrand identifies a growing schism in library educa- 
tion resulting from technology which may be seriously dividing the pro- 
fession itself: two types of degrees are separating library school students 
by gender, a movement with possibly far-reaching implications. 
Karin Borei, stressing the value of technolocgy and the importance 
of its positive role of improving human communication, writes about 
her personal experience with two electronic lists, one of which she man- 
ages. 
Linda Dobb analyzes her experience with management and staff re- 
treats to plan for and respond to change, finding that her staff has moved 
from a view of the library as technology-driven to a library reaffirming 
human and service values. 
Dorothy Jones follows her 1989 survey of the attitudes to technology 
of support staff with a new study which again finds positive responses, but 
increasing reservations about training, stress, merit recognition, and fewer 
staff doing more work. 
Yin Zhang, a doctoral candidate, studies the use of Internet-based 
sources for scholarly research, noting reluctance to use them because of 
poor quality or their tendency to mutate or disappear; she includes ways 
to improve use of electronic sources. 
Laverna Saunders examines the virtual library concept, and the hu- 
man role within it, coming to the conclusion that librarians will be needed 
more than ever to help users with changing technologies and to human- 
ize the virtual setting. 
Donald Riggs and Sha Li Zhang trace the pattern of technology’s in- 
fluence on library science journals; as technology content grows year by 
year, journal articles may affect librarian and staff expectations about their 
work life and learning needs. 
Finally, to remind us again of the priceless heritage from the past 
which is the rarson d’etreof libraries and archives, David Zeidberg offers an 
archival view of technology and a look at the challenges of the future. 
CONCILJSION 
Almost thirty years ago, a commentator on Madison Avenue media 
images said, “America’s technology has turned in upon itself; its corpo- 
rate form makes it the servant of profits, not the servant of human needs” 
(Embree, 1970,p. 189). This is true today of many applications of library 
technology; libraries are or should be dedicated to serving human needs, 
not to serving profit or any other motive. 
Most people come to the library to get a good book, yet their needs 
are often threatened by the dominance that technology is assuming in 
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libraries. Under the heading “Why do we ignore the 80 percent of patrons 
who want books to come first?” Francine Fialkoff (1997) editorialized in 
LibraryJournal: “Books are central to what libraries provide 
tertain and enlighten, inspire and instruct. We can’t afford to ignore 
them” (p. 48). Most people go to library schools (whatever name those 
schools bear) to become librarians but, increasingly, their education does 
riot equip them to do what they want to do. 
Because the mission of libraries is to “collect, preserve, organize and 
disseminate. . . the records of humankind and to provide human services 
based on those records” (Crawford & Gorman, 1995, p. 183),we must 
regard with some skepticism the lemming-like2 rush to technolocgy-at-all- 
costs and avoid confusing the means to an end with the end itself. 
“When we don’t protect our treasures, the loss echoes for ages,” says 
Clifford Stoll (1995) of the lost library of ancient Alexandria, but he adds 
of the contemporary scene, “No, I don’t worry about the bookless library 
. . . .Instead I suspect computers will deviously chew away at libraries from 
the inside. They’ll eat up book budgets and require librarians that are 
more comfortable with computers than with children and scholars. Li- 
braries will become adept at supplying the public with fast, low-quality 
information. The result won’t be a library without books-it’ll be a library 
without value” (p. 216). 
To avoid this frightening and all too plausible scenario, the custodi- 
ans of civilization’s records should develop library mission statements that 
will keep each library’s true purpose before everyone’s eyes. The core of’ 
such a statement should be mounted in large letters on a very public wall 
at eye level, not hidden on the library home page several mouse clicks 
away from visibility. In our view, those statements should contain: 
Knowledge and understanding, not data and information, are the 

central concerns of this library. 

Hurnan service to human beings and communities is the prime rea- 

son this library exists. (Crawford & Gorman, 1995, p. 182) 

NOTES‘ Luddites: A group of early nineternth-centLirv English workmen destroying laborsaving 
machinery as a protest. Wd.cter’s1VmthAreuf;ul l~,~atrDicl ionar~.Springfield, MA: Merriam 
Wehster, 1983, p. 70‘3.’ Lemmings: Small short-railed furry-footed rodents . . . notable for the recurrent mass 
migrations . . . into the sea where vast numbers are drowned. Websfer’sMnth A h CoZZe-
p’aleDictionary. Springfield, MA: Merriarn Wehster, 1983, 1). 683. 
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Revolution in the Library* 
GERTRUDEHIMMELFARB 
ABSTRACT 
W:A R E  WITNESSING A N  ELECTRONIC REVOLUTION in the library which may 
prove to be a revolution in the humanities and even in the nature of learn- 
ing and education. Like many revolutions, it is salutary up to a point, but 
it tends to go beyond that point. In cyberspace, every source seems as 
authoritative as every other. The revolution tends to depreciate the book 
in hand and to incapacitate us for thinking about ideas rather than amass- 
ing facts. The humanities are an essentially human enterprise of which 
the record reposes in books in libraries; this is where we look for truth, 
knowledge, and wisdom. We must hope that the central role of libraries 
in preserving these ideas will survive the electronic revolution. 
INTRODUCTION 
Historians are notoriously wary of the word revolution. Unlike jour- 
nalists, who find revolutions in every twist and turn of political events, 
intellectual movements, technological innovations, sartorial fashions, his- 
torians like to think that their revolutions last more than a month or two, 
or a year or two, or even a decade or two. Indeed, some historians-older 
historians like myself-are so sparing in their use of the word that they 
reserve it for changes that dramatically alter the course of entire centu- 
ries. Thus the Cromwellian revolution in England, complete with the 
decapitation of the king, is said to br. not a serious revolution; at best it 
*This article is reprinted from TheAmuican Scholal;Volume 66, Number 2, Spring 
1977,by kind permission of the author and the publisher. Copyright 01997 by 
the author. 
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was only a civil war. Nor was the so-called Glorious Revolution that altered 
the succession to the throne; that was entirely too peaceful, too “glori- 
ous,” to qualify as a revolution. 
But there are, even the most cautious historian will agree, genuine 
revolutions. The French Revolution surely was one such, and probably 
the American Revolution (although this is still disputed; a colonial revolt, 
the English prefer to call it). And finally, after decades of indecision, the 
industrial revolution has been admitted into the pantheon of revolutions. 
When I was in graduate school, the term “industrial revolution” always 
appeared in quotation marks to suggest that it was not really a revolution. 
Today, even the most skeptical of historians agree that it was a real revolu- 
tion. And having conceded that, some of us are prepared to say that we 
are now witnessing another revolution, a post-industrial revolution, the 
electronic revolution. Like all revolutions, this has ramifications far be- 
yond its immediate context, for it may prove to be a revolution not only in 
the library itself, the way books are catalogued, stored, and circulated, but 
in the nature of learning and education. 
The library is, and always has been, the heart of a college. I recall 
witnessing a demonstration at a university in the late 1960s, when the 
students demanded to be “empowered,” as they said, and the professors 
protested: “But we are the university.” In fact, librarians have as much 
right to make that claim. For professors-professors of the humanities, at 
any rate-as much as students, are the creatures of the library. Just as the 
laboratory is the domain of the sciences, so the library is the domain of 
the humanities. For it is the library that is the repository of the learning 
and wisdom that are transmitted from the professors to the students. 
If the library is now in the throes of a revolution-if desks and carrels 
in the library are being transformed into “workstations,” and students and 
scholars find themselves consulting the Internet more often than books- 
something momentous is happening, something far more consequential 
than a mere technological innovation. The last time we experienced such 
an event was the invention of the printing press almost half a millennium 
ago, and that, as we now know, had enormous consequences. Among 
other things, it was responsible for the creation of libraries. There had 
been libraries, to he sure, before Gutenberg’s invention. The most fa- 
mous was the library in Alexandria founded by Ptolemy I in the fourth 
century B.C .-famous partly because of its infamous destruction by the 
Roman emperors in the third and fourth centuries A.D. But other librar- 
ies, public and private, survived and flourished in Jerusalem, Greece, and 
Rome. At about the time that Gutenberg was perfecting his printing press, 
the Vatican Library was formed; its first catalog listed 2,500 volumes. To- 
day, thanks to Gutenberg, a good many scholars have that many books or 
more in their home or office. 
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The print revolution is the perfect exemplar of the principle of quan- 
tity transmuted into quality. The quantum leap in the number of books 
now available to each individual or library is almost the least of the conse- 
quences of that revolution. More significant is its democratizing effect- 
the liberation of the culture from the control of clerics and scribes. The 
relative ease and cheapness of printing transferred the production of books 
to artisans and merchants, who were responsible neither to ecclesiastical 
nor to secular authorities but only to the dictates of the consumer and the 
market. Thus ephemeral popular books could be produced as cheaply as 
classical ones, and heretical tracts as readily as canonical ones. 
Not only could numerous copies of each book be produced, but they 
could be produced in identical form. Thus every literate person could 
have access to the same text of the Bible, and could interpret andjudge it 
without benefit of the mediating authorities of church or state. It is no 
accident, some historians suggest, that the print revolution preceded the 
Protestant Reformation; were it not for Gutenberg, they say, the Reforma- 
tion might have petered out or been suppressed, as so many medieval 
heresies were. 
Now, with the electronic revolution, we are taking that democratizing 
process a giant step forward. It is not only the library catalogue that is 
computerized; the computer can call up a variety of other catalogues, in- 
dexes, databases, CD-Roms, the Internet, as well as books, journals, news- 
papers, archives, even manuscript collections from other libraries. Poten- 
tially, at least, the electronic revolution makes even smaller libraries the 
equivalent of libraries in major research universities and scholarly institu- 
tions. And it can do more than that. It can make those books,journals, 
databases, and so on, “talk to each other,” as cyberspace aficionados say. 
All you have to do is type in your request for information and the com- 
puter will collate the sources, synthesize them, and present the results for 
you on your screen. 
And it can do still more. It can make you not only the recipient of all 
this information but the creator of it, an active partner in this “interactive 
process” (another cyberspace term). Your thoughts on any subject, your 
reflections, impressions, opinions, even your latest term paper, can find 
their way into the Internet by means of your “home page.” Recently I 
heard a child on TV-an eight or nine year old-exult in the potentiali- 
ties of this marvelous device. “It’s wonderful,” he said, “to be able to ask a 
question on your home page and have lots of people answer it for you.” 
All of the adults on that program shared his enthusiasm. I wonder how 
many listeners recalled that only a few years ago he would have had to go 
to a textbook or encyclopedia for the answer to his question-an implicit 
recognition on his part that these sources were more reliable, more au- 
thoritative, than “lots of people.” 
By this time you will have suspected that I am of two minds about the 
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new electronic revolution. Like a great many revolutions, it is salutary- 
up to a point. But, like most revolutions, it tends to go beyond that point. 
The democratization of knowledge is all to the good if that means the 
democratization of access to knowledge. Anyone who spends a fair amount 
of time in the library is grateful for a computerized catalog that gives in- 
formation not only about the books and journals in that particular library 
but in all the libraries in the area or even in the country. And anyone who 
does not have access to a major research library, or who seeks information 
about a public figure or event in the recent past, or who wants to read or 
reread a particular book review or article, will be grateful to the Internet 
for retrieving that information quickly and efficiently. 
But democratization of the access to knowledge should not be con- 
fused with the democratijlation of knowledge itself. And this is where the 
Internet, or any system of electronic networking, may be misleading and 
even pernicious. In cyberspace, every source seems as authoritative as 
every other. As that child on TV put it, “lots of people” will profess to have 
the answer to his question. The search for a name or phrase on the Internet 
will produce a comic strip or advertising slogan as readily as a quotation 
from the Bible or Shakespeare. The Internet is an equal opportunity 
resource; it recognizes no rank or status or privilege. In that democratic 
universe, all sources, all ideas, all theories seem equally valid and pertinent. 
It takes a discriminating mind, a mind that is already stocked with 
knowledge and trained in critical discernment, to distinguish between 
Peanuts and Shakespeare-between the trivial and the important, the 
ephemeral and the enduring, the true and the false. It isjust this sense of 
discrimination that the humanities have traditionally cultivated and that 
they must now nurture even more strenuously if the electronic revolution 
is to do more good than bad. 
The humanities have had much to contend with in recent years. The 
real revolution started even before the electronic one, and it started not 
with a technological revolution but with an intellectual one. It began a 
few decades ago with thr attack on the “canon”-the great books that 
have traditionally been thought to constitute the heart of the humanities 
and the core of a liberal education. In the beginning, the criticism was 
leveled at the particular books in the canon-or rather at the authors of 
the books. Plato and Aristotle, Augustine and Aquinas, Shakespeare and 
Milton, Marx and Mill, all were derided as “Dead White Males”-“DWMS” 
or “Dweems” as they were familiarly known. The canon, it was charged, 
was sexist, elitist, and regressive, prejudiced against women, against blacks, 
and against the living. 
But that was only the opening skirmish of the war. The attack esca- 
lated with an assault against the very idea of a canon. Any canon, the 
argument went, was objectionable because it was fixed, prescribed, im- 
posed from without-therefore oppressive and authoritarian. When it 
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was pointed out that the canon was not in fact fixed, that it differed from 
college to college and changed from one year to the next, that some old 
books were retired while new ones emerged (some by women, blacks, and 
even, horrors, the living), a new stratecgy came into play. 
I first encountered this new turn of the argument some years ago 
when 1participated in a panel discussion on the subject of the canon at a 
distinguished liberal arts college. One of thc panelists, the head of the 
Women’s Studies program at the college, explained that the problem is 
not only that the “Big Guys”-her variation on “Dead White Males”-arc 
Guys, but also that they are Big, thus “privileging,” as she put it, big books, 
great books. This, she complained, is what is really offensive in the canon. 
The canon-any canon-assumes that there is such a thing as great books 
containing great and enduring ideas and truths worthy of being studied 
and valued. Moreover, it assumes that these ideas and truths transcend 
time and place, racc and ethnicity, class and gender, country and nation- 
ality. These assumptions, she said, are not only elitist; they are profoundly 
sexist, for they reflect a distinctively masculine view of how people think 
and feel, a masculine conception of ideas and reason. She concluded by 
calling upon women, and feminists particularly, to repudiate this mascu- 
line sensibility and adopt a uniquely feminine one, which celebrates not 
great ideas and truths but “the little things in women’s lives . . . ,the small 
nurturing things that women do.” 
I was taken aback by this argument. I could only protest that a retreat 
to “the little things in women’s lives” is not my idea ofwhat feminism is all 
about; it sounds to me suspiciously like a retreat to the kitchen. Nor do 1 
agree that great books and ideas are distinctively masculine, nor that they 
are at all elitist. On the contrary, I believe them to be distinctively human 
and eminently democratic. They have survived the ages precisely because 
they are accessible to people of different backgrounds and characters, all 
of whom can aspire to understand them and to be elevated by them. This 
has been the principle inspiring the humanities, and, indeed, the very 
idea of a liberal education. 
Since that episode, this challenge, not only to the canon but to thc 
humanities and liberal education, has become all too familiar, and not 
only on the part of feminists. It is now espoused in a more sophisticated 
form by literary critics, philosophers, historians, and others under the 
banner of postmodernism, a doctrine that has become extremely influ- 
ential, in some cases dominant, on many campuses and in many disci- 
plines. 
The mainspring of postmodernism is a radical-an absolute, one might 
say-relativism, skepticism, and subjectivism that rejects not only the idea 
of the canon, and not only the idea of greatness, but the very idea of 
truth. For the postmodernist, there is no truth, no knowledge, no objec- 
tivity, no reason, and ultimately, no reality. Nothing is fixed, nothing is 
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permanent, nothing is transcendent. Everything is in a state of total rela- 
tivity and perennial flux. There is no correspondence between language 
and reality; indeed, there is no “essential” reality. What appears to be real 
is illusory, deceptive, problematic, indeterminate. What appears to be 
true is nothing more than what the power structure, the “hegemonic” 
authority in society, deems to be true. 
To those of you who have been happily spared this latest intellectual 
fashion, it may seem bizarre and improbable. I can only assure you that it 
is all too prevalent in all fields of the humanities. This is not to say that all 
or even most professors of literature, history, or philosophy are 
postmodernists. But some of the most prestigious professors are, includ- 
ing the recent presidents of several important professional associations. 
And many of the brightest and most ambitious younger professors and 
graduate students are attracted to a mode of thought that they believe to 
be at the “cutting edge,” the “vanguard,” of their disciplines. More impor- 
tant is the fact that even those who do not think of themselves as 
postmodernists often share the extreme relativism and subjectivism that 
now pervade the humanities as a whole. In the leading professional jour- 
nals today, the words “truth,” “objectivity,” “reason,” and “reality” gener- 
ally appear with quotation marks around them, suggesting how specious 
these concepts are. 
What we are now confronting, therefore, is not one but two revolu- 
tions-an intellectual and a technological revolution-which bear an un- 
canny resemblance to each other and have a symbiotic relationship to 
each other. If I were given to conspiratorial theories, I might speculate 
that Bill Gates, the chairman of Microsoft, is a secret agent of Jacques 
Derrida, the high priest of postmodernism. For the new technology is the 
perfect medium for the new ideology. Surfing through cyberspace is a 
truly postmodernist experience, a liberation from what the postmodernist 
calls “linear thinking”-a logical rational mode of reasoning. 
Words and images appear on the screen in rapid succession and in no 
predetermined or logical order. The reader, or rather viewer, patches 
them together as he likes, making of them what he will, connecting and 
disconnecting them at his pleasure. There is no fixed text, no authorita- 
tive source, no restrictions of space or time to confine him. (Compare the 
infinite capacity of the moving screen with the physical spatial limitations 
of the book or the speed of scrolling on the screen with turning the pages 
of a book.) 
Another buzzword of postmodernism is intertextuality-intruding into 
the text of a poem, for example, any words, ideas, or events, however 
remote or contradictory, that may come to the mind of the reader. The 
screen enormously facilitates such intertextuality, as it calls up other texts 
or images that may not even have occurred to the reader and that may 
have little or no bearing on the poem. The poem becomes, in the language 
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of postmodernism, indeterminate, problematic, ironic. And the reading 
of the poem becomes, in effect, an exercise in “virtual reality,” having as 
little relation to the real poem as an electronic game of virtual reality has 
to the real world. 
M’e are thus experiencing a revolution, not only in library services but 
in the very conception of the library. And, like most revolutions, this one 
has enormous potentialities for good and bad. Among its undeniable 
virtues are the computerized catalog, so much more efficient and infor- 
mative than the old card catalog; the ready access to other library hold- 
ings and databases; the ability to retrieve rapidly information and mate- 
rial that otherwise would have taken days or would have been irrecover- 
able; the convenience of networking with colleagues working on similar 
subjects, exchanging ideas, information, and, let us admit it, the kind of 
professional and even personal gossip that goes with the trade. 
But-and this is a large but-all this will be to the good only if the 
virtues of the new library are made to complement, rather than supplant, 
those of the old. And I am confident this can be done, although it will 
take a conscious effort to do it-to resist the seductions of the new me- 
dium, to refrain from mindless, endless cybersnrfing, to withstand the 
tempting distractions along the way, to retain a sense ofwhat is important, 
pertinent, and authoritative. Above all, it will mean keeping faith with 
the old library-with books that are meant to be read, not merely surfed. 
E-mail enthusiasts refer to postal mail as “snailmail.” Some books, to be 
sure, are better surfed (“skimmed,” as we used to say) than read. But 
others should only be read at a snail’s pace; anything faster than that de- 
feats the purpose and violates the text. 
This brings me to the heart of the matter-to the particular relation- 
ship between the library and the humanities. In theory, there is no rea- 
son why Milton’s Paradise Lost or Rousseau’s Social Contract cannot be called 
up on the screen, assuming they are “online.” But even if they are online, 
there is every reason to read them in book form-“hard copy,”as we now 
say-rather than on the screen. With the physical volume in our hand, we 
are necessarily aware of the substantiality, the reality of the work, the text 
as it is, as Milton or Rousseau wrote it and meant us to read it. Of course, 
we will interpret and understand it within our own framework of refer- 
ence; and of course we will draw upon other sources-critical, historical, 
biographical-to help interpret and understand it. But we should always 
be brought back to  the text, to the book in hand. The book is the reality; 
there is no virtual reality here. Moreover, each page of the book-in the 
case of a difficult work, each line oftlie page-has a distinctness, a hard 
reality of its own. Holding the book in hand, open at that page, it is easy 
to concentrate the mind upon it, to linger over it, mull over it, take as 
long as necessary to try to understand and appreciate it. 
Reading it on the screen, however, is a quite different experience. 
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There we tend to become postmodernists in spite of ourselves. It takes a 
great effort of will to concentrate on the text unaccompanied by whatever 
else may happen to be called up on the screen along with it. And it takes 
a still greater effort to remain fixed on a single page without scrolling on 
to the next, let alone to concentrate on a single passage, line, or word. 
The medium itself is too fluid, too mobile and volatile, to encourage any 
sustained effort of thought. It makes us impatient, eager to get on to the 
next visual presentation. And the more accustomed we become to the 
new medium, the more difficult it is to retain the old habits of study and 
thought. We become habituated to a fast pace, an ever-changing scene, a 
rapid succession of sensations and impressions. We become incapacitated 
for the longer, slower, less feverish tempo of the book. 
We also become incapacitated for thinking seriously about ideas rather 
than amassing facts. For the purpose of retrieving facts, the Internet is 
enormously helpful, although even here some caveats are in order. We 
need to concentrate our mind on exactly what it is we want to know, to 
resist being distracted by fascinating but irrelevant facts, and-most im-
portant-to retain the ability to distinguish between facts and opinions, 
between reputable sources and dubious ones. The humanities, however, 
is about more than the retrieval of facts. It is also about appreciating a 
poem, understanding an idea, finding significance in a historical event, 
following the logic of an argument, reasoning about human nature, in- 
quiring into ethical dilemmas, making rational and moral judgments-all 
of which require an exercise of mind that calls upon all the human facul- 
ties, and which no technology, however sophisticated, can satisQ. If we 
want, for example, a concordance to the Bible, we can find no better me- 
dium than the Internet. But if we want to read the Bible, to study it, think 
about it, reflect upon it, we should have it in our hands, for that is the only 
way of getting it into our minds and our hearts. 
The humanities are an essentially human enterprise-an enterprise 
to which human beings have devoted themselves for all of civilized his- 
tory. The record of that enterprise reposes in the library in the form of 
books-a vast multitude of books, including, to be sure, many worthless 
or meretricious ones, but also all the great ones. These are the books that 
sustain our minds and inspire our imaginations. It is there that we look 
for truth, for knowledge, for wisdom. And it is these ideals that we hope 
will survive our latest revolution. 
The Rush to Technology: A View 
from the Humanists 
VIRGINIAMASSEY-BURZIO 
ABSTRACT 
THISARTICIX INVESlIGATES THE PERCEPTION that humanists are less than 
enamored with technology when compared to their peers in other disci- 
plines. Using focus group interviews with humanities faculty at an east 
coast university, the article examines and analyzes their access to technol- 
qgy, their technological skill and interest, their concerns about digitized 
texts and art works, their views on the digital library of the future, and the 
value of technolo<gy to their research and teaching. 
INTRODUCTION 
The role of technology in the profes5ional lives of librarians is all 
encompassing. As librarians, we are consumed by required technical sup- 
port, equipment and staff development, the resources that must be allo- 
cated, systems that crash or freeze up, and meeting patron demands and 
complaints. We must deal continuously with demands for more and bet- 
ter technology and might fail to notice that not all users feel the same way 
or have the same attitude toward technology as our more vocal usm. When 
we see the reluctance of some users, there is a danger that we will casually 
dismiss them as Luddites. In this kind of climate, it is important to know 
and understand all user groups. The fact that they are academics does 
not mean that they use technology the same way or have the same needs. 
It is easy to concentrate on the most vocal groups, which tend to be the 
younger students and scientists. Both groups are the most comfortable 
with technolo<gy. We need to examine closely other groups to understand 
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their needs and ensure we are meeting them. This study is an attempt to 
understand how humanities faculty view and use library technology. 
Humanities faculty are often perceived as anti-technology, yet some 
of them are involved in important groundbreaking technological projects 
such as the Center for Electronic Texts in the Humanities, the Oxford 
Text Archive, Perseus, the Text Encoding Initiative, and various instruc- 
tional technology experiments. Humanities faculty often exhibit a healthy 
skepticism toward technology, a refreshing difference from what librar- 
ians listen to on a daily basis, both from their peers and from technologi- 
cally hungry users. While scientists have been much studied as to their 
uses of library technology, humanists have been largely ignored or grouped 
with social scientists and others. Given their mix of technological involve- 
ment in interesting projects and their skepticism, they are a potentially 
interesting group to study. 
SETTING 
Johns Hopkins University, founded in Baltimore in 1876, is a small 
privately endowed coeducational university with a world-renowned repu- 
tation. The 3,695 undergraduates and the 4,228 graduate students are 
largely free of university-wide curricular requirements. Even undergradu- 
ates are expected to create their own programs with the help of faculty 
advisors. The gentility of the environment belies the intense pressure to 
work independently, to be creative, and to produce. 
Of the 350 full-time faculty, 80 are in the humanities. Although the 
largest number of programs and the biggest departments are in the sci- 
ences and engineering, the humanities departments are strong, presti- 
gious, and vibrant. 
The humanities departments, which are served by the Milton S. 
Eisenhower Library, are part of the School of Arts and Sciences. 
METHODOLOGY 
The focus group interview method was chosen for this study because 
of the type of information that was desired-i.e., how humanities faculty 
view library technology and its value to their research and teaching. Their 
experiences with existing library technology were sought, along with their 
views and use of electronic texts, electronic journals, the Internet, and 
other Web-based information. Also investigated was their access to tech- 
nology, technological skills, interest in developing such skills, and opin- 
ions about the ideal library of the future. The focus group is an ideal 
method to study use and opinions about technology because people inter- 
acting with each other help to produce data and insights that would be 
less accessible without the interaction found in a group (Morgan, 1988,p. 
12). In this setting, particularly because it concerned a nonthreatening 
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topic like library technology (as opposed to such matters as divorce expe- 
riences or having a gay child), people were more than willing to compare 
and share experiences. They were not shy about saying what they thought. 
They wcre bolstered by shared opinions and fascinated by experiences 
that were different from their own. Data from a focus group are much 
richer because participants can ask questions about matters they do not 
understand, and the moderator can get at the real feelings behind the 
answers, taking into account body language, tone of voice, and so on. A 
focus group also allows the moderator to explore interesting issues that 
come up unexpectedly as they always do. 
This last advantage of the focus group was the main reason why the 
author was the moderator. Having a nonlibraridn moderator would have 
prevented the flexibility to follow up on an interesting comment and also 
would not have permitted follow up by the moderator after the focus groups 
were over. Several faculty members asked for orientation to the new cata- 
log and the library’s Web site, which they would undoubtedly not have 
requested from a nonlibrarian moderator. 
Focus groups create wonderful public relations for a library. Not only 
do the participants appreciate the opportunity to be heard, but the li-
brary is viewed as being caring enough to solicit their views and to make 
their re\earch easier. Given the fact that the Eisenhower Library in the 
last few years has added hundreds of electronic databases, journals, and 
full-text resources, in addition to a new Web-based catalog, this is politi-
cally very important. The humanities faculty feel very pressured by the 
library and the university to use technology (as we learned from this study) 
in their teaching. Focusing on what really works well for them can relieve 
some of that pressure. 
Out of eighty humanities faculty, forty were invited to participate. 
The forty were selected by the various humanities resource services librar- 
ians who act as liaisons to the humanities departments. A mix of techno- 
logically involved, somewhat involved, and not at all involved faculty was 
chosen. Of these, approximately twenty participated in the focus groups, 
one quarter of the humanities faculty. The groups lasted an hour and a 
half and lunch was served during the interview. 
FINDINGS 
Access to Technology 
While all faculty in the focus groups used e-mail, word processing, 
and the library’s former character-based online catalog in their offices, 
there was a wide disparity in departments with respect to their access to 
high-end computers with the capacity to handle the library’s new Web-based 
online catalog and databases, the Internet, and downloading of large files 
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and images. The departments with the most access usually had technical 
support staff who helped the department to select and set up computers 
and to fix problems when something went wrong. One professor noted 
that computer access, “has not yet become a utility. I don’t have to call up 
and tell them to turn the electricity on in my office. Can you imagine 
having your phone on demand? Unfortunately, that’s the way computer 
access is still being handled.” 
Participants had even less access from home. Only a couple of faculty 
had some kind of home support (a spouse or a child), and one actually 
hired someone to come to his house. He said: “So, fundamentally you can 
remain ignorant of the deep magic . . . I take the same position with an 
automobile. I don’t play around with fuel injectors.” Others noted the 
need to upgrade their computers but were reluctant to do so. They viewed 
it as too expensive an investment in both money and time to learn how to 
use new equipment and upgraded or new software. As one noted, “it’s 
just I think I can do what I need to in my office.” Another said: “Since you 
switched to Netscape, that basically made library access from home unde- 
sirable. Let’s put it this way. I could do it, but it’s just too hard. [The old 
catalog] worked better because of telnet connections. That’s not a prob- 
lem with these older machines.” 
In stark and startling contrast to scientists, many revealed a wish to 
keep home and work separate. At most, they would write at home but 
preferred to do research on campus, in some cases to be close to the li- 
brary. Many even avoid e-mail at home. The majority seemed to view 
home access as an intrusion into their private lives. 
It should be noted that scientists often use grant money to update 
and upgrade their computers at home. Humanists do not, or rarely, have 
this source of money available to them. 
A Web-Based Catalog 
Five months before the focus groups were held, the library introduced 
a new Web-based online catalog. Surprisingly, a number of people, espe- 
cially faculty, had a very difficult time adjusting to this new type of inter- 
face. Librarians assumed that almost everyone was familiar with the 
Internet and would be pleased to use a Web-based catalog. Humanities 
faculty were very put off by all the buttons and graphics and protested 
that they “didn’t need all that stuff‘ and just wanted to get to the catalog 
(see Figure 1). Many of the computers in their offices and at home were 
not high-end enough to handle Web-based resources. This made many 
faculty very frustrated and annoyed with the change. Several asked if it 
were possible to consider “having simply a bank of terminals . . .that were 
always in the [online] card catalog.” Several pointed out that 80 to 90 
percent of the time they just wanted to gain access to the library catalog. 
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. . . my previous iiniversity which has simply one online catalog, no Web 
ve1-5ion. . . it was a pleasure to LISC . . . 
It seems like there are more stages now. . . to get to the actual item you 
want than there used to be. 
It’s like a thoroughbred when you want a cart horse. 
They put yon through more hoops than you want to go through. 
I think in part it’s this windows format and this thing of clicking screens 
over to screens. I’ve always thought windows is a ridiculous system and 
very, vcryjuvenile. I think it’s a cumbersome operating system . . . it’s a 
graphics model that seems to he more gimmick than anything else 
s o  our access is mediated by this gimmick and [the previous catalog] 
was not . . . at any rate, I’m happy to iise it, but I think it’s a bit silly. 
. . . for u s probably 99 percent of the time that wc go into the catalog 
it’s simply to find the call number of a book in the library. Now, for the 
other 1percent, there may be a useful linkup and maybe we will learn 
more of this in the future. I think it’s at the point where . . . the disad- 
vantages of integrating everything seem to be outweighed by the ad- 
vantages of quick access to the call number when you want to get to it. 
. . . we want the application that we use the most to he the most acces- 
sible, and the other stuff to be, as it were, behind it, not up front with 
it. 
I’mnot entirely happy with this multi-purpose terminal idea . . . you 
have to go through a series of gatervays to get to the yery simple appli- 
cation that you might want. This is a nuisance. I’ve noticed that as the 
technolog? has become more sophisticated there are more steps . . . 
. . . the creators of this new system were a bit idealistic in understanding 
. . . the knowledge we might bring to this kind of‘thing. The truth is 
many of us are not knowledgeable about the technology. 
Figure I. A Web-Based Catalog: Some Representative Comments. 
TheInternet 
Only a small minority of humanities faculty used the Internet. They 
were unsure of its value to them and, for the most part, thought it was a 
waste of time. Only one could be viewed as a surfer. She said, “frankly, I 
surf the Web with Yahoo. About once a week I spend an hour or so finding 
what the new stuff is because it’sjust pouring onto the wire.” She had a 
very high level of awareness that there is a lot of valuable scholarly mate- 
rial on the Internet (see Figure 2) .  
A tiny minority used the Internet for a specific purpose-i.e., to view 
an electronic journal o r  a specific Web site. All, however, complained 
about the time needed to find worthwhile material. They expressed great 
reluctance to “surf,” look around, or explore (see Figure 3 ) .  
The faculty were concerned about student use of the Internet. While 
they learn about valuable information 6om their graduate students, they 
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Even though it’s something that’s thought of as instant 
gratification ...in reality it takes time to get from one place to where 
you want to go . . . it takes a long time to download the images, 
which you don’t really want anyway and then the information is not 
necessarily that useful once you finally get to it. 
. . . my experience has been . . . being forced to go through a gigan- 
tic number of file cabinets that you have no interest in, hoping that 
someplace in there is a single folder that has something you’re look- 
ing for . . . seems to take forever so basically I don’t do it . . . prob-
ably missing out on a lot because of that, but it has seemed to me 
hopeless. 
. . . if it’s in a library it’s already a book that’s been . . . chosen. You 
know it’s going to have something to do with what you’re doing. 
Whereas 99.99 percent of what’s out there has nothing to do with 
academic research . . . and was never intended to . . .you have to sift 
through all that other schlock to get to the stuff that related to the 
kind of research we would be doing . . . it’s certainly no replace- 
ment for the library, by any stretch of the imagination. 
It was literally only the other day that I got both the new computer 
and . . . hooked up to the new wiring . . .my suspicion is that it’s not 
going to help me out all that much given the kind of things that are 
not on there . . . the Classics holdings in this library are really pretty 
good. So I find that that’s usually all I need. 
. . . what I have found is that almost always where I end up is useless 
because the information is so superficial. It’s just sort of a chase. 
. . . I ask what’s the point? This is the kind of stuff I could just as 
easily open a book and get somebody’s address as have spent ten 
minutes working my way through a labyrinth . . . . It just strikes me 
that the technology is so much more daunting and impressive than 
the content . . . that’s why I don’t do it very often. 
It isn’t out there apparently, the information 
It seenis to me these systems were designed to accommodate those 
people (who like to surf) and not us. 
Figure 2. The Internet: Some Representative Comments. 
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. . . I’ve used the Net f o r .  . , [an] electronic book reviewjournal, [a] 
couple of visits to museum web sites. I have not done . . . jus t  the 
surfing to see what was out there, but I am interested in . . . finding 
sites . . . that would lead efficiently to ones that would be useful, 
rather than just kind of general . . , typing in some keyword and 
seeing what comes up. I’m not too inclined to do  that. 
. . . I find that the Internet is useful for research. I tend to go to a 
lot of Dutch library sites , , . niajor museunis and  places like 
tha t .  . . [are] actually rather slow to get their collections online or 
at least what you do  is . . . get a tourist view oftheir  rollections. You 
don’t get a scholarly view oftheir  collections, s o  that tends not to be 
terribly uscful. 
I mostly use the [computer] for writing and haven’t really explored 
very much of this other stuff. You get really terribly busy. There are 
a lot of things pulling us in many different directions, profession- 
ally and otherwise. I don’t know about you all, but I don’t have very 
much time to spend on this. 
I don’t find it amusing or  entertaining to spend time [this way] 
. . . . You know, let’s see what happens, and let’s do  this or that. It’s 
not something I want to do  , . , . I find it an impediment to getting 
the job done . . . 
. . . I don’t use thr  Wrb that much at all, actually. For me I find it 
more of a waste of time . , , thus far, it’s not something that I really 
want to take much time doing. 
. . . the Web is gigantic and it takes forever to wander around in it in 
terms of its size. 
I don’t have an hour to sit down and surf. 
I belong to a generation, which never used this kind of material, 
and, frankly, I don’t give a damn. It’s a waste of time for me. The 
only thing I could use is catalogs. I don’t want to play these little 
games, you know, browsing and such. I just want to do my job. This 
is a distraction. 
Figure 3 .  Time for the Internet: Some Kepresentative Comments. 
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fear that undergraduates are perhaps using the Internet instead of doing 
real research. One explained: 
’They could either read this very long book about medieval cathe- 
drals or they can go and find a homepage on Chartres Cathedral that 
tells us that in 1148 the building had a problem . . . it’s very superfi- 
cial and they think that’s research and it isn’t. Students need to be 
educated about the relative value of what is released and currently 
on the Internet. 
Finding Out About New Databases, Web Sites, Electronic Journals, 
Full-Text Resources 
Unfortunately, few were aware of, or used, the expertise of librarians 
or the library’s Web site as a sifter or pre-selection tool for scholarly infor- 
mation. Some, who had never really looked at the library’s Web site, viewed 
it only as an impediment to getting directly to the card catalog. Their lack 
of awareness and use of available staff and tools was reflected in their lack 
of knowledge about available and essential electronic sources of informa-
tion in their field. Others, who had been guided by librarians, had found 
good scholarly material and were more open to the Internet. Word of 
mouth via academic colleagues or reading about good sites in their pro- 
fessional literature seems to have hardly made a dent in their awareness 
of what is available. 
They were not enthusiastic about listservs, although some of them 
subscribed to several. Although one expressed enthusiasm for the Society 
of Eighteenth Century Studies Listserv as a “very big and powerful one, 
which inundates us with information,” another complained that “Most of 
the information from [listservs] is useless. It’s just a lot of nonsense, but 
once in awhile there will be some informative listings.” 
It was interesting to note that the few faculty who did find the library’s 
subject pages used them as a filter of quality information and knew they 
were frequently updated. Those who had not been aware that we were 
providing such a service were immediately interested (see Figure 4). 
The Changing Role of Librarians 
There was a feeling among some focus group participants that they 
were being pushed to use technology, and that librarians were always try- 
ing to promote the use of technology. One said that it was not the librar- 
ians, that they were wonderful and were doing a good job for them, but 
that “you are giving things to us which are too complicated . . . which do 
not correspond to my needs, which go overboard for me, and . . . I have a 
reluctance to use them.” They noted how much they appreciated the sub- 
ject specialist librarian who really knew and understood the subject and 
noted what good mediators the librarians were between the subject and 
the technological access to the subject. Another noted that we might be 
followinga science model and electronically presenting information as if 
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I don’t know what that is [Milton’s Web, the library’s Web site] 
I learn enormous amounts from [graduate students]. I don’t want to 
go where they go . . . but they’re very resourceful. I have a student 
who’s a Web Master . . . when I need to know something I go to her. 
I get my information from [his assigned librarian liaison] . . . so I very 
much rely on a research librarian t o  . . . give me tips, because other- 
wise 1would spend hours and hours, . . . surfing the Net, . . . gathering 
information in, I think, a not terribly efficient fashion. 
. . . it’s fairly easy to glean some of this from print publications, for 
example, . . . a newsletter from a professional society that I belong to of 
archaeologists . . , very often list the most recent web sites or resources. 
I just tear them out. 
basically word of niouth. People telling you what there is and where 
to go. 
I sometimes go to the [library] Classics page. There’s . . . our big data- 
bases, (3111- Greek and Roman text databases, cross links to [electronic] 
journals . . . . Once I’ve gotten there, 1,just save the URI, as my book- 
mark and then I don’t have to go all the way through Milton’s Web 
again. 
[students] love the French page. They find it actually saves them some 
time, bycause [the librarian] updates it regularly, finds new stuff arid 
puts little aniioiincerneiits out. So the students, much more than the 
faculty, rather routinely use it I think. 
[The graduate students] tend to come in with materials that I wouldn’t 
otherwise know about. Mavbe I should learn [how] to do  that, but for 
one reason or another I haven’t. 
Figure 4. Learning About New Electronic Resources: Some Representative 
Comments. 
everyone were a scientist. He felt technology was also suited to those who 
use LEXIS/NEXIS, but technology did not work as well for the humani- 
ties. In other words, scientists and social scientists are object oriented in 
their research while humanists are browsers. Others agreed and noted 
that there is a book culture that’s different from a technology culture. 
Although they do not see it happening yet, some were concerned 
that since librarians had to be competent both in their subject fields and 
in technology, perhaps one would suffer. One expressed fear that librar- 
ians in the future would “know very well how to navigate the net, but 
perhaps will not be able to distinguish what’s important to purchase in a 
specific field in Hungarian literature or history of art. I think this is going 
to be crucial . . . how to balance between the two.” Others were not so 
concerned, saying that librarians have always been technologically oriented 
noting that the call number system was about as technologically oriented 
as you could get and “breaking that code was almost past me. But, they 
can be as ‘techy’as they want because they are going to mediate it for me, 
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which means I do not have to get quite as ‘techy’as they.” Another noted 
that 
the demand for people who really know the field [is] more acute, 
riot less acute. We need people who really can read French, who 
know the history of French literature, who can get in there and help 
11s do the books . . . the people that I’ve had experience with who 
actually are technophiles in the library . . . really don’t get involved 
with that at all. It’s really very rare that one is asked to do the job of 
the other. . . I was afraid of that and have found it not to be the case. 
TECHNOLOGY AND A BARRIERAS A FACILITATOR 
Noting the recent developments with access to the Internet, electronic 
journals, images, and so on, users complained that, “it doesn’t do you any 
good if you have slow access and an old computer with an old screen.” 
Another said, “all this presupposes that everybody has this state of the art 
technology.” 
The threshold of knowledge that some of our library technology re- 
quires of its users is too great, according to these humanities faculty. They 
do not want to spend a lot of time just doing a simple task-i.e., getting to 
the information they want. One said, “I have a very nice FTP utility.” 
However, the very idea of having to FTP software to their computers to get 
access to a database is viewed with terror by most. They would not know 
to even ask for a good FTP utility. They would rather wait, even if it takes 
years, for the access to become easier. The rest have some kind of on-site 
computer support that they can rely on to help them over these techno- 
logical barriers but these are hardly the majority. 
Outmoded computers and weak connections make access too slow. It 
takes so long to download things from the Web that many feel it is not 
worth the time. They also mentioned getting frustrating messages during 
downloading telling them they did not have enough memory or needed a 
new version of Netscape. Plowing through a lot of layers in a Web envi- 
ronment is very annoying to many. For those who have discovered it, the 
bookmark is a godsend and incredibly easy to use. 
As one user said, getting the right combinations of equipment and 
software are only the first step. You also have to learn how to maneuver, 
and he asks himself if it is worth the effort. He points out that not only do 
you have to get over the initial setup and training, but every time the 
database is updated you have to start over again. Others, while grateful, 
for example, for having an electronic version of L’AnneePhilologzgue, noted 
that it has a very complicated interface that requires an entire afternoon 
to learn. 
Browsing in the stacks is a key component of research in the humani- 
ties. As one faculty member said: “Sometimes [browsing is] how I start my 
research. I just start shelf reading and that’s something that’s harder to 
do electronically.” Another noted, “one of the things that’s interesting is 
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to go see all the secondary literature that you didn’t even know existed 
. . .what you didn’t know you were looking for.” Another agreed, “when 
you can’t browse so easily then you’re less likely to come up with things 
that are unexpected and important connections to your work that you 
wouldn’t think of right off.” Because Hopkins, like many large research 
librarics, has an off-site storage facility, virtual browsing is becoming a ne- 
cessity. “It’s not quite as good as being able to pick the book off the shelf 
and open it and see what’s in it, but at least you can see what should be 
there.” Others expressed more doubt, “I’m not sure that [virtual brows- 
ing] i5 advantageous, but maybe it is because I don’t try hard enough. 
And I still think that going in the library and looking for A and finding B 
is always the best kind of chance . . . .” Humanities faculty have a great 
interest in materials in foreign libraries and many have visited and used 
foreign libraries. They view open-stack research libraries in America with 
their long hours as a great advantage. One non-native American profes- 
sor called it an “extraordinary privilege.” Faced with off-site storage facili- 
ties and compact shelving, they are concerned about the erosion of al-
most unlimited access to books and feel techr~olo~gy cannot replace that 
access. As one pointed out, “one cannot replace the other by any stretch 
of the imagination . . . no matter how many CD-ROMs are available, it 
serves a different function and one’s interaction with material in that form 
is quite different.” 
One faculty member expressed a long-held concern with catalogs going 
online which he feels has never been properly resolved, and that is the 
handling of diphthongs. He said, “when I go to the computer . . . very 
often I will not get the reference there that I can get by . . . going to a 
paper catalog. And, boy, that really worries me.” 
Another said when he is looking for Greek texts, he does not even 
bother with the catalog but looks for them on the shelf. He wonders how 
much longer he will be able to do that. Humanities faculty feel that when 
they cannot find something in the online catalog, “when it doesn’t appear 
properly in the computer catalog, it’s . . . lost. That book becomes a phan-
tom book. It doesn’t exist anymore.” They feel that it is somehow more 
lost than when it could not be found in the card catalog. 
One of the down sides to technology, according to one professor, is 
the mind process is lost. When I look for something, I have to go to 
the book and I have to read a few things and sometimes I find things 
I didn’t know existed there and it helps me to grow, to learn. But if 
I have to push a button . . .without looking for it myself, then my 
brain doesn’t grow. . . I don’t want the machine to think for me. 
Others agreed saying the technology was very target or object oriented. 
In some sense it is too focused and does not allow the discovery of new 
information and new worlds that serendipity reading and browsing in the 
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stacks does. One responded, “there must be a way. . . technologically that 
can open fields rather than narrow them.” 
In addition to eye strain, one of the more intensive users of comput- 
ers noted a physical down side of technology. She is in physical therapy 
for a bad back. 
On the plus side, humanities faculty all felt that technology has revo- 
lutionized the way they do research in a positive and powerful way. One 
said: “The technology has helped me in simply being able to find things 
quicker. Like in the search procedures. If you just [put in] Syria . . . then 
you get all sorts of stuff.” Another noted that print index searching was 
limited. “There isn’t often a single word to look up in an index . . .you’re 
interested in maybe a method or broad set of concepts. It could appear 
under dozens of words . . .”. Electronic indexing provides that quickly 
and efficiently. Texts, concordances, dissertation abstracts, and indexes 
can be gone through in an afternoon instead of over a six month period. 
As one user noted: “For all of us who work with texts that can be put on 
databases . . . these databases . . . [have] completely revolutionized the 
way we all do research and there is no way any of us could go away from 
those now knowing how powerful they are. There’s nothing like it.” There 
is also more certainty. When you are searching manually, it is possible to 
miss a word occurrence or get lost and diverted because of fatigue or hu- 
man error. 
ELECTRONICTEXTS 
Technology allows not only access to catalogs but now, more fre- 
quently, access to texts. Critical editions with hypertext links to major 
critical articles are being made available and are turning out to be very 
useful to humanities scholars. They also had several reservations. Hav- 
ing much of the great literature on CD was viewed as useful for search- 
ing the use of words and so on. One praised resources like the Dutch 
NutionaZDictionury on CD-ROM as the most wonderful thing ever to hap- 
pen because the paper version was very unwieldy and took up a whole 
wall. So while word use searching and hypertext links were viewed as 
clearly superior to anything on paper, reading continuously online was 
not. It is harder on the eyes. One noted: “It’s just physically much 
easier to use a book. Reading something on the screen, one can do it, 
but it’s not easy to do. It’s not comfortable and I certainly wouldn’t choose 
to if I didn’t have to.” They also pointed out that the “material appear- 
ance of the book . . . especially in the case of primary texts, was some- 
times very important for the interpretations of that work.” A digitized 
version would not be the same thing. 
Flicking back and forth between text and many complicated footnotes 
was also viewed negatively. The technology is just not there for being able 
to read a whole page and footnotes at the same time. 
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There was an interest in digitizing early (but not rare) books with 
acid paper and nineteenth-century journals in order to, as one said, “pre- 
serve stock.” Not knowing the costs and labor involved in digitizing, they 
felt digitizing would be a good alternative to current methods of preserva- 
tion-i.e., photocopying, de-acidifying, and microfilming. They clearly 
loathe microfilm. One said, unequivocally, “I hate microfilm. It’s so hard 
to read.” Another agreed saying: “None of us likes sitting in front of‘those 
dumb machines, but we do i t  and strain our eyes and we print out the 
pages. . . we have to do it, there’s no other way . . . it’s better to have it 
available in electronic format. . .”. 
The library bought an imaging system that scans microfilm and has 
the capability to send the digitized image to the user’s e-mail account. 
While conceptually this seemed to be a wonderful solution to reading and 
copying microfilm, the humanities faculty were riot at all satisfied with it. 
They complained, “[it] actually doesn’t work verywell and so consequently 
very few people actually use it.” 
ELECTRONICJOURNAI ,s 
While hunianities faculty were very interested in receiving digitized 
copies of ILL articles or articles sent to their offices from the library or 
our off-site storage facility, they, on the whole, were concerned about liv- 
ing without print journals. They do not want to read articles on a com-
puter screen and do want to mark up articles. Printing the articles was not 
satisfactory. One said, “there are days when I don’t get away from that 
screen [writing, doing e-mail and looking at various library catalogs]. The 
thought of having something else that I have to use on the screen is not 
I hear [there are newspapers online]. That’s the last thing 
in the world I would want. After awhile it’s not a convenience.” On the 
other hand, getting access to materials not otherwise available, like a Ger- 
man newspaper, was very appealing to others. 
Only a few read electronic journals, the most commonly read one 
being the Brq’n Muwr RE~J~C.W,which contains short articles and few foot- 
notes. They were surprised that the library has over 300 electronic jour- 
nals and thought at first they must all be science journals. 
One faculty member agreed to have his paper published in a confer- 
ence proceedings and was very annoyed to discover that it was never read 
or cited. He said: “It’s just like throwing the text in the garbage can. I 
don’t know, maybe people are reading it. Maybe they’re not reading it. 
They sure aren’t citing it. People don’t seem to cite things online yet. I 
put it on my CV and . . .it sits there like ajoke.” Some said that they would 
be disinclined to publish in an electronic.journa1, especially in image in- 
tensive fields like classics, Near Eastern studies, and art history. As one 
put it: “I’m not convinced that the publishing possibilities including im- 
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ages are at the point where I would want to put my hard work [into] pub- 
lishing in that form.” 
One young professor who does read electronic journals noted the 
convenience of sitting in his office and being able to grab an article online. 
He noted that these journals were available several weeks before they ar- 
rived in the library and were still available if an issue was missing in the 
library. However, he also said: “It’s a lot prettier in the print version. 
There are certain things that are annoying about the electronic version. 
You have to spend a lot of time reformatting. . . probably I have the wrong 
kind of filter or something.” 
They were skeptical about the LosAlamos pre-print project as a model 
for themselves. Given the great mass of available information, they feel a 
need for a quality filter. Peer review is critical to them. They are very 
concerned about excellence. They felt that the exchange of pre-published 
articles on e-mail to interested parties served their needs. A few were 
concerned about the stability of electronic articles given the changing 
nature of technology. They felt there was a longevity to their articles which 
would be placed in jeopardy if the articles could no longer be read. 
The idea of articles being available on the Internet without being in 
the confines of a journal did not appeal. The journal, they argued, “is a 
small environment in which there are debates or ongoing discussions. 
You have a community of people who [have] . . . a particular mind set or a 
particular series of issues that interest them . . . that’s one reason one 
looks through all the back copies of a particularjournal rather than for a 
subject.” Electronic journals could do the same. “What they do, that 
print journals can’t do, is they can incorporate immediately responses 
from people as hypertext links to the original article rather than you hav- 
ing to go look for responses in subsequent issues.” 
While most said they wanted both print and electronic versions of 
journals, one speculated that only electronic journals might be viable. He 
is running out of space in his office and is, therefore, sensitive to the 
space problems libraries might have. He was also hoping that if electronic 
journals were cheaper to buy, libraries might buy more books. He noted 
that we are in a transition period and, with high speed printers and other 
improvements, humanities people might adapt. 
IMAGES 
The faculty in the image-intensive fields of art history, classics, and 
Near Eastern studies have so far been disappointed by digitized images. 
There are a number of problems. While a good machine may reproduce 
the image adequately, it takes significant time to download. “That’s a bit 
irritating,” said one professor. Also a close-up of something within an 
image degrades in quality from the original. As one notes, “you’re not 
getting more detail by looking at the detail. All you’re getting is an 
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expansion of the part.” In Near Eastern studies, many of the original 
texts are on tablets. One of the Near Eastern studies faculty said: “It’s a 
problem even for photographs. It’s hard to photograph them properly. 
People have been trying to do them electronically, but.  . . it actually fakes 
what you see . . . when you’re looking for scratches on a piece of clay 
you have to he absolutely accurate. So at the moment, there’s no way we 
can use this. An art history professor expressed skepticism about digitiz- 
ing a book with engravings from 1580: 
You,just won’t understand how the engravings participate in the ar- 
gument of the text , . . nor will you be able to see from even the most 
digitized image precisely how the engraving was made and what is 
giving the image its definition and what the texture of the paper has 
to do  . . . there are all sorts of issues you’re just  not going to get at 
this stage of the game from digitirrd ...pictorial information. 
THEDIGITALLIBRARYOF THE FUTURE 
One of the most interesting things about presenting the concept of a 
digital library to the humanities faculty was that they had never heard of 
the expression. Their responses varied from appalled to pensive. One 
said it sounded like science fiction. Another said: “This reminds me of the 
paper-less office which was supposed to happen and it never did.” One 
said, “I have this feeling that riot everything that is projected for this elec- 
tronic revolution is going to [happen] .” Another concerned faculty mem- 
ber felt that things were going too fast. After much argument in the group 
about the pluses and minuses of digitized information, he said: “The 
problem is not to know if we are going to be happy or not, it is to know 
how we are going to use it to the best advantage we can find. There is no 
way out of it now.” 
A history professor reported that he had read an article in the Nau 
York Times about a project at MIT that involved digitizing books from the 
Bible to Montagne to German Literature. “That’s sad,” one of his col- 
leagues replied. But another said: 
None of us likes sitting in front of those dumb machines, but we do it 
and we strain our eyes and we print out the pages and do all that 
stuff. We have to do it, there’s no other way. I presume that if ar- 
chiws and 1-arebooks are going to be scanned and they’re only go-
ing t o  be available in electronic format, it’s better to have it available 
in electronic format than having to make the trip to Warsaw. It’s 
expensive to go to Warsaw 
Some, who rely heavily on books while teaching, use a seminar room 
in the library for that purpose. They were not sure how this would work in 
an electronic environment. One asked if students would be sitting at 
screens and pulling up the information while he was trying to teach them. 
A philosophy professor noted that when he does research, “typically 1’11 
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have ten or more books open at the same time flipping back and forth. 
That’s going to be vastly less convenient if it’s all on one screen.” 
When they imagine the library of the future, the humanists hope 
for a balance between paper and electronic materials. One said, “I’d 
like to see paper remain the core and the electronics as the tools.” They 
also want to separate the chaos of terminals and printing from quiet 
areas that are still mostly devoted to books. One concerned classics pro- 
fessor said, “quiet study places . . . are really in jeopardy in a lot of librar- 
ies.” They would like to see the technolo<gy concentrated in certain areas. 
While they appreciate certain aspects and uses of electronic informa- 
tion, an all-digital library does not appeal to them at all. As one of the 
more computer savvy professors noted: “We have a long way to go before 
the amount of materials, the ease of access to the materials, and the 
different types of access to the material available . . . make [digitized 
information] a replacement for a substantial portion o f .  . . [the print 
collection] .” 
DISCUSSION 
There is a great deal of valuable electronic research material of inter- 
est to humanities scholars. However, it is worthless to them if they cannot 
get to it. As is obvious from this study, if they are not aware of it they will 
not seek it, especially if it is difficult to find. 
While it might be viewed as the responsibility of the campus com- 
puter center to handle technology access issues such as this, the library is 
in a strong position to advocate to the university administration for more 
powerful computer access for academic dtzpartments or buildings since 
the library is spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to buy electronic 
research materials. At Johns Hopkins University, the library director has 
initiated the long-needed renovation of Gilman Hall-the humanities 
building-not onlywith an eye to improving library space within the build- 
ing, but to provide support for humanities research by improving techno- 
logical access, adding electronic classrooms and instructional technology 
support. 
Another effective approach is to work with the computing center to 
make team visits to each faculty member to ensure that they have the 
appropriate access and software and a good FTP facility. The librarian 
can demonstrate the content of various rcsources of particular interest to 
that faculty member, instruction in the use of any of the databases (with 
plenty of paper handouts and noting where instructional information is 
on the library’s Web site), and the bookmark feature. 
Another opportunity is to approach the secretary of the department 
when new faculty are hired and offer to set up their computer with access 
to what they need. After this team visit by a librarian and a member of the 
computing center, the librarian can phone for an orientation session when 
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the faculty member arrives. Both of these types of visits at Johns Hopkins 
have been highly appreciated by faculty, and it is clear that those faculty 
with the best access and instruction are getting the best access to research 
information that library technolo<gy has to offer. 
Both libraries and computer centers have assumed that users will learn 
on their own what they need and how to use it. This study shows that only 
those humanities faculty who had technological support from their de- 
partments were getting the proper access to available research materials 
and help when things went wrong or were changed and upgraded. Left to 
fend for themselves, they just do not have the time nor the patience to 
invest in figuring things out. Since they know little about what is avail-
able, they have no motive to even try to seek help. It is our job as librar- 
ians to seek them out and offer assistance and support. 
A M’eb-based catalog is turning out not to be the wonderfully easy-to- 
use catalog many librarians expected. Many humanities faculty have little 
respect for the Internet and find its Mreb-based windows environment too 
busy, cluttered, and game-like to take seriously. Being suddenly forced to 
use this environment without any simultaneous upgrading of their comput- 
ers or even warning that they would need upgrading greatly frustrated them. 
W7hilewe faithfully tested various catalog systems on those willing to par- 
ticipate in the test, we overlooked the fact that we were missing a contin- 
gent of our population-that is, the humanities faculty-who, we now re- 
alize, would have been highly unlikely to have chosen to even participate 
in a test. This is the danger in using self-selected participants in a test. 
A Web-based environment offers, of course, a variety of advantages 
that librarians are well aware of. However, to reach those who shrink from 
this environment, it is necessary to somewhat alter the environment. One 
way is to feature the catalog on the first screen rather than include it with 
a list of all the major services, databases, and so on. There is just too 
much to read and look at, causing people to often miss the catalog. While 
they claim that they do not need “all that stuff,” they do need some of it, 
and we need to discover an effective way to get them the information that 
will matter to them. We have to try to experiment with screen design and 
other means and test them on our users, both on those who seem to love 
computers for their own sake and those who view the computer as a means 
to an end. 
The Internet does not fascinate people in the humanities the way it 
does others of our users. The very nature of the Internet-democratic 
access and publishing-has no appeal. As one British professor put it very 
tersely: “That’s not what we’re about.” They clearly do not want to “surf” 
and, in fact, view that activity with some disdain. In any event, they do not 
have the time for it. What they do want is for the good material to be 
chosen or selected the way we do books and journals in the library. An 
important feature of library Web sites are the subject pages that librarians 
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create. However, these never seem to be found unless a librarian points 
these out. With humanities faculty, this could well be because they are not 
“surfing” our library Web site and we do not present this information clearly 
enough on the Web site. Many librarians have proposed as a solution 
linking the library’s Web site to each departmental Web site. However, 
the focus group study showed that humanities’ departmental Web sites 
are often the last to be created and are viewed as not very helpful by their 
faculty. This is because they are often used just to attract prospective 
students. Science Web sites often have important information links on 
them, making them more likely locations for library Web site links. 
Repeatedly, librarians and nonlibrarians alike point to libraries as the 
ones to play a role in sifting out quality material on the Internet. They 
argue that librarians have already built and managed collections with co- 
herence and comprehensiveness, reflecting a range and diversity of view- 
points with a commitment to preservation and continuity of access and 
with a mission of education, training, and information literacy (Lynch, 
1998, pp. 8, 1415). While subject pages are very effective when found, 
they are not the only access point to consider. If people are not surfing 
the library’s Web site and, in any case, do not expect to find any assistance 
there, an alternative will have to be found. An obvious one is the online 
catalog. Public service librarians and catalogers need to collaborate on 
this. It is not enough to agree that librarians are the logical choice to do 
quality sifting; it is time to actually start doing something. 
Librarians can also help faculty with their concerns about their stu- 
dents’ use of the Internet. Librarians have been teaching students in 
their classes about the evaluation of material on the Internet. There is 
an excellent guide on Milton’s Web (John’s Hopkins University’s Library 
Web at http://milton.mseljhu.edu/research/education/net.html) to 
which faculty could refer their students or provide a paper copy in their 
classes. 
Humanities faculty definitely feel the pressure to use and deal with 
technology. They are not completely turned off by it and are, in fact, well 
aware of the positive aspects of it. However, they are not computer junk- 
ies. They want to use computers as a tool that works well or they will not 
use them. Our purchase of the microfilm scanning system mentioned 
earlier is a case in point. We need to be careful in introducing new or 
developing technology with humanities faculty. They have low tolerance 
for anything complicated or time-consuming. If it is not easy to use and 
cannot be understood quickly, they will not use it. They do not demand 
the latest technological innovations. Theyjust want something that works 
and serves their needs. Libraries could save money by field testing new 
products with this group and not buying anything they do not like. Wait- 
ing for better versions of software, access, and interfaces is well worth it 
with this group. 
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The need for browsing online and accessing foreign language mate- 
rial are big issues for humanists. Librarians need to advocate with soft- 
ware developers to better handle these problems. Rather than be passive 
and wait for something to come along, we need to articulate our human- 
ists’ needs and force the developers to come up with solutions rather than 
develop things our users do riot need or do not need as much. An inter-
esting research and development project is now underway at Hopkins 
under the direction of the Eisenhower Library’s electronic research and 
development arm, The Digital Knowledge Center. The project’s goal is to 
provide real-time intellectual access, independent of time and space, to 
print materials stored in off-site facilities. The outcome will allow users to 
browse the desired print item electronically as they would a book by scan- 
ning rhe table ofcontents, a chapter or two, the bibliography, and so  on. 
It would approach the actual experience of browsing in the stacks. 
The issue of electronic joiirnals seems to be mixed at this point. While 
the humanists state that they do not like to read electronic .journals or 
publish articles in them, they do see advantages-that is, quickly locating 
and having a copy of a needed article delivered. For publishers, however, 
easy dissemination of articles over the Internet remains a problem. Fair 
use is an issue for librarians. A11 of these unresolved issues make it hard to 
know the outcome at this point. 
Humanists are big readers. Unlike scientists, they read long texts and 
write long articles. They do not find it comfortable or convenient to read 
from a computer screen. At this point, it is hard to imagine a technologi- 
cal fix for that. While humanists appreciate the ability to use technology 
to search texts or the advantage of searching and receiving an article via 
computer instead of going to the library and photocopying it, they see no 
point in reading long items on the screen. The fantasy of some that would 
have us reading Madame Bouary and War and Peaceonline isjust unrealistic 
and too fanciful to be taken seriously by the humanists. 
CONCILJSION 
As a profession, we have been perhaps over-eager in our zest to use 
technology as this focus group study indicates. N7e want to be “forward 
thinking” and “cutting edge.” It is difficult to be rational about it when 
the rewards are so great: grant money, more staff, advancement in the 
job, the feeling of being “where it’s at,” and the new respect accorded to 
the profession by faculty and university officials. Yet we have to be con- 
cerned that humanities faculty feel pushed by librarians to use technology 
that they do not want or find too frustrating to use. We must keep focused 
on Ranganathan’s (1963) fourth law of library science: “Save the time of 
the reader” (p. 287). Each new technological idea and proposal should 
be considered in light of this law. What will the user need on his com- 
puter and will it make his work easier and more efficient? What are the 
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costs to the user for the change? We need to get our users set up ahead of 
time and consider that part of the financial and service investment. 
We need to review our technological failures annually, specifically those 
things our users are rejecting. In this way we can keep focused on tech- 
nology as a tool not, as Gorman (1998) warns us, “[as] a brazen god to be 
worshipped” (p. 160). 
We continue to be in a period of great change in libraries; in fact, 
changes seem to increase speed with each passing year. In writing about 
technological change in 1989 in LibrayTrends in an issue that discussed 
the same topic as this issue does, De Klerk and Euster (1989) said: “The 
extent to which the new will supplant and complement the old is far from 
clear” (p. 468). In 1998, the situation is much clearer because we are 
paying more attention to our users. Focus group studies, interviews, and 
surveys are increasing. Our users are telling us that we will not see an all- 
digital library. We will see digitized collections and print and electronic 
resources living side-by-side, each doing what it does best. If we keep close 
to our users, listening to what they need and providing it, we will not 
become irrelevant as the technocrats often threaten. Instead, we should 
focus on technology as a means to meet the needs of our users and in so 
doing “unite reason and imagination and, with their aid, create future 
libraries that will continue to serve and enrich individuals and the society 
in which they live” (Crawford & Gorman, 1995, p. 183). 
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Faculty Response to Library Technology: 
Insights on Attitudes 
WENDYM. STARKWEATHER CLARKAND CAMILLE WALLIN 
ABSTRACT 
ACADFMIC LIBRARIESHAVP MADE A sI(:NIFIc:Awr investment in electronic 
information resources and associated computer-based technologies so that 
their users can gain access to those resources and services. The faculty 
response to the increase in these library technologies is not always known. 
Using an essential element from the theory of the diffusion of innova- 
tions (that individuals adopt innovations at different rates), the authors 
conducted a series of focus group sessions and personal interviews with 
university faculty to discover their attitudes regarding the computer-based 
information resources that academic libraries provide to meet their infor- 
mation needs. This article explores the differences between the level of 
adoption of information resources by selected faculty and their responses 
to these technologies, the impact of library technology on the way they 
use the library for research and teaching, and their interpretation of the 
role the library plays in this period of transition and change. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the significant challenges facing academic libraries during 
times of’dynamic change is the ability to understand the needs and per- 
spectives of their users. Faculty response to, and use of, computer-based 
information technology is of particular interest given this technology’s 
ubiquitous presence in academic libraries and given its potential to have 
an impact on the research and teaching being done by faculty. This ar- 
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ticle reports on one library’s use of focus groups and personal interviews 
with faculty to explore their responses to technology offered in and through 
the library. In particular, the authors wanted to identify any differences 
that might exist among faculty who appear to adopt technology at differ- 
ent rates. It also offers some insights into the varying levels of adoption of 
technological innovation by these faculty. The research is designed to 
contribute to a better appreciation of user reaction to the ever-increasing 
modes of electronic access to information. Additionally, it contributes to 
an understanding of how technology may actually be affecting overall use 
of the library by faculty, thus beginning to fill the void in this regard iden- 
tified by Lancaster and Sandore (1997) in their extensive overview of tech- 
nology and management issues in libraries (p. 172). 
REVIEWOF PREVIOUSRESEARCH 
The literature regarding the adoption or nonadoption of electronic 
resources and services by faculty identifies a number of factors that influ- 
ence the use of computer-based resources. Typically, researchers have 
employed survey instruments to investigate and identify the factors re- 
lated to the use of computers and network technologies. Unfortunately, 
these use studies provide little insight into the response faculty have, ei- 
ther to the introduction or subsequent use of these electronic resources. 
Drawing on the work of social psychology, a number of theoretical models 
have been proposed to understand the dynamics of human decision-mak- 
ing in the context of accepting or resisting technology. At the broadest 
level, the principal theoretical perspective on the acceptance of technol- 
ogy is the theory of the diffusion of innovations. The innovation diffusion 
theory provides a general framework in which to understand why some 
users adopt new technologies more quickly than others. It also provides 
the authors of this study with a context in which to examine how faculty 
respond to these technologies (innovations). 
Use Studies 
Adams and Bonk (1995) conducted a four-campus survey of faculty 
use of electronic information technologies and resources covering all aca- 
demic disciplines. Lack of knowledge about electronic resources was the 
most commonly cited obstacle to use of computer-based information re- 
sources by faculty. 
Abels, Liebscher, and Denman (1996) provide a concise review of the 
factors examined in use studies. They can be categorized as system factors 
such as proximity, ease of use, and prior experience; personal and profes- 
sional factors such as academic discipline, task, or perceived utility; and 
institutional factors. The authors surveyed science and engineering fac- 
ulty at six small universities and colleges in the southeastern United States 
to explore factors that influence adoption and use of electronic networks. 
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They report that faculty members appear to be unlikely to adopt or use 
electronic networks if they are not perceived to be accessible. 
Interviews with humanist scholars elucidated four significant factors 
as determinants of use: content, connectivity, user-friendliness, and cost 
(Lehmann & Renfro, 1991). A study done bv Vander Meer, Poole, and 
Van Valey (1997)provides evidence that levels and frequency of computer 
use by faculty are positively related to library use.’ Conversely, it appears 
that faculty who do not use the library regularly are, for the most part, not 
using computers. Their study also looked at library use and attitudes to- 
ward computers. Frequent library users generally held stronger positive 
attitudes toward computers. Fiscella and Proctor (1995) also reported a 
clear relationship between faculty use of locallv loaded databases and hav- 
ing a campus computer account. 
Theoretical Mode1,r 
Research in the theoretical approach to understanding the psychol- 
ogy of user acceptance “seeks to understand the dynamics of human 
decision making in the context of accepting or resisting technology” 
(Dillon & Morris, 1996, p. 8).  Few researchers in library and informa- 
tion science have used such approaches as the Theory of Planned Be- 
havior (TPB), the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), and the more 
general Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) .2 Klobas (1993) reviewed 
information resource and information technology use studies and pro- 
poses the application of Ajzen’s Theory of Planned Behavior as a model 
that focuses on individual attitudes and beliefs and their relative influ- 
ences on behavior. The author tested the application of this theory to 
examine the potential influences on the use of campus-wide informa- 
tion systems (Klobas, 1995). These and other theoretical approaches to 
understanding the psychology of user acceptance are thoroughly re- 
viewed by Dillon and Morris (1996). The authors define user accep- 
tance as “the demonstrable willingness within a user group to employ IT 
[information technology] for the tasks it is designed to support.” They 
submit that the concept of user acceptance is part of the general frame- 
work of innovation diffusion theory. 
Innovation Diffusion Theory 
The seminal researcher in the field of the diffusion of innovations is 
Everett M. Rogers (1995). Although the diffusion of innovations is funda- 
mentally a communication process, communication scholars represent only 
one of a dozen or more fields that are presently using this theory in areas 
as diverseas geography, marketing, education, and political science. Rogers 
defines dzffuusion as the process by which an innovation (often a techno- 
logical innovation) is communicated through certain channels over time 
among members of a social system. An innovation is an idea, practice, or 
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object perceived as new by an individual or other unit ofadoption. Rogers 
describes five attributes of innovations that affect an innovation’s rate of 
adoption. The rate of adoption is the relative speed with which an innova- 
tion is adopted by members of a social system. These attributes are: 
(1)relative advantage (the degree to which an innovation is perceived as 
better than those currently in use), (2) compatibility (its perceived consis- 
tency with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential 
adopters), (3) complexity (its degree of difficulty to understand or to use), 
(4) trialability (the opportunity to experiment with it on a limited basis), 
and (5) observability (the extent to which the results of the innovation 
are visible to others) (pp. 250-51). 
Innovation diffusion theory also suggests that factors specific to the 
individual come into play. Individuals in a social system (e.g., teaching 
faculty) do not adopt an innovation at the same time. Rather, they adopt 
an innovation over time. Rogers suggests that individuals can be classi- 
fied into categories based upon how quickly they adopt an innovation. 
The adoption of an innovation usually follows a normal bell-shaped curve 
when plotted over time on a frequency basis. By using a standard devia- 
tion, Rogers identifies five adopter categories based on two characteristics 
of a normal distribution: the mean (or average time of adoption) and the 
standard deviation (see Figure 1). This set of five adopter categories is 
widely followed today. The categories of adopters are: (1) innovators, 
(2) early adopters, (3) early majority, (4) late majority, and (5) laggards. 
These “ideal types” are based on abstractions from empirical investiga- 
tions. Pronounced breaks in the innovativeness continuum do not occur 
between each of the five categories (see Appendix for the characteristics 
of each adopter category). 
Figure 1. Adopter Categories on the Basis of Innovativeness. 
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With a few notable exceptions, little has been published using the 
innovation diffusion theory as it relates to the adoption of electronic in- 
formation resources by library users.“ Dillon and Morris’s (1996) compre- 
hensive review of user acceptance of information technology identifies 
several articles that bring innovation diffusion theory into the context of 
information technology acceptance by individuals and in organizations. 
Hurd and W7eller (1997) describe a research project that can be consid- 
ered a diffusion study. Their study, now spanning four years, is an effort 
to document the adoption of computer-based information resources (a 
“technolo<gy cluster”) by university Faculty and the role of librarians as 
change agents in promoting the awareness of electronic resources and 
training faculty in their use of them. 
The diffusion of innovations literature provides a basic understand- 
ing of the factors that influence the adoption of innovations (in this case, 
computer-based resources). Using the adopter categories described by 
Rogers, this study probes further into the responses of teaching faculty to 
their early experiences with these technologies, how they have adapted to 
these technological changes, and their view of the library in the electronic 
information age. 
LOCALSETTING 
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), is a comprehensive, 
doctorate-granting institution established in 1957. It offers more than 140 
graduate and undergraduate degree programs to over 21,000 students, 
including approximately 4,500 students enrolled in graduate coursework. 
Over 700 fiill-time faculty serve in the university’s ten degree-granting 
colleges-business, education, engineering, extended studies, fine arts, 
health sciences, hotel administration, liberal arts, sciences, and urban af- 
fairs. In Fall 1998,UNLV opened a new law school. 
While efforts have been underway for several years to connect every 
building to the campus network, the technological infrastructure of the 
campus has developed slowly and has only recently had the benefit of a 
full-time director dedicated to the academic computing needs of the cam- 
pus. There are several electronic mail systems in use on campus and, at 
the time of the study, very few faculty and staff offices were not yet con- 
nected to the network. Many had modem lines that could give access to 
electronic mail but were not Fast enough to support World Wide Web 
(M’)searching. 
Unlike academic computing, the UNLV Libraries have benefitted from 
several years of systematic development of information systems, and they 
currently offer access to various information resources and databases in 
electronic format. Since 1992, the libraries have provided IP (Internet 
Protocol) authenticated access to locally loaded periodical and govern- 
ment publications indexes. Access to CD-ROM databases is available only 
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to users in the library. The libraries’ online catalog and an expanding 
number of full-text journals, online databases and indexes, and federal 
and selected state government publications have graphical Web-based in- 
terfaces. 
The print collections of the UNLV Libraries comprise nearly 800,000 
monographs; approximately 7,500 serials subscriptions; over 90,000 me- 
dia resources; and more than 1.5 million items in microformat. The main 
library includes a large federal government depository collection that of- 
fers print and electronic access to government information resources. 
The libraries consist of one central library and two branches serving 
education and architecture, with a third branch for music opening in the 
year 2000. Consisting of two interconnected buildings totaling 179,000 
square feet, the library has outgrown its present central facility and is no 
longer able to provide space for collection growth or user seating nor can 
it support the technology required to meet current demand. Construc- 
tion of a new 300,000 square foot, five-story main library began in March 
1998 with occupancy planned for the year 2000. That library will have the 
capacity to store 1.8million volumes. The building will feature 2,000 study 
spaces, more than half of them with full network connections; an Infor- 
mation Commons with nearly 100 microcomputer workstations supple- 
mented by 130 additional workstations located throughout the library; a 
Collaborative Learning Center offering electronic instructional rooms; and 
an Automated Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS) capable of storing 1.2 
million volumes. 
METHODOLOGY 
The authors used two qualitative research methods-focus groups and 
interviews-to explore the experiences and concerns of selected UNLV 
faculty who appeared to represent the adopter categories described by 
Rogers. As noted by Fidel (1993) in her thorough overview of qualitative 
methods and information retrieval research, the “qualitative approach 
offers the best methods for exploring human behavior” (author’s empha- 
sis) since it “aims at understanding people from their own point of view” 
in an effort to better understand why they do what they do (p. 222). 
Additionally, since one of the many attributes of qualitative research is 
that it facilitates the discovery process (p. 226), it appeared that the au- 
thors would have the opportunity to learn some of the subtleties and nu- 
ances associated with faculty use of the computer-based information re- 
sources found in the library. 
Focus Groups and Personal Interviews 
A review of the literature indicated that the focus group, a commonly 
used marketing tool, had long served as a valuable qualitative research 
tool in the social and health sciences.’ As a “carefully planned discussion 
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designed to obtain perceptions on a defined area of interest in a permis- 
sive, non-threatening environment conducted with approximately 7 to 10 
people by a skilled interviewer” (Krueger, 1994, p. 6) ,  the focus group’s 
scale and purpose suited the research well. The interactive, sometimes 
synergistic, nature of focus groups-i.e., the fact that participants can re- 
spond to each other’s comments and experiences and consider new ideas- 
was particularly attractive, as was the ability to probe responses in more 
depth than is typically possible in a more quantitative survey approach. 
Finally, the increasing use of focus groups by librarians to evaluate library 
services, identify the use of specific resources, and understand user be- 
havior gave further support to their use for this study.fi The authors un- 
derstood the limits of focus group research as well, most particularly the 
inability to generalize to a larger population. 
Like focus groups, interviews have been used as a qualitative research 
tool in recent studies of academic faculty.’ The use of individual in-depth 
interviews in this study provided an opportunity to establish greater con- 
trol over the inquiry process, to probe deeper, and to better understand 
each participant’s opinion. It also enabled the interviewer to follow-up 
more consistently on questions. 
Planning Phase 
The authors secured the consulting services of a faculty colleague in 
the university’s marketing department who had taught courses in focus 
group methodologies and who had conducted many focus groups. He 
provided invaluable guidance with respect to the feasibility of conducting 
exploratory research using focus groups and interviews, and he provided 
an experienced perspective on the questions developed for the research. 
In addition to securing the approval of the university human subjects com- 
mittee for the project, he conducted one pre-test session, three focus group 
sessions, and six personal interviews. He also provided debriefing ses- 
sions for the authors at the end of each focus group and interview. His 
involvement as moderator minimized the bias factor sometimes associ- 
ated with the researcher-as-moderator approach (Morgan & Krueger, 1998, 
vol. 4, pp. 38-39). 
Focus group participants and interviewees were selected from a list of 
136 faculty, 55 of whom had offered to serve on a focus group when they 
responded to a library survey conducted in 1996. The additional names 
were provided by subject bibliographers. In an effort to segment the par- 
ticipants to establish a level of homogeneity, the authors developed a set 
of screening questions to identify faculty from the list who reflected 
Rogers’s adopter categories (refer to the Appendix for an expanded list- 
ing of these categories). The screening questions were asked of all con- 
tacted faculty, and schedule availability was determined. 
Given the variations in population size represented by the adopter 
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categories (Figure l),the authors combined categories in order to iden- 
tify sufficient representatives from each. The innovator and early adopter 
categories were combined as were the early and late majority categories. 
The laggards represented the third category. Since the innovator/early 
adopter and the laggard categories were each too small to generate enough 
participants for multiple focus groups (each represented 16 percent of 
the user population), three faculty from each of these two groups were 
assigned to the personal interview sessions. A total of thirty-one faculty, 
identified as “early/late majority,” were scheduled to participate in three 
focus groups. 
The authors developed a standard set of fourteen questions for the 
focus groups with minor modifications for the individual interviews. The 
moderator was given the flexibility to follow up questions as needed and 
to manage the group dynamics as he deemed appropriate for the session. 
Implementation Phase 
All sessions were held during Spring 1998. Six faculty were inter- 
viewed and a total of twenty-six (eight or nine per session) participated in 
the three focus group sessions. These sessions were held in a conference 
room outside the library, food appropriate to the hour was provided, and 
the sessions lasted approximately ninety minutes. The interviews were 
conducted in the faculty member’s office and lasted approximately one 
hour. The authors were not present nor did they observe any of the ses- 
sions. All of the sessions were audiotaped, and three of the six interviews 
were fully transcribed (the authors had intended to have transcripts of all 
sessions but financial resources were not sufficient). The authors sent 
letters of thanks to all participants followed by a $25 check for use at the 
campus bookstore. 
Analysis Phase 
To achieve a systematic and objective approach to the analysis of the 
data, content analysis techniques were used.s Categories of responses were 
generated in advance of the sessions. Concepts-as described by a single 
word or series of words, statements, or sentences-served as the unit of 
analysis. A single word-e.g., “yes” or “no”-could describe a concept if it 
affirmed or negated a previously articulated concept. The authors se- 
lected one tape from each participant group-the early adopters, the early/ 
late majority, and the laggards-and independently listened to the tapes 
and matched the responses given by the participants to the author-gener- 
ated categories. The authors compared their categorizations to verify the 
frequency with which they independently identified a participant’s re- 
sponses in the same way. With all three tapes, the reliability factor was 85 
percent or better. Having achieved this reliability rating, the authors re- 
viewed and coded the remaining six tapes, again representing the three 
different adopter groups, and completed the coding and concept 
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identification process, adding response categories when needed. The find- 
ings and key themes emerged from this analysis. 
FINDINGS 
Demographics of the Participants 
The authors intended to interview three innovators and/or early 
adopters and three laggards. After listening carefully to the tapes, the 
authors determined that no true innovator had been identified, only three 
early adopters. The twenty-six focus group participants generally reflected 
characteristics of early majority adopters with a few late majority tenden- 
cies. Throughout the rest of this article, this group shall be referred to as 
the early majority. The third group of interviewees shared many charac- 
teristics of the late majority adopter category. They would not be charac- 
terized as what Rogers called “laggards.” For this study, these three 
interviewees will be referred to as the late majority. 
Due to the exploratory and qualitative nature ofthis study, no efforts 
were made to select a statistical sample of faculty to participate in the focus 
groups and personal interviews. The participants’ ages, gender ratio, and 
academic ranks were not comparable to those of the faculty as a whole. 
Although the early adopters averaged the least number of years of col- 
lege-level teaching experience while late majority faculty averaged the most, 
the thirty-two participating faculty had spent an average of ten to twelve 
years teaching at UNLV. Thus their comments regarding their experi- 
ences at that institution were generally referring to the same time period. 
The questions used to initiate discussion in the focus groups and in- 
terviews with faculty focused on three main categories of research inter- 
est: (1) their past experiences with library computer-based technologies; 
(2) any changes in their attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors they may 
have exhibited in response to technology; and (3) their general informa- 
tion needs relating to technology. 
Experiences, Expectations, and Barriers 
Not surprisingly, most early experiences across all participant catego- 
ries were with online catalogs. Several participants remembered those 
experiences as frustrating due primarily to the number of places they had 
to check to see if the library had an item. In one unique comment, an 
early adopter, whose experiences had been at UNLV, remembered being 
frustrated not with technology but with the library for constantly lagging 
behind him. He stated that he had set up and paid for his own accounts 
with database vendors to avoid frustration. He thought that eventually the 
library would “catch up” because they were “ten years behind what they 
could have been doing.” 
The convenience of online access was noted by some as a factor that 
contributed to their general satisfaction with initial automation efforts by 
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libraries. For others, the inconvenience associated with the multiplicity of 
catalogs led to their dissatisfaction. 
Another aspect of the participants’ early experiences related to fac- 
tors or people who might have influenced a participant’s use of informa- 
tion technologies. The early adopters and late majority more often men- 
tioned colleagues than did the early majority participants, many of whom 
mentioned librarians as well as colleagues and graduate students. One of 
the early majority noted that it was the “environment” that influenced 
him-“you just had to use it.” 
When asked how their current expectations for library technologies 
may have been affected by their familiarity with other technological inno- 
vations (such as automated teller machines, commercial Internet services, 
debit/credit card systems, and so on), most early adopters and early ma- 
jority faculty noted that it had “boosted” or “elevated” their expectations 
of what the library should provide-e.g., more full texts of journals and 
journal articles, expanded application of the integrated library system, 
and speech recognition software. A unique response from two other fo-
cus group participants was that use of the WWW has lowered their expec- 
tations of the library because they use it less and as a result they do not 
notice what is available in the library. 
In response to this same question, the late majority faculty specifi- 
cally noted that other technologies had little influence on their expecta- 
tions for library technologies. In fact, they noted that their expectations 
regarding the library had more to do with the depth and breadth of the 
print collection rather than concerns about the electronic resources, with 
one even noting that the new technology “has speeded up access to printed 
indexes but has not improved on them in anyway.” A comment about the 
print collection was voiced again when the participants were asked if their 
expectations for services from the library were affected when the library’s 
system (online catalog and links to other electronic resources) was down 
or unavailable. Two of the three noted that this had little or no impact on 
their expectations. For them, improved “access” to the print collection 
was achieved by the purchase of multiple or second copies of works. 
Interestingly, both interviewees and focus group participants reported 
frustration and noted that they were inconvenienced when the library’s 
system was down or unavailable, but the overall response was one of ac- 
commodation; some try again later while others visit the library and browse 
the shelves or talk with a library staff person. In general, these faculty did 
not blame the library per se for the system unavailability as most under- 
stood that it could be due to any number of factors. They noted that the 
experience had little impact on their expectations for service from the 
library. One late majority faculty member noted that he is “much more 
likely to get upset over the library not having material than at not having 
the online system working.” 
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When asked which factors might limit their use of the library’s com- 
puter-based information resources, most participants perceived that lack 
of time was a major factor or barrier for them. Additional comments in- 
cluded limited library hours, problems with network connections, unaware- 
ness of resources, and lack of instructions. One early adopter noted that 
the library is a synchronous environment, meaning that “you have to do 
things on their time, and not on yours, which is some of the problem.” 
Attitudes, Perceptions, and Behaurors 
Technology’s Effect. The capability to p i n  access to computer-based re- 
sources, whether supplied by the library or accessible through the Internet, 
greatly reduced the need for early adopters to use the library. “If I could 
get everything online, why would I go to the library?” one early adopter 
asked. Early majority faculty and the late majority interviewees also go to 
the library less often because they can search the online catalog and peri- 
odical indexes remotely. The online catalog, in particular, was viewed as 
very convenient since it reduced the number of trips made to the library 
to check for materials or to use library workstations for searching. One 
early adopter noted that he checks the availability of resources more of- 
ten now that he can do so remotely. 
A wide range of comments was elicited when faculty were asked 
whether the capability to gain access to electronic resources from home 
or elsewhere supplanted the library as a place to read, think, do research, 
or engage in the discovery process. It was suggested that access to these 
technologies could supplant the library as a place to go when the library is 
not a very inviting or comfortable place to be. “It’s a warehouse of books, 
not a nice place to sit back and be there. If the library is not the kind of 
place to go to for several hours, then the technolo<gy allows you to find out 
exactly how much time you need to spend in the library and then you can 
go back to your office.” 
One focus group participant still sees the library as a place for discov- 
ery, but technology has provided another means for discovery. Another 
commented that increased access to electronic resources has not sup- 
planted the library but has changed the role of the library. He sees the 
academic library redistributing its energies in certain ways and focusing 
on instruction and orientation for users so that they may do research from 
home. Information technologies were generally viewed as a way to save 
time thus enabling the faculty to browse, make serendipitous discoveries, 
and take part in the tactile or sensory experience of a library when they 
do visit. Browsing was seen as an important way to discover new informa- 
tion, and the participants generally would be concerned if their ability to 
do this was restricted (because of closed stacks or remote storage). 
All but two participants noted that they do make use of computer- 
based information resources available to them through other information 
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suppliers such as Internet service providers or through a publisher’s Web 
site. The services mentioned most frequently were alert services from 
publishers (availability of tables of contents of journal issues and books) 
and access to the full text ofjournals. The two exceptions were late major- 
ity faculty who expressed different reasons why they did not use these 
information resources. One commented that if he did use these services, 
he would probably not go back to visiting the library as he does now. He 
felt the library has value as a social place. The other knew she could have 
access to these resources if she wished. 
Research and Class Preparation. Most participants in the three adopter cat- 
egories replied that the library’s cornputcr-based information resources 
affected the way they conducted research. They saved time when search- 
ing electronic periodical indexes, they had increased confidence in their 
review of the literature by using electronic resources, and they could iden- 
tify resources in remote libraries and archives. One focus group partici- 
pant remarked that playing the “word association game” when conduct- 
ing keyword searches in a database could yield information previously 
undiscovered. Other nonlibrary Internet-based resources have allowed 
faculty to find useful primary and secondary information and to monitor 
current research by taking advantage of electronic delivery ofjournal tables 
of contents from publishers. 
The late majority faculty reported that nonlibrary electronic infor- 
mation resources had little effect on the way they conducted research or 
prepared for class. Comments from the remaining participants indi- 
cated that they have adapted or adjusted their curriculum by introduc- 
ing students to useful sites on the Web; using other technologies, such 
as electronic mail, to communicate with students and to receive class 
assignments; and using CD-ROMs that come with textbooks. Early ma- 
jority faculty emphasized that changes they have made in their courses 
include requiring or encouraging students to visit the library or speak 
with a librarian because they want their students to be aware of informa-
tion resources available in the library. In some cases, faculty believed 
their students tend to rely too heavily on electronic resources and what 
they find on the Internet. One noted that he has to teach “book tech- 
nolocgy”in his research methods class because his students would miss a 
lot of information if they were to do a literature review by depending 
solely on electronic resources. 
Electronic Media. Ageneral question was asked about the pros and cons of 
print and computer-based information resources to uncover responses 
about changes in behavior due to the expansion of information available 
in electronic format. Advantages of electronic resources were voiced by 
all three categories of adopters. They observed that computer-based 
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resources provide broad dissemination of information, allow for asynchro- 
nous access, may solve some problems related to storage of information, 
provide increased access to information for students, and allow for ma- 
nipulation of data across multiple years. They provide an easy way to see 
relevant terms within the text. Combined with the ability to print, one 
could reap the advantages of both formats. Electronic media allow for 
comments and input from fellow scholars when publishing journal-type 
information online, make i t  possible for immediate access to current ma- 
terials, and save time for the researcher. 
The participants noted that electronic information lacked the ben- 
efit ofthe tactile aspect found in print media. They said it was difficult 
and tiring to read from the computer screen and that it was problematic if  
they could not print the information. It was usually not possible to under- 
line or annotate, and they felt limited if they could not print in color 
when it was needed to convey information, as with scientific works. In 
addition, they found it easy to lose track of where one was in the docu- 
ment and time consuming to go back and forth within the material. Fi- 
nally, they noted that electronic resources were not portable unless one 
had a laptop, that they were transitory in nature, and that there was a risk 
of losing information as storage technologies become obsolete. 
ReleuancP of the 1 2 i b r q .  While participating faculty acknowledged being 
influenced by the convenience of information access technologies such as 
an online catalog and other Web-based resources available to them out- 
side the library, it was clear that most believed that the library remains 
relevant to them. They relied on the physical collection of books, though 
several make use of the W W to access selected journals. One early 
adopter noted that he could not do without the library, but there were 
several senices that he had access to that did a betterjob for him than the 
library. It would waste library resources, he said, to provide these to him. 
Two focus group participants and several interviewees emphasized 
the importance of having their students go to the library for the experi- 
ence of physically arid visually interacting with the resources and the space. 
One spoke of its role as “a refuge, a hideaway” and the library being “kind 
of like a cathedral” where “there’s a certain reverence” associated with it. 
One late majority faculty member spoke of the “social aspect” that is filled 
by the physical library. He further noted that conducting activities via a 
computer is tempting because it is convenient, but the activity is done 
alone in social isolation. This faculty member commented that this may 
contribute to the reason why he does not make extensive use of Internet 
resources. 
Information Needs 
Faculty participants suggested a number of ways that the library could 
make it easier for them, or that would encourage them, to use library 
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electronic resources. Workshops and classes were mentioned by several 
including a one-credit required course or one produced on video. Others 
suggested a Web-based guided tour, written instructions for using subject- 
specific resources, and an index of Web sites so they would not have to use 
a search engine (or information about which search engine would be best 
to use under different circumstances). One frequent comment was that 
the library should do a better job of informing faculty of what was avail- 
able. Other responses suggested enhancing the computer-based informa- 
tion systems already in place including adding more public workstations 
and multimedia workstations in the library, increasing the number of spe- 
cialized indcxes available online (mentioned by several), converting 
standalone CD-ROM databases to online, providing access to more data- 
bases that were easy to use, and better integration between the original 
text-based library system and Web-based resources. 
When asked to share their thoughts on the best method for the li- 
brary to let them know what was available in the library, most participants 
favored brief periodic electronic mail announcements. A subscription-
based electronic mail announcement list was suggested so those who were 
interested in getting updates about library resources and services could 
do so. The next t~70 most frequently mentioned methods were: (1)to put 
brief announcements in the faculty/staff newsletter or in other campus 
mailings or flyers, and (2) to post announcements on the library’s Web 
site or library system. Other comments included an online “guided tour,” 
workshops or classes, and meetings between subject specialists and de- 
partments to discuss new discipline-specific resources. It was recommended 
that librarians speak with faculty when they visit the library and tell them 
what is new and of interest. 
DISCUSSION 
Several themes emerged from the discussions and interviews with each 
category of faculty that shed light on their overall attitudes toward com- 
puter-based library resources as well as on their adoption patterns. 
Obstacles to Use 
Faculty participating in this study identified a number of obstacles or 
barriers that interfered with their ability to make full use of the library’s 
electronic resources. Other than the “lack of time,” identified by many 
faculty as a barrier, most of the obstacles to the full use of such resources 
related specifically to the local environment. These included such things 
as printing problems, campus computing difficulties, inability to submit 
interlibrary loan (ILL) requests electronically, limited library hours espe- 
cially on holidays, lack of study and use space, lack of access to some CD-
ROMs, and lack of online citation indexes. One other frequently men- 
tioned library-generated obstacle experienced by many participants was a 
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lack of information about the libraries’ electronic resources. They simply 
wanted to know “how and where to get what.” This is consistent with the 
findings of Adams and Bonk (199.5) that the most common obstacle to 
the use of electronic resources by faculty is a lack of knowledge about 
what is available (p. 129). Communicating effectively with faculty on an 
ongoing basis can all but eliminate this obstacle to the use of electronic 
resources-and at relatively little expense to the library. Equally impor- 
tant is the need to collaborate with campus colleagues to resolve any tech- 
nological difficulties that limit access to these resources. 
Convenience and Portability 
The concept of convenience was mentioned in many responses to a 
variety of questions across all adopter categories. Remarks regarding con- 
venience were made when describing library technologies currently in 
place and when speculating on how technologies could be applied to other 
library services to make them more convenient. When discussing their 
responses to early library technologies, faculty found the online catalogs 
to be convenient, but the transition process itself was inconvenient. It was 
generally held that online access to catalogs and periodical indexes was 
very convenient and saved faculty time both by “speeding up” the research 
process and reducing trips to the library. This capability was also valuable 
because it allowed them to search library collections and verify references 
from their homes or offices and to search across multiple years of an in- 
dex. One faculty member emphasized the value of being able to work in 
his office with students, assisting in their research efforts, and instructing 
in the effective us(: of the library’s online resources. The convenience of 
searching online indexes on their own rather than having their searches 
mediated by librarians was noted by some faculty. Such responses suggest 
that academic librarians would serve their Faculty well by implementing 
services (electronically based or otherwise) that saved their time and al- 
lowed for asynchronous transactions from remote locations (i.e., from the 
home or office). An added convenicnce could be achieved by working 
with the campus computing center so that the library could issue computer 
accounts, since remote access to electronic resources often requires a con- 
nection to, or an account on, a campus machine (Fiscella & Proctor, 1995). 
Although the capability of gaining access to electronic resources re- 
motely through technology was convenient, the portable nature of print 
material was also seen as convenient and desirable. When discussing the 
pros and cons of print versus electronic resources, faculty commented 
that they would regularly print material that they retrieved in electronic 
format. Print material-whether a book, photocopy, or printout-was often 
preferred since they could take it with them to read anywhere-e.g., the 
Student Union, in line at the post office, or in bed. This continued pref- 
erence for portability and the ability to print electronically accessible ma- 
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terial reminds us that we should pay special attention to providing print 
capabilities from all public workstations in the library. We must also test 
the electronic resources and databases to ensure that print capabilities 
exist and work properly in the remote environment. 
Relevance of the Library 
As reported under Findings, the environment within the library build- 
ing continues to play an important role on both an aesthetic and social 
level. When faculty spoke about the continued relevance of the library’s 
physical collections, they consistently mentioned the importance of brows- 
ing the shelves and handling the material in a physical way. They want to 
have physical access to the collection without having to ask for something 
to be retrieved. A few noted that they will come to the library to browse if 
the online system is down when they need to get material. 
The concept of browsing was mentioned most frequently when par- 
ticipants discussed the library as a place for discovery. Many believe that 
the physical shelves provide more opportunity for discovery and serendip- 
ity than do online indexes. Several focus group participants also noted 
they browse new book acquisitions, again as a means for discovery. One 
early adopter remarked he does not spend as much time as he used to 
browsing the shelves in the library since he can do this online. For him at 
least, browsing online was a useful surrogate for browsing the shelves. A 
late majority faculty member commented that his use of technology re- 
sulted in fewer visits to the library. This in turn had reduced his opportu- 
nities for “serendipitous discoveries.” 
For many of the participants in this study, computer-based resources 
have not fundamentally changed the important process of discovery that 
can, and does, happen in the physical library. It has, however, changed 
the frequency of that discovery because the opportunities for discovery by 
browsing are reduced when electronic resources are used that preclude a 
visit to the library. These observations serve to remind academic librar- 
ians of the importance of fostering and preserving browsing opportuni- 
ties wherever possible for faculty when they do visit the library as “place” 
since these opportunities can contribute to its value or relevance to some 
faculty regardless of their adoption of library technology. 
It was clear that the majority of faculty in the study, even the early 
adopters, believe that all of the libraries’ information resources-print 
and electronic-are still relevant to them and to the university. Some see 
the library as relevant primarily on the basis of the physical collections. 
Others believe that the library will remain relevant as long as it provides 
more and faster access to full text online and to more databases and online 
citation indexes. The participants remarked that the availability of com-
mercial information services marketed to the end-user has not reduced 
the relevance of the library to the university, but many recognized that 
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the library’s role is changing and should change. Newly enrolled students 
at the university expect to use the information resource they need from 
their homes. As the accessibility of the library’s materials and services 
increases, the library’s role in the university is enhanced. 
Validity of Information on the Internet and Equitable Access 
While not directly related to the Faculty’s access to online resources, 
concern was expressed by members of each participant group that stu- 
dents often rely on material on the MrM’Wwithout assessing its validity or 
its transitory nature. Several early majority faculty noted that they attempt 
to help students learn to discriminate and discern quality and to recog- 
nize that, in the words of one late majority faculty member, “chat rooms 
are not the equivalent of an article [that] has a real author.” One faculty 
member limits the number of online sources that can be used, and one 
early adopter discourages online use by students since the number of online 
scholarly journals is still small. The authors were reassured that no men- 
tion was made that the library was a contributing Factor in students’ per- 
ception that computer-based information resources are the only method 
of access to information that is available on a topic. Nor was there a sug- 
gestion that the library’s promotion of electronic resources downplayed 
the need for critical evaluation of those resources by the students who use 
them. 
As faculty continue to adopt computer-based technologies, both for 
their own research and for their curricula, they are mindful of the possi- 
bility of inequity among students who may not have access to computers 
to use these technologies. A number of participants referred to the fact 
that many students do not have access to a computer at home and there- 
fore rely on what the library or campus labs provide. The faculty see the 
library playing an important role for those students much as it has in the 
past to help those who “couldn’t afford their own gear.” One participant 
observed that course reserves on faculty-generated Web pages posed ac- 
cess problems for some students. These comments provide additional 
encouragement to academic librarians to pursue all avenues available to 
them to advocate adequate student computer labs, connectivity in dormi- 
tories, free or affordable computer accounts for graphical access to 
Internet-based resources, low cost loans for students to buy computer equip- 
ment and software, and the expanded availability of computers for stu- 
dent use within their facilities. 
Change 
The participants in this study had experienced the many initial frus- 
trations associated with early changes in library automation but had adapted 
to them. Most were adapting to the current changes associated with the 
Internet and the WWW and were benefitting from the convenience this 
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new electronic environment afforded them. Many are anticipating more 
change. For example, an early majority participant imagined that some- 
day he would “go to a cubicle . . . put on goggles, gloves, and reach out 
and touch a book, display the contents, then put it back.” 
There were also concerns associated with future changes. These re- 
lated to the presumed loss of the library as a social gathering place and 
the possible “dehumanization” of the library as things are “accessed elec- 
tronically and interacted with electronically.” One faculty member gave 
an example of how electronic information and its associated technologies 
could change the way we teach because the artifact changes or is trans- 
lated into electronic form: 
Over the last ten or 15 years, there has been a concern about the 
skills within mathematics education that might be lost when we move 
to technology that we don’t want to be lost. For example, moving 
from an analog clock to the digital clock. What will “quarter past” 
and “quarter to” mean when you don’t have that visual image of a 
quarter of an hour? And how will that relate to the learning of frac-
tions because so many teachers use a circular model for fractions? I 
think that a similar kind of thing might be [happening] with books 
and technology. 
With the acceleration of specialization and the explosion of information, 
another faculty member commented that there was an effect on the “stu- 
dents’ ability to think analytically and critically, because they think the 
more [information] they have, the better educated they are, even if they 
can’t put it together in their heads.” Clearly, the study’s participants ac- 
knowledge the influence of the pace and scope of technological change 
as well as its affect on faculty, students, and libraries. 
FmDifferences Between Focus Group Participants and Interuiewees 
Differences between early adopters and the late majority faculty in 
their response to library technology were far fewer than expected. The 
differences that did exist appeared to relate to the learning process asso- 
ciated with technology and to the expectations associated with its use. It 
was apparent that the three late majority faculty preferred to invest time 
learning to use computer-based technologies only when they had to or 
when they had an immediate need. They were not “awed” by it and they 
expressed no desire to learn it for its own sake. As one late majority fac- 
ulty member commented: 
With me, it’s not a matter of accumulating knowledge about the com- 
puter just for knowledge’s sake because I might be able to use it at 
some time or because it’s particularly interesting to me how you do 
this particular thing. If it doesn’t have a particular use that I can 
translate to in my class, chances are I probably won’t ever learn how 
to use it. 
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One late majority faculty member noted how important it is that the 
people who teach the use of new technologies “understand the level and 
the degrees of our potential inhibition” with those technologies. This 
participant further observed that the “pressure” to learn how to use these 
technologies has the potential to make the learning experience a nega- 
tive one for these faculty. In some cases, the pressure a faculty member 
might feel to become proficient in using software productivity tools or 
computer-based information resources leads to feelings of “guilt”-i.e., “I 
should know how to do this” or “I should br able to do this.” This late 
majority faculty member described an experience with an instructor at 
the campus computing center and her difficulty in working with this in- 
structor: 
I went to a class at the computing center on campus. And I was 
swearing and in tears by the time I left that one-hour session. And 
that’s quite an extreme-to be swearing and in tears at the same time. 
I was so frustrated. That kind of pressure makes me so nervous . . . 
with the mouse. I can’t even hit the right thing on [the screen] 
because I’m so nervous. And this guy’s just watching over my shoul- 
der. ‘That, I think, makes you hate the system. And I can see why 
some people would say, “I don’t want to go anywhere near it.” I don’t 
feel that way, but I’ve had a lot to overcome-’cause I didn’t grow up 
with computers. 
This same participant valued the ability to contact various library staff 
members with whom she had built working relationships when she needed 
to get instructions on how to use a particular resource.g As academic 
librarians are reminded of the primary mission to link the user and the 
information, it is important to remember that the tools required for this 
“linkage” may be intimidating and can serve as an obstacle to faculty that 
can keep them from fully realizing the electronic information resources 
available to them through the library. User education in the academic 
library environment should address the late majority faculty in addition 
to the students where computer-based technologies are concerned. 
As for the early adopters, they made no mention of any difficulty they 
may have had learning to use computer-based technologies. Their learn- 
ing appeared to be a given. Of note for this group was the reliance they 
placed on technology to provide convenient solutions to problems--e.g., 
providing users with the option to submit requests for interlibrary loan 
online, using the capabilities of the integrated library system for the check- 
out of reference materials, and using universal copy cards. Early adopters 
in particular expect the library to provide what they or their students can- 
not have access to on their own--e.g., links to primary data resources that 
might be available on campus; CD-ROM and multimedia publishing; and 
subscriptions to online resources that are cost prohibitive to individuals. 
It is clear that the early adopters rely regularly on their access to 
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nonlibrary-based online resources, especially the Internet, for their re- 
search and teaching. One noted that “most of the major innovations that 
I’ve found teaching have actually come from either finding a Web page or 
through nonlibrary materials,” and one spoke of using it to disseminate 
his research. 
These differences in the learning styles of adopters were also noted 
in an online discussion of instructional technologists. One contributor 
commented that “our collective focus on the early adopters inadvertently 
established a model for support that ultimately failed the mainstream. 
The early adopters have accomplished and continue to accomplish won- 
derful things, and they need our support . . . . We must attend to both 
groups in a manner appropriate to their respective wants and needs” (in 
Gilbert, 1995, p. 39). Librarians, like instructional technologists, must 
become aware of the differences that exist between adopter categories 
and the implications of these differences on the enhancement of current 
services and the development of new ones. 
LIMITATIONSOF THE STUDY 
This study would have been strengthened by addressing specific tech- 
niques in two areas: during the planning and implementation phase and 
during the analysis and interpretation phase. More refined screening 
questions were needed to distinguish between late majority adopters and 
laggards. Too many questions were asked of participants that resulted in 
sessions that lasted too long and data that were difficult to analyze. The 
study would have benefitted from better-refined questions that were more 
specific. More “what” questions would have elicited more direct responses. 
The authors’ attempts to avoid “leading” the respondents resulted in some- 
what ambiguous questions and terminology. These were interpreted in a 
variety of ways by participants, which led to a number of responses that 
could not be used. Viewing or audiotaping the test focus group would 
have helped to identify some of the questions that were misinterpreted by 
individuals and to test concept categories. If the authors had taken better 
advantage of the debriefings with the moderator, unexpected themes could 
have been pursued in subsequent sessions/interviews. During the focus 
group sessions, the moderator should have consistently summarized the 
responses to the questions and verified with the group what was of most 
importance. 
Full transcription of all sessions and interviews would have been tre- 
mendously valuable during the analysis and interpretation phase prima- 
rily as a time-saver but also to eliminate the need to verify researcher notes 
against the tapes. Initial results should have been compiled and sent to 
participants and interviewees for a “member check.” Using this method, 
the authors would have presented their findings to the respondents for 
their review and comment. This is an important method for ensuring 
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validity in qualitative research (Fidel, 1993, p. 232). Triangulation, whereby 
a different method of data collection is used to study the same phenom- 
enon, is also uscd in qualitative research to ensure validity. This research 
strongly suggests to the authors that a survey of the faculty at UNLV should 
be conducted to determine the prevalence of these responses to library 
technologies among the larger population. 
CONCLUSION 
The use of focus groups and personal interviews with faculty to ex- 
plore their general adoption and use of libraries’ computer-based tech- 
nologies has yielded much useful data. For example, among the partici- 
pating faculty there may be fewer differences overall between adopter 
categories in terms of actually using the information technologies offered 
by the library. Differences that do exist may relate more to the late majority’s 
lack of “awe” toward new technology than to an expression of specific 
resistance or disenchantment. All three late majority faculty indicated 
that they preferred to learn about new technologies only when they actu- 
ally needed them. Of note for the early adopters was their interest in 
having the library provide unusual or expensive resources that users can- 
not otherwise gain access to independently. By recognizing some of the 
unique differences between adopter categories that exist in the user 
population, the library can customize arid refine its services and instruc- 
tion. For example, if a library wishes to increase the use of its electronic 
collections and services by faculty, it should not overlook the late majority 
represented by fully one-third of its faculty. But when planning for 
change-i.e., for new services and the enhancement of current ones- 
librarians should listen to their innovators and early adopters. 
Obstacles still exist that limit the effective use of library technolocgy by 
faculty at UNLV as described by the participants in this study. In particu- 
lar, the library failed to inform faculty of available resources and failed to 
use existing technologies, such as the electronic submission of interlibrary 
loan requests, for the convenience of faculty (this service was made avail- 
able during the Fall 1998 semester). Despite these obstacles and those 
that may have existed during the libraries’ early transition to computer- 
based information systems, the convenience of access to these resources 
has contributed to the wide adoption of the resources across adopter cat- 
egories represented in this study. Indeed, it appears that there is an over- 
all accommodation rather than a marked resistance to the information 
technologies being offered by the library. Library users are experiencing 
another transition period with regard to print,journals arid electronicjour- 
nals with responses similar to the inconvenience and frustration they felt 
during the transition to the online catalog. On a larger scale, they are 
also experiencing the transition from print-based resources to the hypertext 
electronic resources found on the World Wide Web with the associated 
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challenges of searching for relevant reliable information. The suggestion 
by one interviewee for the academic library to more actively assume the 
“information and referral” role embraced for years by public libraries is 
one way to assist faculty and to continue to stay relevant to the early adopt- 
ers and those who follow them. 
The faculty participating in this study believe that the library and its 
resources remain relevant to them. In contrast to the Internet, the library 
still provides the bulk of the scholarly information resources needed for 
their research, and it responds to the needs of some for a social as well as 
physical space. Several spoke of the importance of the physical nature of 
the book, underscoring Hirnmelfarb’s (1997) observation that: 
The book is the reality; there is no Virtual Reality here. Moreover, 
each page of the book-in the case of a difficult work, each line of 
the page-has a distinctness, a hard reality of its own. Holding the 
book in hand, open at that page, it is easy to concentrate the mind 
upon it, to linger over it, mull over it, take as long as necessary to try 
to understand and appreciate it. (pp. 203-04) 
Some faculty, especially among the early majority participants, recog- 
nized the inequities that exist for some students who have limited access 
to computers. Faculty across all categories expressed concerns regarding 
the quality of iniormation on the WWW and their students’ unquestion- 
ing acceptance of the material found there. If resistance to the new com- 
puter-based information technologies exists among the faculty, it appears 
to be most associated with their students’ use of them. 
As for future change, all faculty participants expect considerably more 
of it with most early adopters and early majority faculty expecting the 
library to be responsive to their requirements for increased access to more 
electronic resources. Late majority faculty, too, anticipate change and 
will likely accept it though at a pace that fits their learning style and spe- 
cific needs. 
Adoption of innovations and new technologies by library patrons does 
not mean that older “book technologies” will be abandoned. Rather, the 
viewpoints of the participants in this study suggest that it is not either one 
orthe other but both and all. These comments support what Crawford and 
Gorman (1995) succinctly summarized as the change predicted in our 
libraries of the future: print and electronic communication, linear text 
and hypertext, mediation by librarians and organized access on behalf of 
our users, ownership and access to materials, the library as edifice and as 
an interface for remote users (pp. 180-81).The library that remains rel- 
evant to its users will provide a mix of resources and services so that its 
users can choose to adopt the innovations that they value. 
DIRECTIONS RESEARCHFOR FURTHE  
While a number of quantitative studies in the form of surveys of faculty 
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use of electronic resources exist, there is an apparent lack of qualitative 
research in this regard.’” It is intended that the findings gleaned from 
the qualitative nature of this investigation will suggest further research 
into faculty use of library-related technology. 
Several questions about faculty’s response to library technologies have 
been raised by this study. Are laggards disenchanted with all computer- 
based technologies or have they simply not adopted them yet? Are they 
also the same faculty who do not use the library at all? To what extent do 
innovators use library resources and services? How can librarians become 
more effective “change agents” in the diffusion process?” Do we assist 
late majority students in the same way we assist late majority faculty? On 
a more practical level, which technologies should we provide in libraries 
that students and faculty do not own or have access to as individuals? What 
expectations do they have of the library to use existing technologies to 
enhance service? How effective are the methods we are using to inform 
our faculty about our electronic resources and services? Do faculty want 
the library to organize links to useful electronic resources (located locally 
or off-campus) arid other new technologies that are relevant for their cur- 
ricular or research needs? To what extent do faculty want librarians to 
identify useful Internet resources for student use as a way to address the 
concern about the validity of information sources on the MWW? 
Understanding that the “trialability” or opportunity to experiment on a 
limited basis affects an innovation’s rate of adoption, how can we move 
faculty instruction and orientation programs from “just in case” or ‘:just in 
lime” to “just for you”? Or will “just in time” be enough? 
The expanded use of qualitative research techniques, most particu- 
larly focus groups and interviews, may yield answers to these questions. 
This study provided a structured opportunity for selected UNLV faculty to 
feel listened to and empowered as library users, important features of 
focus group research (Carey, 1994). It also provided the authors with 
valuable insight into a small segment of their library’s user population. By 
routinely seeking such listening opportunities, librarians can continue to 
increase their awareness and sensitivity to the unique characteristics of 
faculty users (adopters). Such actions will also serve to inform our deci- 
sions regarding future electronic resources and services. 
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APPENDIX 
CHARACTERISTICS CATEGORIESOF ADOPTER 
Innovators 0 venturesome 
0 able to understand and apply complex technical 
knowledge as necessary 
0 able to cope with a high degree of uncertainty about 
an innovation at the time of adoption 
0 willing to accept an occasional setback when a new 
idea proves unsuccessful 
0 important in the diffusion process by introducing 
an innovation from outside the system’s boundaries 
Early Adopters have the greatest degree of opinion leadership in 
most social systems. Potential adopters look to early 
adopters for advice and information about an inno- 
vation 
respected by their peers in part due to their 
successful, discrete use of new ideas 
convey a subjective evaluation of the innovation to 
near-peers through interpersonal networks 
generally sought by change agents as “local 
missionaries” for speeding the diffusion process 
Early Majority adopt new ideas just before the average member of 
a system 
0 interact frequently with peers but seldom hold posi- 
tions of opinion leadership in a system 
0 most numerous adopter category making up one- 
third of the members of a system 
0 may deliberate for some time before completely 
adopting a new idea 
0 follow with deliberate willingness in adopting inno- 
vations but seldom lead 
Late Majority adopt new ideas just after the average member of a 
system 
adoption may be an economic necessity and the re- 
sult of increasing pressures from peers 
approach innovations with skepticism and caution 
do not adopt until most others in their system have 
done so 
most of the uncertainty about a new idea must be 
removed before they feel it is safe to adopt 
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Laggards 0 last in a social system to adopt an innovation 
0 many are near isolates in the social networks oftheir 
system 
0 decisions are often made in terms of what has been 
done previously 
0 interact primarily with others who also have rela- 
tively traditional values 
0 tend to be suspicious of innovations and change 
agents 
0 resistance to innovations due in part to their re- 
quirement that they must be certain that the new 
idea will not fail 
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NOTES 
A related article by Vander Meer, Poole and Van Valey (1996) reports survey results that 
suggest that computer skills among university students are associated with high levels of 
library use. 
The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) holds that attitudes, subjective norms (or influ- 
ences of other people), and perceived control over the performance of the behavior 
are direct determinants of intentions, which in turn influence behavior. It is a descen- 
dant of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM).The goal of this model is to predict 
information system acceptance. The TAM predicts that user acceptance of any technol- 
ogy is determined by two factors: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. The 
Technology Acceptance Model is an information systems-specific model derived from 
the more general ’Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). TRA comes from the social psy-
chological literature and seeks to define relationships among beliefs, attitudes, norms, 
intentions, and behavior. In this model, one’s behavior (e.g., use or nonadoption of 
technology) is determined by the person’s intention to perform the behavior. This in- 
tention is influenced both by that individual’s own attitude and the influence of other 
people, specifically those people who are important to the individual and whether they 
would or would not perform the behavior in question. 
Research in library science based on the diffusion of innovations focuses on the adop- 
tion of technologies by library staff, librarians as change agents, organization theory 
and diffusion research, and librarians’ reactions to organizational change, among oth- 
ers. See Musmann and Kennedy (1989) for a bibliography ofpublications on the diffu- 
sion of innovations dating back to 1974 in the library and information science literature 
(pp. 147-49). Musrnann (1982) reviews the literature of organization theory and diffu- 
sion of innovations research while Fine (1986) presents a historical overview of librar- 
ians’ reactions to technological change. Griffiths (1986) examines selected innovations 
over time and analyzes fiftyfour case studies of the adoption and use of innovations at 
academic, public, and special libraries. 
Fidel provides an excellent overview of qualitative research within a library and infor- 
mation science context, citing its increasing use in the field and describing its valuable 
characteristics-i.e., noncontrolling, holistic and case oriented, focused on process, flex- 
ible, methodologically diverse, humanistic, inductive, and scientific. Westbrook (1994) 
provides another useful review of qualitative methods including a discussion of data 
collection and data analysis procedures. Techniques for ensuring research integrity are 
also included. Both articles provide extensive references to related literature. 
The works of Morgan (1996, 1997) and Krueger (1994) provide extensive descriptions 
of the value, purpose, and methodologies associated with focus groups. Their recent, 
six-volume publication (Morgan & Krueger, 1998) incorporates their work into useful 
guidebooks that provide a step-by-step approach to the planning, question preparation, 
moderating, participant recruitment, analysis, and reporting of focus group research. 
Stewart and Shamdasani (1990) offer a concise and very accessible review of the theory 
and methods associated with focus groups and include a valuable overview of the na- 
ture of group dynamics as it relates to focus group research. 
Representative examples of such studies include: Widdows, Hensler and Wyncott (1991) 
provide an early and often cited overview of the focus group rationale and method and 
demonstrated their use to gauge student opinions of service quality; Valentine (1993) 
studied undergraduate information-seeking behavior using a combination of focus 
groups and interviews; Meltzer, Maughan, and Fry (1995) reported on the contribu- 
tions to library strategic planning made by students participating in focus groups on 
two California campuses; Connawzay, Johnson and Searing (1997) used this technique 
with faculty and students to understand thc users’ perspective of online catalogs; and 
Massey-Burzio (1998) assessed faculty and student perceptions of a variety of reference- 
related services. For a thorough description of the focus group methodology that incor- 
porates references to selected libi-dry-rehted focus group studies, see Connaway (1996). 
See Lester and Marshall (1998) for an assessment of faculty satisfaction with traditional 
library services based on interviews with them and Crist (1998) for a report of inter- 
views with faculty on their needs and opinions about a variety of library services. 
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Used primarily in social science research, content analysis has been defined as “a method 
of studying and analyzing communications in a systematic, objective and quantitative 
way” (Kerlinger, 1973, p. 525 ). The technique uses a number ofprocedures, including 
the defining of a unit of analysis, the construction and coding of categories, and the 
establishment of reliability factors to ensure research replicability and validity. 
Krippendorff (1980) offers an extensive treatise on  the technique. Wiinmer and 
Dominick (1983) provide a clear and concise overview of content analysis in the mass 
media context. For both a review and an example of content analysis as it has been used 
in l ibray and information science research, see Allen and Reser (1990). ’ As a fxulty member, Stahl (1997) also comments that “personal connections” made 
with librarians allow her to move through her “humiliation and frustration” when seek- 
ing help in using new library resources. 
lo  	Surveys iriclnde Adams and Bonk (1995) whose sponsored research focused on faculty 
use of electronic information technologies; Fiscella and Proctor (1 995) examined use 
of various education and social science databases by faculty; Vander Meer, Poole, and 
Van Valey (1997) assessed the relationship of library use to computer use by surveyed 
faculty; Bancroft et al. (1998) asked faculty to rate arid prioritize current and potential 
services and resources; Hurd and Wellcr (1997) identify adoption by academic chem- 
ists of electronic resonrces and explore roles of librarians as change agents. 
” -4change agent is a person or an organized group of persons who seek to influence the 
adoption of an innovation. Rogers (1995) describes technology clusters which consist 
of one or more distinguishable elements of technolog that are perceived as being in- 
terrelated. A change agency may find it useful to promote a clilster or package of inno- 
vations to clients rather than introducing each innovation separately thus speeding their 
rate of adoption. Hurd and Weller (1997) identify “an array of electronic resources, 
local and Internet-based, and the workstations that support access to scientific informa- 
tion in both electronic arid paprr format” as a technology cluster (p. 153). This cluster 
was pronioted to academic chemists by their librarians acting as change agents. Rogers 
explains that the rate of adoption of an innovation is affected by the extent of the change 
agents’ promotion efforts. 
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The Information Age versus Gender Equity? 
Technology and Values in Education for 
Library and Information Science 
SUZANNEHILDENBRAND 
ABSTRACT 
THELIBRARY PROFESSION PROCLAIMS ITSELF to be a proponent of both 
the Information Age and of equity for women and people of color. Yet 
certain features of the Information Age appear to be inhospitable to the 
goals of gender equity and there is a long history of gender stratification, 
with men favored for top positions in the profession. Structural changes 
brought about by the Information Age may foreshadow a resurgence of 
inequity. This discussion looks at the changing character of education for 
librarianship in the Information Age, emphasizing faculty and students in 
the emerging curriculum. Relative support for Library Science and for 
Information Science courses, measured using faculty distribution in the 
two areas, is examined. 
INTRODUCTION 
Librarians and library educators today vociferously proclaim their 
support for computerization, digitization, and the Information Age; they 
also claim to support equity for women and people of color’ both in their 
constituencies and within the profession. Yet the Information Age, prod- 
uct of the global economy, with its assault on the public sector, the taxes 
that support it, and government regulations, including Affirmative Ac- 
tion, does not seem to provide a hospitable environment for the emphasis 
on equity that has characterized library ideology for decades. In addition, 
library education played a vigorous role in gender stratification (and ra- 
cial segregation) historically, and current social attitudes continue to 
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identify men with technology, the keystone of the Information Age. All 
these factors suggest that it is a good time to examine the potential or 
actual place of gender stratification in library education today. Unfortu- 
nately little research is available to illuminate the confrontation between 
computerization and equity. 
Researchers may be discouraged from examining these topics by both 
the ideological nature of the issue and the lack of data. That is, it is diffi- 
cult to write about the social and political costs of library automation when 
its benefits are obvious and are emphasized in professional literature. Any 
questioning or analysis leaves one vulnerable to the dreaded, and career- 
destroying, label “technophobe.” In addition, data are inadequate for the 
emerging conditions and are often poorly defined. This article will exam-
ine gender issues in the emerging education programs for library and 
information science (LIS). An overview of both the historic role of library 
education in gender arrangements and the gender-technology links in 
society provide context for an analysis of evolving curricular patterns. The 
article concludes with suggestions for those concerned with gender (and 
racial and ethnic) equity in the Information Age. 
LIBRARYEDUCATIONAND GENDERSTRATIFICATION 
Gender stratification, or the over representation of men in leading 
positions and in major specialties, has been present in librarianship since 
its “feminization,” or the emergence of a female majority; library educa- 
tion has often encouraged gender stratification. In the early years, from 
the 1870s through the 193Os, men were widely believed to have manage- 
rial talents that women lacked and this belief was used to justify favored 
placement for men. Many women shared the common stereotypes and 
felt that men were needed at the top for the good of the profession. Some 
may have believed, mistakenly, that the large-scale entry of men into the 
profession would raise the salaries of all (Williams, 1995,pp, 160-63). 
Library history reveals both the ideological arguments arid structural 
arrangements that were used to support male domination. The ideologi- 
cal arguments are based on an identification of males with positive quali- 
ties like professionalism, leadership, or technical skills. Women are iden- 
tified with a lack of professionalism, leadership, or technical skills.‘ Meld 
Dewey, famous for recruiting “college-bred women” into his training pro- 
gram in the 1880s, warned them that the top library positions would go to 
men (Vann, 1978,p. 109). Leaders like Herbert Putnam echoed this sen- 
timent (Weibel & Heim, 1979, pp. 57-66). American Library Association 
(AM) President Ralph Uveling in 1945 urged returning (male) veterans 
to use their education benefits to pursue library education and enter the 
top slots in the field (“Growing Shortage of Librarians Seen, ”1945,p. 9).  
Structural changes in library education, presented as reforms which 
would clearly benefit the whole profession, also supported gender stratifi- 
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cation. The work of the Carnegie Corporation and Columbia University 
economist Charles C. Williamson dominate this area. Williamson was ap- 
pointed by the corporation in 1918 to do a report on library education. 
In a secret memo, he emphasized that consideration “be given to the need 
of checking the feminization of library work as a profession” (Brand, 1983, 
p. 45 ) . The report addressed two aspects of the problem. First, it stimu- 
lated the establishment of elite programs at Columbia and the University 
of Chicago, anticipating that these programs would develop male leaders. 
Second, the report also attacked practices identified with the Pratt Insti- 
tute program, which served an almost entirely female student body. 
Williamson believed that the program was overly influenced by library 
employers and was essentially clerical in nature. He recommended that 
the material covered be taught to young women high school graduates in 
programs run by major public libraries (Brand, 1996, p. 263). 
Historian Ellen Condliffe Lagemann observed of Williamson’s report 
that it intended to “foster a bifurcation not different from that which ex- 
isted between (male) school administrators and (female) teachers, be- 
tween (male) doctors and (female) nurses. It would be difficult to read 
the Williamson study without concluding that fostering hierarchical seg- 
mentation by gender was one of its goals” (Brand, 1996, p. 263). 
The Carnegie Corporation awarded fellowships to train library lead- 
ers from 1929 to 1942 which went disproportionately to men. An anony- 
mous Carnegie officer wrote, “the chief purpose of the grants was, and I 
think is, to attract men into the profession . . . ”. Gender, not merit, was 
clearly the desired quality as the same person complained that earlier 
selection committees had been “too conscientious” and this resulted in 
awards or appointments that were “overwhelmingly feminine”-i.e., given 
to women (Sullivan, 1996, p. 439). 
Not surprisingly, Alice Bryan, writing in 1952 on the results of a sur- 
vey of public libraries funded by the Carnegie Corporation, found “not a 
single, but a dual career structure for public librarians differentiated on 
the basis of sex-an accelerated library career for the minority, composed 
of men, and a basic library career established within considerably lower 
limits for the majority, who are women” (Bryan, 1952, p. 86). 
In reviewing this history, one is struck by how diligently this gender 
hierarchy was constructed. Scholars and philanthropists were as likely to 
be moved by the conventional wisdom and stereotypes as were the public. 
The establishment of library programs in great universities certainly seems 
like an advance for the profession yet, with gender favored over merit, it 
clearly masked privilege for the few. 
Much more research is needed on the roots of gender stratification 
in librarianship. What kind of leaders did it recruit? How did they differ 
from other librarians in terms of social class, race, ethnicity, sexual orien- 
tation, disability, and personal characteristics? In addition, it would be 
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interesting to find out, both geographically and in terms of professional 
specialization, where gender stratification was most successful and where 
least so. 
Library education and librarianship seem to be good places to test 
the jobs available, gender available theory of gender stratification or seg- 
regation (Reskin & Roos, 1990, chap. 2 ) .  According to this theory, em- 
ployers have a queue of ideal employees. Middle-class, white, heterosexual, 
able-bodied men with degrees from good universities and lacking nega- 
tive personal characteristics may be the preferred candidates. If these are 
unavailable, perhaps due to the low salaries offered, how far down the 
queue will employers move before accepting women of any race or men 
of color? Clearly historical and contemporary patterns of employment 
need fuller investigation. 
COMPUTERSAND GENDER 
As men were long identified with leadership, and leaders were deemed 
necessary to improve librarianship, so today it  appears that male identifi- 
cation with technology offers a way to improve librarianship by favoring 
men once again. A long tradition in the Western world identifies men 
with technology and women with nontechnology or nature. This is part 
of conventional wisdom, a general assumption built into much traditional 
scholarship on the history of science and technology. In this history, as 
elsewhere, women’s contributions have often been overlooked or forgot- 
ten. This is largely a function of the definition used in traditional scholar- 
ship in the field, a definition that favors inventions and discoveries re- 
lated to industrial activities and excludes those from areas in which women 
made their contributions-horticulture, cooking, and so on (Wajcman, 
1991a, p. 137). Thus a new screwdriver is part of the advance of technol- 
ogy but not a new baby bottle. 
More recent studies of science and technology emphasize their social 
construction. One scholar calls technolocgy “frozen class relations,” prompt- 
ing a feminist scholar to revise that phrase to “frozen gender relations.” 
That is, technology is examined as a cultural artifact that embodies and 
supports existing gender relations as surely as do prescriptive writings such 
as child-rearing manuals. Industries founded on new skills are sex-typed 
and those identified with men develop a “workplace culture” that “ex- 
presses and consolidates relations among men.” This becomes an impor- 
tant “factor in explaining the continuing exclusion of women” from this 
work (Wajcman, 1991b, p. 30). 
The question of women and computers seems clear-cut: women are 
depicted as passive users while men are active agents in the computer 
world (Dilevko 8c Harris, 1997). Ada Lovelace (1815-1855) and Grace 
Hopper (1906-1992) seem strange, eccentric exceptions. The conven- 
tional wisdom holds that female avoidance of computers is responsible for 
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this state of affairs, while feminists point to a climate designed to drive 
women out of computer labs with their socially constructed “masculine 
culture” (Wajcman, 1991a, pp. 150-55). Certainly the percentage of com- 
puter science degrees going to women is falling despite the large and 
growing demand in this field (Harmon, 1998, p. D6; U.S. Dept. of Educa- 
tion: National Center for Education Statistics, 1991, p. 272; 1997, p. 234). 
Lovelace and Hopper can be seen as profiting from unusual opportu- 
nities-no one even knew what a computer was when Lovelace agreed to 
“program” one and Hopper was trained during World War I1 when all 
available personnel, including women, were used. Contrast the opportu- 
nity available to them with the policy of libraries increasingly to hire out- 
side experts in management and in technology rather than develop such 
expertise among their own personnel (Harris, 1992, pp. 136-39) .3 
The old saying, “information science is library science for boys,” may 
have considerable truth. One recent study of the library workplace indi- 
cates that men are disproportionately employed as computer specialists 
and in the higher levels of library computer administration and, there- 
fore, make more money. The same study shows a slight and growing im- 
provement for women (Corbin, 1992, p. 43). 11 is unclear what impact 
today’s library education programs will have on the improvement of 
women’s position. How many of those employed as library computer spe- 
cialists today-women or men-achieved their skills in the irregular fash- 
ion that is more likely to offer opportunity to those lower down the queue? 
Will formalization of computer training narrow or increase the gender 
gap? This is an area that needs more investigation. 
LIBRARYEDUCATION, AGE,THE INFORMATION 
AND GENDERSTRATIFICATION 
Library and information science education has responded to the In- 
formation Age in a variety of ways, both ideological and structural. Name 
changes are probably the earliest and most familiar changes. While the 
addition of “information” to the titles of the programs is a step toward 
greater inclusiveness, the eradication of “library” is the opposite. It dis- 
guises the gendered nature of library and information work by severing 
the historical connection with library work and its female workforce (Wil- 
liams, 1995, chap. l ) . It is noteworthy that “library” and its variations are 
not shunned by architects of the digital library or by major vendors such 
as Lexis Nexis with its clusters of databases called “libraries.” The erasure 
of library also symbolizes a change in emphasis from literature to infor- 
mation, from public good with direct state support, to private profit with 
indirect state support, from service or education orientation to market 
orientation, and from content to container. 
Structural changes involve the curriculum, but curriculuni changes 
often have demographic implications. Professional educators and 
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academic administrators have long known that curricular changes bring 
demographic changes. That is, requirements for admissions or degrees 
attract some populations and drive off others. Such changes also affect 
populations available for faculty positions. An awareness of this aspect of 
curricular reform is missing from the writings of its enthusiastic support- 
ers like the Kellogg Foundation with its Human Resources for Information 
Systems Management (HRISM) initiative (see http://www.si.umich.edu/ 
HRISM/) which has funded major curricular change. It is also missing 
from a recent study of information science (IS) graduates’ perceptions of 
the adequacy of their curriculum (Parks, 1997, p. 27). Just as moving 
library education to research universities seemed to be a great advance 
for the profession as a whole, but had a secondary goal of limiting women’s 
roles in the profession, so too, reinventing library education in the age of 
automation seems like an excellent idea. Our history suggests, however, 
the need to be vigilant about the impact on women-faculty, students, 
and librarians-and members of racial and ethnic minorities. Some sources 
already report a decline in Female enrollment in LIS programs in recent 
years, linking it to computerization of the field (Murphy, 1997, p. D5).4 
In order to determine the relative commitment of the fifty LIS pro-
grams in the United States with ALA accredited master’s degree programs 
to library science (LS) and to information science and to determine the 
demographics associated with this commitment, the Directory of the Associa- 
tionfor Library and Information Science Education, 97/98was examined. The 
number and gender of faculty in assistant, associate, and full professor 
ranks listed with codings for six typical LS courses and those with codings 
for six typical IS courses was ascertained. Adjuncts, visiting ranks, and 
assistant or associate deans without academic rank were omitted. Clearly 
the presence of full-time faculty in these regular ranks represents a com- 
mitment to a subject area. There is no control over the accuracy of the 
codes chosen or assigned. The data in the directory represent a snapshot 
of conditions at one time. The data are arranged in the directory by 
school so it is possible to determine which schools have several faculty 
identifying with an area and which have none. 
It can be readily seen (Appendix A) that more faculty code them- 
selves for typical IS courses than for LS courses. Of the 387 selecting 
codes for IS courses, 113, or about 29 percent, are women. Of the 329 
coding themselves for typical LS courses, 201, or about 61 percent, are 
women. Information on age of these faculty, both IS and LS, would offer 
an indication of likely retirement dates for each group. Further informa- 
tion of value would include salary and prior work experience. 
Among the fifty programs, one group of six is especially interesting. 
These schools offer separate n o n - U  accredited master’s degree pro- 
grams, oriented toward high technology, often in information science or 
telecommunications, in units that originated as library education programs 
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(Appendix B) . Today, 50 percent of the top ten rated library education 
programs, according to the 1996 U. S. News &WorldReportrankings (1996 
Graduate Rankings-Library Science: US News),or 40 percent of the top ten 
in the White survey of 1992, offer these degrees (White, 1993, p. 176). 
These programs attract a largely male student body, with only on? school 
showing a majority of female students. Three of these programs are larger 
than the library education program given in the same institution. This 
may be due to their greater age. The faculty, recalling figures from Ap- 
pendix A, is more likely to be male. Graduates with these other high-tech 
degrees appear to find employment primarily in the private sector or at 
least in nonlibrary settings upon graduation, though precise data are not 
readily available (Parks, 1997, pp. 28-31). It is not clear to what extent, if 
any, these programs duplicate those available in other units like business 
or computer science departments on their campuses. Again, the issue of 
demographics arises: who is attracted to these programs as students? As 
faculty? How do they compare with those studying in similar programs in 
other units on the campus? These programs are clearly a successful prod- 
uct that has found a market and that evidently could not find another 
more compatible campus home. 
Very little data or literature illuminates the relationship between these 
other master’s degree programs and those that continue to prepare stu- 
dents for LIS careers. But it appears that faculty will be heavily weighted 
toward IS, with fewer full-time appointments going to library science de- 
spite LS frequently having the larger enrollment. 
Amore recent trend is for ALA’s Committee on Accreditation (COA) 
to accredit information science degrees too. At one university, a new de- 
gree, Master of Information, offering four options for majors in LIS, ar- 
chival work, and two other more IS oriented majors has received accredi- 
tation from ALA’s COA. Other schools are planning to have their IS pro- 
grams accredited by ALA. This calls into question the belief that IS de-
gree holders go to non-library type positions, as at least these two schools 
seem to want or need the famous phrase “ALA accredited master’s” at- 
tached to their credential. (Would a corporation hiring an artificial intel- 
ligence expert care about ALA accreditation? There are fine and lucra- 
tive careers in computer science with minimal academic qualifications, as 
computer science departments are finding to their chagrin [Bronner, 
19981.) Does this mean that a significant number of graduates of IS pro- 
grams are seeking employment in libraries? Another school, one with two 
IS oriented master’s degrees, is said to be planning a common core, which 
raises the question of who will teach this core, if they have, as is so com-
mon, weighted their faculty with IS people? 
As information science courses are increasingly emphasized, other 
courses are dropped or shunted aside, incorporated into other offer- 
ings, or taught by adjuncts. The judicious use of adjuncts is valuable-
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bringing new perspectives to the classroom, offering the students an 
opportunity to interact with a skilled practitioner, and saving the school 
money. There can be little doubt, however, that when a course is taught 
largely or exclusively by part-timers, there has been a declining commit- 
ment to that curriciilar area. Adjuncts appear to be used more exten- 
sively in LS areas than in IS areas and, when adjuncts are used in IS, they 
are more likely to b’e giving courses also available from full-time faculty 
in regular ranks. Adjuncts are even widely used in many of the core LS 
areas in which there are numerous employment opportunities within 
librarianship. 
Cataloging arid children’s and youth services fall into the category of 
courses with a large adjunct teaching staff. Both are traditionally even 
more female-intensive than the field as a whole. At the dawn of the com- 
puter age, many cheerfully predicted the demise of cataloging. It has, of 
course, turned out that cataloging is of increasing importance with the 
proliferation of formats and data sources. Nine schools show no regular 
faculty member coded for classification and five show none coded for sub- 
ject cataloging, As the youth population booms, it seems foolhardy to 
downplay this vital area of service; others are only too willing to take over 
the lucrative preparation and crederitialing of school librarians. Three 
schools show no regular faculty member coded for school media centers/ 
libraries. In addition, since student interest in this field is traditionally 
high, the one full-time regular faculty member in this area in twenty schools 
may be unduly burdened. 
Two other important library science courses often slighted are collec- 
tion development and government publications. A dozen schools show 
no faculty member coded for the former and sixteen schools are similarly 
without a faculty member for the latter. Yet the use of World Wide Web 
resources has heightened the complexity of professional tasks in both ar- 
eas. 
In schools with independent information science masters, the use of 
adjuncts in lieu of regular faculty for library science courses seems espe- 
cially pronounced. For example, one such school shows seventeen people 
coded for Information Systems: Inforrnation Resources Management. Of 
these, seven are in regular faculty ranks but no regular faculty are coded 
for Subject Cataloging or Government Publications. Another lists six 
people, four regular faculty, coded for Information Systems: Information 
Resources Management, but offers no regular faculty in school media cen- 
ters/libraries. Clearly faculty resources are used to support the n o n - U  
accredited master’s more than the LS degree. 
Despite the talk about diversity and multiculturalism, the changing 
American population, and ALASevident commitment to these goals as 
shown most recently in the Spectrum Initiative, courses on racial and 
ethnic issues are evidently rare, as few faculty are coded for them. The 
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ALISEDirectory 97/98 shows no code indicating a course on women. (Such 
courses may, however, be given in a “special topics” course.) The code 
for Ethnic Groups is shared with Cultural History, making it difficult to 
know if the faculty member is doing one or the other or both. Nineteen 
schools with ALA accredited master’s programs in the United States show 
faculty coded for this topic. Of these, six schools have only part-time 
faculty so coded. 
It must be recalled in reviewing these data that most students in LIS 
are commuters-rarely traveling more than fifty miles to attend classes- 
so they have little choice but to attend programs that offer little commit- 
ment to librarianship if that is all that is available. There are reports of 
students who have completed information science oriented degree pro- 
grams enrolling in distance learning or summer session courses in sub- 
jects mentioned frequently in library job announcements. 
These data raise serious questions and invite further investigation and 
discussion. 
RESPONSE TO THE INFORMATIONSCIENCEMPHASIS 
Response to the decline in commitment to library science courses is 
varied, diffuse, and largely unofficial. So far ALA and COA have shown 
no significant response to these emerging trends in LIS education. The 
increasing collaboration with the National Council for the Accredita- 
tion of Teacher Education (NCATE) so that school media specialists may 
be educated in programs accredited by NCATE and “recognized” by ALA 
(Miller, 1989)j and the accreditation of IS programs certainly suggests a 
declining commitment to the historic function of accrediting library edu- 
cation programs. Not surprisingly, an ever-growing number, evidently 
believing that ALA and COA do not vigorously defend librarianship, ques- 
tions their role. Numerous examples can be found that illustrate this. 
The recent resolution on library education presented to the ALA Coun- 
cil, stressing the need for accreditation to be reserved for those pro- 
grams committed to preparing students for library work, was discussed 
with vigor on the ALA’s electronic membership forum. The upcoming 
summit on library education in 1999 is designed to allow discussion of 
issues surrounding LIS education in the Information Age. COA appears 
to fear loss of LIS programs through closures by parent institutions- 
yesterday’s problem-more than today’s threat of loss of LIS content 
through erosion. 
Also silent on the changes in LIS education is the large feminist con- 
tingent within ALA and ALISE. Having concentrated on either the place- 
ment of women in top managerial positions or on cultural issues, ALA’s 
Committee on the Status of Women in Librarianship and the Feminist 
Task Force of the Social Responsibilities Round Table have ignored cur- 
ricular changes in LIS education. 
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There are some critical voices indicating how library service suffers 
because of a lack of adequate library education in new graduates. F. W. 
Lancaster (1992),a leading expert on computerized information retrieval, 
has faulted library educators for over-emphasizing machine applications 
or the information science side of the curriculum. He found that this 
misplaced emphasis reduced library service to mediocre levels, as new 
graduates are deficient in the fundamentals of librarianship. Among these 
fundamentals are a “philosophy of public service, the ethics, the need. . . 
for a reference librarian to have some knowledge of what is happening in 
the world. . .” (pp. 10405). An emphasis on technology, however, may 
help LIS faculty identify with colleagues in other university departments 
and distance themselves from the poorly paid (and largely female) 
workforce in libraries. Such behavior is consistent with the findings of 
researchers who studied faculty in university schools of education. These 
researchers found that education school faculty preferred to identify with 
their higher-status university colleagues than with their graduates-i.e., 
lower status and largely female classroom teachers (Clifford & Guthrie, 
1988,pp. 162-63). 
Some library practitioners complain about the lack of preparation of 
recent graduates, echoing Lancaster. For example: “It is difficult-nay, 
impossible-to find entry level ‘librarians’ ~7ho  know how to conduct a 
reference interview, work with students. . .” (S. Kamm, personal commu- 
nication, July 7, 1998). Libraries have responded in a variety of ways, 
some of which threaten a revival of apprenticeship training. Some librar- 
ies evidently engage in extensive on-the-job training of new graduates. 
Many libraries appear to be replacing higher-paid librarians with lower- 
paid paraprofessionals. While this is undoubtedly related to the budget- 
ary constraints faced by so many libraries today, it may be encouraged by 
perceived skill deficits among LIS degree holders. The poor job market 
in recent years for humanities graduates has provided a ready pool of 
capable paraprofessionals. These latter, even more likely than librarians 
to be women, are also good candidates for local training. Library Mosaics, 
the journal directed at library support staff, shows the range of tasks car- 
ried out by paraprofessionals in a variety of libraries. These include origi- 
nal cataloging, reference work, and bibliographic instruction. To some critics 
this reflects the de-skilling of professional tasks that many find typical of 
computerization. While these paraprofessionals will acquire basic skills, 
few will be candidates for promotion into administration without a degree. 
With the increase in largely female paraprofessionals, we come full 
circle as the kind of library education that Williamson envisioned in the 
1920sappears to be developing. A core of informally trained paraprofes- 
sionals, mostly women, performs tasks formerly thought of as professional, 
many involving delivery of service, while college and university programs 
will prepare a mostly male group for elite positions. Employers who are so 
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inclined will be able to move up the job queue/gender queue readily while 
those not so inclined may have little choice. The potential for Lagemann’s 
“bifurcation” is indeed evident (in Brand, 1996, p. 263). 
NEXTSTEPS 
Unfortunately, many faced with these facts take a passive stance and 
assume the inevitability of such developments.6 For those who remain 
committed to traditional values of librarianship, including equity, and who 
also wish to see librarianship modernize and computerize, there are sev- 
eral steps that can be taken. These include data collection and alliance 
building. 
More and better data are needed at every level. Definition is a major 
issue here. The division between “traditional” and “nontraditional” is es- 
pecially problematic. Indeed, the question must be asked if such a divi- 
sion is meaningful today? Today it is traditional for LIS grads to search 
databases, to construct them, to use LANs, and to construct Web sites. 
The traditional versus nontraditional distinction is used in the widely read 
and cited Library Journal annual report on placement and salaries for the 
class that graduated in the preceding year. It appears, however, that the 
criterion for distinguishing traditional from nontraditional refers to place 
of employment with for-profits such as vendors counting as nontraditional 
(V. L. Gregory, personal communication, July 29, 1998). Yet it is by no 
means clear that all librarians in for-profit organizations are doing essen- 
tially different things from those done by librarians in, for example, aca- 
demic libraries. Many for-profits, including vendors, have employed li- 
brarians even before widespread computerization. (It appears that place 
of employment will be dropped as a criterion for “traditional versus non- 
traditional” in forthcoming issues.) In addition, “use of technology” is 
another measure used to distinguish traditional from nontraditional. 
Again, it is unclear what this means, since many low-level clerical jobs re- 
quire hours at a workstation. School library media specialists are found to 
“use technology least,” yet they are hired to teach and to be curriculum 
and materials experts. Clarification is needed (Carson, 1997). 
ALA, ALISE, and others professing an interest in LIS education and 
in diversity issues should be pressured to expand their data collection ac- 
tivities by covering more topics and by defining data more carefully. Ra-
cial, Ethnic and Sexual Composition in Academic and Public Librarie~,~ an ALA 
Office for Library Personnel and Resources publication providing detailed 
statistics, begun in 1981 but languishing in recent years, must be restored. 
LIS programs, professional organizations, and individual libraries or in- 
formation centers should be encouraged to collect and publish data, even 
if they only reflect the local scene or provide a case study. Students can 
design and participate in these studies, learning about research design 
and statistical analysis as well as about the politics of the profession. 
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Foundations have a special obligation to investigate the demographic 
implications of their reforms, as the history of'foundation intervention in 
library education shows significant anti-woman bias. They must reconcile 
automation and equity issues so that reforms involving heavy emphasis on 
automation do not become an excuse for a heightened gender (and ra- 
cial and ethnic) stratification. 
In addition to this demographic data, a more accurate picture of where 
our graduates are employed is needed. The kinds ofjobs and skills needed 
and requested by employers should be investigated. 
Further data on resource distribution between information science 
and library science elements, whether there are separate degrees or not, 
is much needed. Faculty data should include salary differentials and ap- 
pointment types-adjunct, full-time, tenure track, visiting, lecturer, and 
so on. Data on student perceptions in both these programs are also needed. 
Neither LS nor IS students should be socialized into the idea that 
librarianship is secondary to infomiation science or that a male-intensive 
program is better than a female-intensive one. The impact, if any, of the 
programs attracting mostly male students on the kind of student register- 
ing for the library science program should also be researched. Place of 
employment and type ofjob for grads of both IS and LS concentration is 
needed. Data on resource distribution between these different programs 
should be routinely assessed in accreditation decisions. 
Alliance building has two aspects-internal and external. Far too few 
LIS faculty have contacts on their own campuses or network with faculty 
in other departments. These are especially important in these days of 
merger mania. External alliances with other professionals and with con- 
stituents seem to be the only reasonable strategy to defend library tradi- 
tions, including the search for equity, while adapting to change. It is im- 
portant to note that. the Information Age as a product of the global 
economy has, through policies such as privatization of formerly publicly 
supported activities, adoption of the market model, and heightened in- 
come inequality, created many potential allies for librarians. Schools and 
universities, hospitals, museums, and parks-and their numerous users- 
face circumstances similar to those faced by libraries and their users. Tra- 
ditionally, library organizations have eschewed politics, but passive accep- 
tance of an Information Age in which values like equity are overshadowed 
is itself a political act: it represents support for the status quo. 
Historians of women have taught that many great movements in his- 
tory, like the Renaissance in Western Europe and Westward Expansion in 
North America, were experienced quite differently by women and men. 
In fact, women suffered a relative decline in status and power in relation 
to men in both these periods (Kelly-Gadol, 1987).' But no one wants to 
repeal the Renaissance or roll up the frontier. Similarly, no one wants to 
ban the Information Age, but many want to ensure that women do not 
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suffer the decline in status in today’s high tech environment that they did 
in those earlier periods. Specifically, those in the LIS community inter- 
ested in equity issues must be vigilant that enthusiasm for the Information 
Age does not promote an upsurge in historic inequities. 
NOTES 
Although the focus of this article is on gender relations in the changing world of library 
education, much of the argument is relevant to racial and ethnic relations. 
No profession welcomes women except under unusual conditions such as a wartime 
shortage of men or, as in the early days of librarianship, salaries too low to attract men. 
Therefore, in an atmosphere where commitment to Affirmative Action declines, the 
loss of professional positions in librarianship means a decline in women’s access to 
professions generally. 
This situation is analogous to the computer industry leaders who prefer to lobby for 
changes in the immigration law, permitting the entry of fully trained foreign computer 
scientists, to upgrading the skills of their own workforce. 
The fact that this prediction of declining female eiirollnient was linked to an ancient 
and cruel stereotype of “spectacled spinsters” makes the motivation of the sources sus- 
pect. 
Miller explains in the cited article that sharing accreditation with the National Council 
for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) resulted from a concern about 
the inability of ALA-accredited programs to prepare the necessary number of school 
media specialists. What ALA did to encourage these schools to expand in this area is 
not clear. 
Among other things, this passivity is ahistorical. Times change, economies expand and 
contract, generations with different sets of experience mature. Such changes cause 
some institutions to grow and others to shrink. Where are the elite schools at  Columbia 
University and the University of Chicago today? The distinction between “library sci- 
ence” and “information science” pddes more with each passing year as more children 
are schooled with computers, trained by school media specialists. The largest block of 
members in the American Society for Information Science (ASIS) remains librarians. 
Is a merger of ALA and ASIS a possibility? 
The Racial, Ethnic und Sexual Cowiposition of Library Staff in Academic and Public Libraries 
was first issued in 1981 and had thirty-nine pages with an additional ten pages of appen- 
dixes. Since 1986 it has been scheduled to be issued every five years as Academic and 
Public Librarians: Data by Race, Ethniczty, & Sex. The most recent edition however was 
issued in 1991 and consisted of twelve pages only. 
They were also experienced quite differently by different racial and ethnic groups. A 
history of the end of the frontier written from a Native American perspective would 
look quite different from the traditional Eurocentric account. 
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APPENDIXA 
Number and gender of full-time faculty in tenured or tenure track ranks 
coded to teach selected technology-oriented and selected library science 
courses in U. S. schools with ALA-accredited Master’s degree programs. 
Data from the ALISE Membmhzp Directory, 97/98 
Selected information science courses: 
Male Female Total 
03 Information Systems/ 
Information Resources Management 49 21 70 
06 Artificial Intelligence/Expert Systems 28 8 36 
23 Information Systems: Analysis, 
Design, or Evaluation 83 37 120 
35 Computer Programming 28 6 34 
36 Database Design or Management 36 24 60 
37 Automation and Computerization 50 17 67 
Total 274 113 387 
Women comprise approximately 29 percent of those in full-time regular 
ranks coded to teach these courses. 
Selected library science courses: 
Male Female Total 
11 Classification 21 29 50 
13 Subject Cataloging 16 31 47 
28 Collection Development 21 28 49 
33 Reference or 
Information Services 37 51 88 
55 Government Publications 18 10 28 
66 School Media Centers/Libraries 15 52 67 
Total 128 201 329 
Women comprise approximately 61 percent of those in full-time regular 
ranks coded to teach these courses. 
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APPENDIXB 
Schools with LIS programs offering other, n o n - U  accredited Master’s 
degree on an aspect of Information Science or in Telecommunications. 
Enrollment (both FTE and numbers) is shown by gender for the ALA 
accredited degree and the “other Master’s’’ undifferentiated by specializa- 
tion. 
A U  
FTE 
Number 
Percentage 
Female 
Other 
FTE 
Number 
Percentage 
Female 
Albany, SUNY at 
School of 
Information 
Science and Policy 
120.2 
190.0 
71.8 
75.8 
6.3 
11.0 
48.0 
45.5 
Drexel College of 
Information Science 
and Technology 
124.4 
214.0 
80.4 
80.8 
134.9 
293.0 
35.0 
34.8 
Indiana School 
of Library and 
Information Science 
268.5 
387.0 
72.6 
74.7 
41.8 
58.0 
65.6 
67.2 
North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 
School of Infor- 
mation and Library 
Science 
130.0 
144.0 
73.7 
78.5 
49.7 
62.0 
45.0 
41.9 
Pittsburgh, University 
at School of Infor- 
mation Sciences 
138.6 
207.0 
73.7 
77.8 
182.4 
279.0 
32.5 
34.8 
Syracuse University 
School of Infor-
mation Studies 
72.5 
153.0 
80.7 
80.4 
142.8 
219.0 
40.5 
40.6 
Source: Data are from the ALAWeb site httr,://www.ala.or~/alaore/oa/uslis.html 
and from the ALISE Library and Information Science Education Statistical Re- 
port, 1998. Thanks toJerry Saye for the opportunity to view the data in advance. 
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The Rewards of Managing an 
Electronic Mailing List 
KARINBEGG BOREI 
ARSTRACT 
THEREARE TWO “HUMAN DIMENSIONS” ‘ro every mailing list. The first 
involves initiating and managing each list, how that management is ac-
complished, and why someone would take on this work. The second is 
why list members participate. and what they get from their participation. 
After a general overview of how list management software works, there 
will be a discussion of these dimensions as they relate to management of 
two lists, WALDEN (Women Academic Library Directors Engaged in Net- 
working) and SWEDE-L. 
INTRODUCTION 
The electronic mailing list is now ubiquitous, and there are few li- 
brarians who have not been involved with at least one. Lists for librarians 
are many, the use is extensive, and just keeping up with messages can 
(and has) become a significant part of many librarians’ work day. There 
may be mixed feelings about the quantity of messages but, though the 
electronic deluge may aggravate us from time to time, we have come to 
appreciate what these lists can do for us both professionally and person- 
ally. 
Electronic mailing lists are, of course, one example of how commu- 
nication among library professionals and among academics generally has 
been enhanced through electronics. The communication itself is not 
new, but now it is accomplished faster, more easily, among more people, 
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and certainly less expensively than was previously the case. In addition, 
electronic interactions can ease, and even promote, other forms of sub-
sequent communication such as that of face to face. Further, an elec- 
tronic list can lead to communication that would not have happened 
otherwise, such as this personal e-mail message which followed a posting 
on SWEDE-L. ‘You wrote: Though my brother Sven has moved back 
there as an adult. . . he’s a translator isn’t he? i met him in malmo at a 
conference last spring, something kept ringing in my brain that i knew 
the name. . .” (Larsson, personal communication, August 17, 1998). 
LISTSERVERSOFTWARE:HOWIT WORKS 
How, then, is a typical list managed? Fortunately, server software 
exists that handles most routine chores. “A mailing list server automati- 
cally manages subscriptions and broadcasts postings to all subscribers” 
(Shankar, 1998). ListProc by CREN, the Corporation for Research and 
Educational Networking, is one mailing listserv commonly used in aca- 
deme (CREN, 1998). Another is LISTSERP by L-Soft, software which 
was “originally introduced in 1986 . . . [and] was the first mailing list 
manager” (L-Soft, 1998). However, even with server software in place, 
humans also are necessary in making a list work. 
To begin with, someone (usually the list owner, although it could be 
someone else) must install and maintain the list server software itself on 
a computer system that can dedicate the necessary electronic space for 
handling and storing the list traffic. Not all academic or other institu- 
tions have a mailing list server, especially not smaller institutions such as 
Trinity College of Vermont (the author’s former home institution). For 
this reason, a server does not manage the WALDEN (Women Academic 
Library Directors Engaged in Networking) list. SWEDE-L, on the other 
hand, is managed with ListProc software, and the commands which fol- 
low are in the ListProc format. 
Generally, the list owner is the person with overall responsibility for 
the list. The list owner establishes and reviews operational rules for a list, 
sets up and maintains the server parameters that correspond to those 
rules, monitors traffic on a list, and does technical troubleshooting when 
needed, most commonly in conjunction with e-mail address problems. 
The list owner also monitors and enforces the participation rules for the 
list subscribers, particularly in terms of keeping discussions civil and on 
topic. A list owner may share these tasks with others as she or he deter- 
mines and assigns. 
Among the implementation decisions the list owner must make is if 
the list is to be open (anyone who wants to join may) or restricted (only a 
specified group of people may join). Another decision to be made is if 
the list is to be moderated (in which case someone reviews subscriber 
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messages before forwarding these messages to all list subscribers) or 
unmoderated (messages that subscribers send are posted directly to the 
list by the server without human intervention). The WALDEN list, given 
the absence of list server software, is modcrated while SWEDE-L is 
unmoderated. 
A siLbscrzber“(sometimes called a list ‘member’) is someone who has 
[submitted her or his e-mail address] to a list and receives messages posted 
to the list. A subscriber niay also post messages for distribution to other 
subscribers” (University of Washington Computing and Communications 
[University of Washington], 1998). Without an established subscription 
for a person, the list server will not post messages from that person. 
Subscribers on library-related lists are rarely, if ever, anonymous to 
the rest of the list (WALDEN and SWEDE-L are not intended to be anony- 
mous). This is in contrast to “lists” such as chat rooms on America Online 
(message poster anonymity is the norm). 
List commands such as SUBSCRIBE or UNSURSCKIHE are sent to the list 
senlo.  Thus, to subscribe to the hypothetical TOPIC-L (assumed here to 
be managed with ListProc) ,you address a message to listproc@host.edu. 
Moreover, messages to the list server must be formatted in a specific way. 
For example, to subscribe to TOPIC-L, your message to the list server 
must be “subscribe TOPIC-L <your-first-name> <your-last name>” for the 
server to correctly interpret the command. A polite “please enter a sub-
scriptiori for ” will not work. 
Another list command that a subscriber can use in ListProc is DIGEST. 
“By offering a digest version of the list, you allow your subscribers to 
receive a packet of the day’s posting as one e-mail message, rather than 
receive individual messages throughout the day” (Dornfest, 1996). 
However, list messages that are to be distributed to other list partici- 
pants must be sent to the list itself. To continue the above example, a 
message to be posted on TOPIC-L must be sent to topic-l@hostu.edu. 
“Messages sent to [the list] . . . are routed to the ListProc server. The 
ListProc program receives and processes it, checking for errors and fol- 
lowing the rules established by the list owners. The result for valid mes- 
sages is to forward a copy to each one of the list’s subscribers” (University 
of Washington, 1998). 
THEWALDEN LIST 
My experience with the WALDEN list, as already mentioned, is not 
an example o f  using list server software. Rathcr, it exemplifies what can 
be accomplished using only the distribution list capability of most elec- 
tronic mail software, even though the process does incorporate tasks that 
would have also been necessary with the use of list server software. 
At the semi-annual dinner of WALDEN at the 1994 Midwinter 
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Conference of the American Library Association (ALA),I volunteered to 
manage the group’s mailing list, which at the time was handled entirely 
via surface mail. (An earlier round of trying to make the mailing list 
electronic failed because, at the time, having an e-mail address was not as 
common as it is today.) I was given a word processing disk with files 
containing the most up-to-date mailing list and address labels. The 
WALDEN membership in January 1994 was just over 130 members, and 
the group itself was eleven years old. Now, five years later, the list of 172 
names (as of August 3, 1998) is maintained only in electronic form for 
distribution purposes, and WALDEN has its own Web site as well 
(www.together.net/-kborei/walden.htm). 
A BriefHistory of WALBEN 
“In 1976/77 eight of the 81 [Association of Research Libraries] di- 
rectors were women. In 1995/96,41 of the 101 directors were women, a 
significant gain but well below the ratio of women to men in the field” 
(Hildenbrand, 1997). Over lunch on the San Antonio Riverwalk at the 
1983ALA Midwinter Conference, Susan Brynteson and Lou Wetherbee, 
at the time new directors at the University of Delaware and George Ma- 
son University respectively, noted that women academic library directors 
were not only still few in number but also had different outlooks and 
challenges from their even fewer predecessors. This revelation led the 
two directors to form the WALDEN group (Brynteson, 1997). “WALDEN 
originally was intended for those women who direct libraries at academic 
institutions having an enrollment of 10,000 or more students; but today, 
women library directors at four-year academic institutions of all sizes are 
invited to join . . . . The group has no official affiliation whatsoever, it has 
no officers or other structure, and depends entirely on volunteers to orga- 
nize the dinners and to maintain the mailing list of ‘members”’ (Borei, 
1998). 
For the first six years, the WALDEN group (then only a couple of 
dozen strong) met once a year for two-day retreats to discuss professional 
issues that directly concerned women directors of large academic librar- 
ies. Since 1991, as the group has grown, some members have met for 
dinner at ALA conferences. Typically, dinner is arranged by a WALDEN 
volunteer from the conference host city, and each dinner attracts ap- 
proximately thirty women; many of them who have attended before and 
who continue to value the unique informal networking that these occa- 
sions provide. 
MAINTAININGTHE WALDEN LISTSERV 
Again, the WALDEN listserv is not a typical server-handled electronic 
list. Rather, it remains primarily a one-way distribution medium, an 
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electronic alternative to the U.S. Postal Service, and an extension of my 
own e-mail address file. In fact, it could be called a “distribution” list as 
opposed to SWEDE-L being “interactive” (McMillan, 1997). I perform 
all the maintenance of the WALDEN list as well as any message distribu- 
tion. I n  the future it might be possible to change the nature of the 
WALDEN list to a discussion format using a listserv. Meanwhile, support 
for the discussion-list concept already exists among WALDEN participants: 
I definitely think a WALDEN discussion list would be a good 
idea. . . . There may be an appropriate discussion list for library di- 
rectors out there, but I’m not on it if there is. I used to subscribe to 
LIBADMIN, but it had too [much] . . . stuff I wasn’t interested in, so 
I stopped monitoring it. The focus on academic libraries (and limit 
to directors only) that we could offer thru a &’ALDEN list would be 
very useful, I think. (D. C. Masters, personal communication, De- 
cember 9, 1998) 
I would be interested in seeing the list expanded to a discussion 
list at some point in the future. Traffic might be light and/or spo- 
radic, but I think it is a group I would go to first for responses to 
questions/problems/issues. (L. S. Sherby, personal communication, 
Drcember 15, 1998) 
Keeping the list participants’ electronic addresses current is a task 
that would need personal attention even if a list server were handling the 
WALDEN list. The address management work has not been incidental, 
especially since dropping someone from the list is not a casual option. 
Another problem is that participants fail to inform me when their e-mail 
addresses change. Thus, when I send out a mailing, I get back as many as 
half a dozen “error” messages, and these are not always easy to decipher 
or to correct. I have done some educated guesswork, some detective 
work (with more and more academic institutions developing informative 
Web sites, the detecting process has recently become much easier), and 
intermittently, I send a message to the list asking, “do you know this 
person’s correct e-address?” (usually someone does). As a result, only a 
few women have inadvertently disappeared from the list in the last five 
years. 
In spring 1998, I decided to display the WALDEN address list on a 
Web page (Borei, 1998a). In preparation for this, I re-confirmed each 
entry, including any information to which error messages would not alert 
me (full titles, institutions, and telephone numbers). Subsequently, I 
have received reports that WALDEN members have used this Web list to 
find specific directors, to keep up with professional appointments, and 
so on. 
In part because of the WALDEN Web site, though also by word-of- 
mouth, more women directors are becoming aware of WALDEN’s exist- 
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ence and of its networking possibilities. The semi-annual dinners re- 
main the group’s most significant general activity at the moment. Al-
though there has been some talk of, and enthusiasm for, resuming the 
early retreats, a more common response to that idea has been a regret- 
ful, “it would be too expensive.” 
The principal use of the mailing list is to publicize WALDEN. An 
additional, if infrequent, use has been for the posting ofjob vacancies of 
potential interest to the membership-that is, for library directorships 
and similar-level positions. We have agreed that the list is not to be used 
for commercial purposes or for purposes that are served by other 
established vehicles. In this way, the list facilitates the broader benefits 
that the participants believe they gain through WALDEN: 
One of the great benefits of WALDEN to me has been the network of 
colleagues that I feel I can approach with a connection, even though 
we have never met. As an example, when we hired our new Provost/ 
WAA, to whom I reported in fall 1996, I contacted the library direc- 
tors from the two previous institutions where he worked. One of 
them was a WALDEN person, so it was easy to send her a message 
with that context as a way of introducing myself and asking her about 
working with him/reporting to him. 
I also have used the list of “Words to the Wise from the WALDEN 
Women” several times-with a library school course in management 
that I taught as a part of a one-half day retreat I did with the division 
heads in our library. Sharing experience is really helpful to a new 
director and to others in leadership/management roles in the orga- 
nization. I think the WALDEN dinners are a great networking activ- 
ity and especially helpful to new and acting directors. I haven’t found 
a natural forum for directors to find one another at ALA . . . . It’s 
really helpful to touch base with counterparts across the country and 
talk about the current issues that are taking our time and attention, 
e.g., assessment, accreditation reviews, student learning outcomes, 
information competence/literacy, technologies, etc., and get advice 
from colleagues. (D. C. Masters, personal communication, Decem- 
ber 9, 1998) 
I have found Walden very helpful for networking. It has been impor- 
tant to me as a new library director to find like folks to talk about 
issues . . .on a personal level. It’s a great group of people and it’s 
nice to meet colleagues from parts of the country that I might not 
otherwise run into. (L. S. Sherby, personal communication, Decem- 
ber 15, 1998) 
I read your e-mail this morning and it caused me to reflect. . .on the 
early days of WALDEN. Years ago, when Susan Brynteson and I 
thought it would be a good idea to convene women directors, it was 
because we thought the younger among us could benefit from the 
skills and experiences of older directors. I think we also felt that 
there was a paucity of informal networking opportunities for women 
in the professional organizations. Sowe launched the early WALDEN 
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get-togethers as an experiment to determine if there was either a 
need or an interest for such a group. Time seems to bear out that 
there was a felt need. 
For me personally WALDEN was rewarding . . ., and I benefitted 
professionally and personally. I was able t o  call on others for ideas 
and support of an informal nature. Perhaps for me, one of the best 
things that happened as a result of WALDEN was making new friends 
that I might not otherwise have met. (Wetherbee, 1998) 
A unique use of the WALDEN list occurred in March 1997 when I 
posted Janice &rkland’s e-mail containing her “\Yomen Director Career 
Factors One-Minute Survey.” Kirkland asked that the survey be posted to 
the list in the hope that responses would provide an encouraging ending 
to an article in process, and I deemed this to be an appropriate use of the 
list. 
Kirkland instructed WALDEN members to: “Please mark the three 
(3)  [of the eleven provided] most important factors in your career ad- 
vancement 1 , 2 ,and 3. Hard work is assumed and so is not listed.” Forty- 
five percent of WALDEN participants responded, and the results were 
included as part of Kirkland’s subsequent paper, “The Missing Women 
Library Directors: Deprivation versus Mentoring”: 
The . . . survey was intended to seek career factors that wornen direc- 
tors had found most valuable in their advancement-factors that 
would be the reverse of deprivation and the glass ceiling. . . . The 
question was “What are the three career factors most important in 
your rise to a directorship?” 
Of the 135 [WALDEN] members, 61 responded . . . , The five 
factors most frequently chosen. . . were mobility (34),mentors (25), 
academic majors/degrees (21), professional organizations (20),and 
tenacity/perseverance (19) [informal networking, such as through 
WALDEN, was chosen fifteen times]. The three least-often selected 
factors were technolo<gy ( l o ) ,  role models ( 7 ) ,and publication (4) 
which seems surprising in view of the widespread pursuit of technol-
ogy and the continuing stress on publishing in academe. . . . Several 
directors noted that all or most of the factors were important, and it 
was difficult to choose only three. Therefore, some survey responses 
should be reg-arded as approximate, but the gap between those most 
chosen arid those least chosen was wide and clear. (Kirkland, 1997) 
In an e-mail to me, Kirkland observed that, had it not been for the 
existence of the WALDEN list, she would never have been able to con-
duct the research for this second part of her paper in a timely and afford- 
able manner. That is to say, she would not have been able to conduct the 
research at all (Kirkland, 1998). 
In a different vein, on September 21, 1998, I suddenly and uncer- 
emoniously found myself without a .job, the position of Director of Li-
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brary and Information Services at Trinity College ofVermont having been 
eliminated. That day the list served a personally gratifying purpose for 
me, in that I was able quickly to send a message to the WALDEN list 
describing what had happened, something which I could do on that list 
only because I am the list owner. In return, several supportive responses 
from my peers were received. It would of course be true to say that the 
elimination of the library director position from any academic institu- 
tion is a matter of general professional interest but, while that is a valid 
point, I must admit that my personal interest at that moment outweighed 
my professional concerns. For me, this particular communication was 
my biggest reward to date for managing the WALDEN list. 
In summary, I first volunteered to manage the WALDEN list (then 
only in print) because there was a need for “someone” to do it and also 
because taking on the list offered an opportunity to establish myself with 
that group (an objective which I have very much accomplished). I moved 
the list to electronic format out of laziness as much as anything (easier to 
dispense information). The Web pages were created because I enjoy 
creating them and, with every new Web page, I learn more about the 
Web’s possibilities. The overall benefit is that I truly believe that I am 
making a contribution to my profession and in an area of the profession 
that strongly matters to me. 
SWEDE-L DISCUSSIONLIST 
My involvement with SWEDE-L is quite different from my WALDEN 
role and notjust because it is more of an avocation than a direct contri- 
bution to librarianship. However, the SWEDE-L experience is described 
here because it is a list managed by a list server in addition to being 
open, interactive, and unmoderated. 
With SWEDE-L, I began several years ago as a primarily noncontrib- 
uting subscriber to a list that appealed to me because of my Swedish 
background. Then, in February 1998,a call was posted on the list for a 
ubiquitous “someone” to do a Web-based FAQ page (Frequently Asked 
Questions) for the list, and I volunteered “if no-one else comes forward.” 
No one else did. 
To create the Web pages, I worked (on my own time) with the other 
three members of the SWEDE-L management team (Mike Anderson at 
the University of Washington in Seattle, Patric S. Lundberg at the Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin at Madison, and Megan Lynch in the commercial 
sector), none of whom I have ever met or had, at that time, even talked to 
on the telephone. From them and others I received electronically a num- 
ber of very useful ideas for, and feedback on, my various drafts of what 
has grown into an extensive site of multiple pages. This site is used and 
not just by SWEDE-L members. (In fact, I suspect that list members 
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themselves on the whole still prefer the online discussion for which they 
joined the list to begin with, even if that means that almost every topic is 
in some way re-discussed at regular intervals.) 
WHATIS SWEDE-L AND WHOCAN PARTICIPATE? 
SWEDE-L is run using ListProc server software mounted at the Uni- 
versity of Washington. As is true for all mailing lists, and as is also true for 
WALDEN, participation on SWEDE-L is bound by an explicit list pur-
pose and by certain rules and expectations. To illustrate a more formal 
statement than WALDEN’s of a list’s purpose and rules, the following 
repeats some of the language that I compiled from various sources for 
the SWEDE-L list FAQ: 
This is a mailing list for peoplc with any sort of interest in Sweden. It 
is a fairly informal gathering place where we can share news, ques- 
tions, information, thoughts, and ideas about Swedcn, its culture, its 
relationship with the rest of the world, and anything else Sweden- 
related we might wish to talk about such as Swedish food. . . . The 
language on the list is primarily English, and knowledge of Swedish 
is not necessary. 
The list was started in April 1994byJonas Andersson, then at Cen- 
tral Michigan University. The number of subscribers well exceeds 
300 worldwide though most membership is concentrated in the 
United States and Sweden. 
Like every e-mail list in cxistence, you should expect to get 
everyone’s opinion on a subject that you bring up, regardless of 
whether yo11 actually asked for it . . . . Also, remember that a fairly 
large contingency of SWEDE-L, subscribers are communicating in 
their second language; and misunderstandings and offending state- 
ments may well be explained easily if this fact is considered. 
All Swede-L list participants are expected to observe the basic list 
rules and courtesics [including staying on topic, not posting com- 
mercial messages, and not forwarding “spam” such as chain letters]. 
Although a number of new subscribers are added each month, 
others unsubscribe, with a net effect of a relatively stable subscriber 
total over the years since May 1995. There seems to be no  correla- 
tion between specific discussion topics and unsubscription rates. 
There does seem to be a link between list volume and the number of 
people who leave (“too many” messages at one time causes people to 
unsubscribe). . . . 
SWEDE-L is not a moderatrd list in the sense that the list owners 
see messages before they are posted (they do not). They do  monitor 
for rule infractions and step in when rule breaches occur (Borei, 
1998d). 
In discussing his management of a different list (AegeaNet), John G. 
Younger observed in December 1997 that “some members, assuming their 
right to free speech in public applies also to the list, have thought they 
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could be rude or insulting with impunity (not so), while, at the other 
extreme, some members want me to censor those who post, . . silly, stu- 
pid, or extraneous messages (sorry, I like silly messages) .” However, he 
goes on to say, as does the SWEDE-L list owner, that these situations are 
relatively rare and are usually corrected with a private note to the poster. 
There is no question that subscribers value the SWEDE-L list, and 
they often say so. Three sample messages read as follows: 
By the way, while I am in the process of thanking for [the Swedish 
meatball recipes], I really should add a belated thanks to the whole 
list, notjust for being a generally agreeable list, but also for inspiring 
in me the confidence and also mentioning emigration records. I 
used that info and confidence that I could actually make sense of the 
Swedish records to finally be able to find my grandmother’s mother’s 
emigration record from Malmo (same grandmother with the meat- 
ball recipe). Without this list, I would not have tried as my Swedish is 
limited to what is in a dictionary and what is cognated to German. 
So, thanks Swede-listers! (Fagerburg, 1998) 
Hi Swede-1:ers: To me the list has been helpful in times of home- 
sickness . . . . If the topics are boring I just don’t bother reading them 
or responding to them. Many people decide to unsubscribe because 
of that reason, but then I think they miss a lot of the interesting 
topics that have been, and will be, discussed. Most of the time there’s 
nice information that I believe everyone can find beneficial, when 
interested in things Swedish. (Pollard, 1998) 
I would just like to thank each and every one of you for the help in 
finding my relatives in Nykoping. Thanks to the “Origin Of The 
Species” and some thorough readers, I have located three cousins 
alive and well in Nykoping and Norrkoping. When Ijoined the “List” 
I thought I would learn about Sweden and the customs of my 
grandfather’s country. I had no expectations of finding relatives still 
alive. Whatjoy you all have brought to me! Thank you again. I only 
wish that all ofyou searching for lost relatives or information on fam- 
ily genealogy will be blessed as I have. (Anonymous, 1998) 
In addition to genealogical questions and food discussions, partici- 
pants also commonly ask, and receive responses, about learning the Swed- 
ish language; about travel destinations in Sweden; Swedish holidays, cus- 
toms, culture, and laws; and Swedish sport team performances and 
rivalries. 
THESWEDE-L LISTOWNER’S EXPERIENCE 
Because I do not actually manage this list, I conducted a telephone 
interviewwith the current (since 1995) list owner, Mike Anderson at the 
University of Washington. In terms of time, Anderson thinks his invest- 
ment in managing the list is minimal, averaging out to something around 
five minutes daily in addition to reading messages as any list participant 
would. The “self-analytical” investment can be more intensive, he says, 
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especially when he has to consider possible list rule infractions (personal 
communication, November 5, 1998). 
Even though the SWEDE-L list is not moderated, Andersson and his 
list co-owner, Patric Lundberg at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, 
do monitor posted messages for list rule infractions such as commercial- 
ism, off-topic straying, and perceived lack of civility. Such infractions, 
which are infrequent, are handled through personal e-mails off list, as 
are commands sent to the l i s t  rather than to the server. It is 
Andersson’s perspective that the most difficult part of this list-manage- 
ment task for him is being “consistent in enforcing the rulrs” of the list- 
i.e., not to be unduly influenced by something which is more a matter of 
differing opinions than infractions. Very few people are ever asked out- 
right to leave the SWEDE-L list after an unsuccessfiil resolution process, 
although it has happened. Andersson observes that, although he and 
Patric Lundberg have never met, they have developed “an extraordinary 
working relationship” in communications via e-mail and, occasionally, 
the telephone. 
A number of’SMEDE-L members are academics, including several 
librarians and, although Swedish foods are the number one topic on the 
list, another recurring topic on the list is education. With this is mind, 
the bottom-line reason why Andersson agreed to take over as owner is 
that he enjoys the SWEDE-L, list, and “I didn’t want it to disappear” as a 
communication medium for like-minded individuals worldwide. 
CONCLUsION 
“Communication is the lifeblood of‘the library.” (Manley, 1998) 
Everything that goes on in libraries is communication of one kind or 
anothcr. For instance, books,journals, and electronic databases are one- 
way communications by authors to people they do not know, communi- 
cations from the past with the present and with the future. More obvious 
comniunications are day-to-day interactions with peers and with those 
whom we serve. The electronic mailing list adds to the library prof- 
essional’s communications arsenal a tool that distinguishes itself in its 
speed (instantaneous or nearly so),  directness (it reaches only those who 
ask to be reached), and economy both in time (one message written once 
reaches many people) and in money (no paper or stamp costs). (Institu- 
tional computer storage and software costs are contributions which have 
not bren calculated for this discussion, but these will be minimal in any 
case and, for academic institutions, this should be considered as appro- 
priate support for professional development.) 
The potential role of e-lists in academic scholarship is now being 
discussed in the literature and on the Web. The following is a common 
reaction: “Three and a half years ago ‘AegeaNet’ promised merely to be 
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a useful research tool; I thought it would be convenient only for acquir- 
ing bibliography, facts, and learned opinions. I never thought I’d find 
friends, fresh ideas, and an electronic extension of my imagination in 
cyberspace” (Younger, 1997). Kate Wittenberg (1998) reflects on the 
possibility of e-lists having a structured role in continuing research: “To 
be sure, much of the promise of online publishing is speculative at this 
point. Our experience suggests, though, that at the very least, scholars 
are enthusiastic about trying new forms of online dialogue. New tech- 
nology, used intelligently, carefully, and creatively, may offer us an op- 
portunity to define a new model for scholarly communication-and ulti-
mately redefine the academic process as a whole.” 
Managing electronic mailing lists does require some measure of time 
and effort from one or more individual (s) for each list and, at least within 
academe and within librarianship, list management is most commonly 
accomplished on a volunteer (unpaid) basis. However, the professional 
contribution that the existence of such lists makes within librarianship is 
significant, as is the personal satisfaction for the list manager(s) in mak- 
ing that contribution. Without question or doubt, electronic mailing 
lists have significantly enriched the lives of library professionals. 
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Four Retreats and a Forum: A Meditation on 
Retreats as a Response to Change 
LINDAS. DOBB 
ABSTRACT 
THEAUTHOR DESCRIBES FOUR SUCCESSIVE library retreats held by the Bowl- 
ing Green State University library staff from 1995 to 1998. The retreats 
reflect the changes that have occurred in library work and in manage- 
ment theory since the early 1990s. The importance of technology to li- 
brary work is recognized, but there is also a growing realization that devel- 
oping a flexible staff-capable of learning new skills and willing to absorb 
the values of the organization-is really the key to maintaining a fully 
functioning and well-respected academic library. 
INTRODUCTION 
“Iwill cast a cold eye on management fads.” (Gorman, 1998,p. 183) 
Many articles and books that have been published in the last decade 
examined the impact of technology and change upon library organiza- 
tions. Most of these follow business models and urge libraries to use a 
battery of industry techniques to cope with change. Older articles cham- 
pioned the adoption of TQM (Total Quality Management) with its guid- 
ing principles of: “employee involvement and training, problem-solving 
teams; statistical methods; long-term goals and thinking and continuous 
improvement” (Mullen, 1993). The next wave of library management 
literature urged that the following business techniques be used to man- 
age change: strategic planning, goal-setting, empowerment of staff, train- 
ing, and teams. More recently, library publications argue the virtues of 
building “learning organizations” to create environments adaptable to 
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change. Characteristics of learning organizations include: shared visions, 
team learning, systems thinking, and a view of learning as a lifelong pro- 
cess (Phipps, 1999, p. 22) .  
There is sonie overlap in these prescriptions for creating the agile 
organization or renewed library and possibly some sound advice 
(Haricombe & Lusher, 1998, p. 2) .  However, the most likely answer to 
creating an organization that keeps quality service as its top priority; that 
offers an atmosphere conducive to learning, working, and achievement; 
and is amenable to change is in the use of a wide range of management 
techniques filtered through the shared experiences, appreciated skills, 
and commonsense we share as library practitioners. 
This article discusses the use of annual retreats to reinforce a variety 
of shared values, visions, and virtues in a modern library. The retreats 
that are discussed blend visioning, strategic planning, socializing, goal set- 
ting, brainstorming, and general discussion to create action plans for each 
year. They analyze the virtues of teams, training, enhanced communica- 
tion, restructuring, and repeated evaluation in building a better organiza- 
tion. These retreats also emphasized for the entire staff the need to inter- 
nalize overall university core values and goals into library values and goals. 
The need for partnerships, leadership, and the true place of technology 
in library planning also emerged as constant themes. Have these retreat 
discussions created the truly flexible, collegial, and essential academic unit 
we desire? The jury is probably still out on this, but these retreats do paint 
a portrait of an evolving organization, one that has melded several valu- 
able management techniques into its everyday operations and arrived at a 
viable place to consider change as a welcome and continuing fact of li- 
brary life at the end of the twentieth century. 
BACKGROUND 
“Iwdtake the longviewwhen facedwith change.” (Gorman, 1998, p. 112) 
The four retreats discussed in this article all took place at Bowling 
Green State University between the years 1995 and 1998. Bowling Green 
State University is a comprehensive university in Ohio offering over 100 
undergraduate degree programs, 65 master’s programs, and 15 doctor- 
ates to 16,000 students each year. The Libraries arid Learning Resources 
unit cousists of 106 employees, a book collection of’over 2 million vol- 
umes, and a yearly budget of roughly $7 million. Classified as a medium- 
sized academic library, Bowling Green has, nevertheless, research-level 
collections in popular culture, popular music, and Great Lakes maritime 
history. The research collections are nationally known but, at times, the 
joy/burden of maintaining their reputations must be balanced against 
maintaining an adequate undergraduate collection and 4,000 serials that 
support faculty research (particularly in the sciences). 
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As at every other academic institution in the 199Os, the libraries at 
Bowling Green face challenges of a flat materials budget losing ground 
againstjournal inflation; increased user expectations for onsite and offsite 
services;a fast-paced deployment of technology in public and operational 
areas, necessitating new equipment, furniture, and training; and the diffi- 
culty of sustaining centrality to the university’s mission at a time when 
both higher education and libraries are changing (for an interesting book 
of essays on the topic, see Grimes, 1998). 
To help meet these challenges, the division has strong traditions of 
holding yearly retreats and of engaging in strategic planning. Some of 
the early retreats were social opportunities, others were used as forums to 
discuss restructuring, still others centered on OhioLink’s impact on li- 
brary services or the need for constant revision and updating of the strate- 
gic plan. Usually the retreats were attended by the twenty top managers 
in the organization and by representatives of any teams or committees 
that were operative. All retreats involved multiple days away from the 
library buildings, meals eaten together, a set agenda, and some discussion 
of the strategic plan. 
FIRSTRETREAT 
“I will apply fundamental principles to guide me through new situa- 
tions.” (Gorman, 1998,p. 61) 
In spring 1995, I was appointed Dean of Libraries and Learning Re- 
sources at Bowling Green State University. Prior to my first day on the 
job, I was asked by the staff to attend their annual retreat. An agenda, 
supporting materials, and a list of the participants was mailed to me. The 
retreat was scheduled for two days in a former convent, with participants 
eating two of each day’s meals together. The main agenda items were 
introductions, a review of the strategic plan, and updates from previously 
established teams on library space, technology, human resource develop- 
ment, and multicultural affairs. 
Although I had met many of the individuals at the retreat during my 
interviews,I did not remember most of them very clearly. Fortunately, the 
introductory part of the session was intended as a way €or all staff to get to 
know one another better. Each person was asked not only to identify him- 
or herself but to give a brief description of their educational background, 
special interests, and how they came to work in libraries. It was a great 
way to get to know the diverse backgrounds of my new staff, and I was 
astounded to realize that even though several of these individuals had 
worked together for two or more years, many did not know each other’s 
past history or “outside” hobbies. 
The bulk of this first retreat was spent in a line-by-line analysis of the 
strategic plan. This was a very convenient way for me, as a new dean, to 
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learn quickly the major concerns of the group, to sense the direction they 
felt the libraries were headed, and to discern what forces were commonly 
perceived as driving the organization in 1995 (the strategic planning pro- 
cess at Bowling Green has been well documented in Gratch and Wood, 
1991). I used this opportunity to work with the twenty-two assembled 
managers on the language of the document and to ensure it correctly 
expressed their will. We eliminated a few statements that were unclear or 
no longer pertained to the organization. We discussed which measures 
might be used to benchmark some of the broad statements in the strate- 
gic plan. Lastly, I indicated to them some of thr areas I knew would need 
more attention in the future, such as fundraising, grant writing, creating 
digital products from uniquely held images, and reestablishing the singu- 
lar identity of Bowling Green’s Libraries. I asked that these be incorpo- 
rated into the strategic plan. This review, though time-consuming, was a 
good way for us to brainstorm on major concerns. We discussed systems, 
ergonomics, physical plant, training, and limited budgets. Many individu- 
als asked questions about why I felt the libraries needed to establish a 
unique identity apart from their standing as an OhioLink consortia1 mem- 
ber. Several were curious about the emphasis on fundraising, grant writ- 
ing, and revenue production. Most of the managers perceived our 
systemwide automation consortium, OhioLink, and technology as the driv- 
ing forces behind all of the libraries’ efforts. OhioLink enabled BGSU 
libraries to share their resources throughout the state and to access vari- 
ous databases. Adopting OhioLirik meant retraining of staff, new equip- 
ment, and new ways of analyzing workflow. Most felt that the overall thrust 
of technology in the workplace, including e-mail for all staff, was a heavy 
presence demanding new equipment, furnishings, and new ways of think- 
ing. But technology was perceived as a driver, riot as a tool. Other issues 
were seen as subsidiary to the radical changes demanded by technology. 
Some other items surfaced only to be swallowed in discussions of systems 
and equipment. 
My first retreat at BGSU also involved reviewing a document on the 
physical plant as prepared by a task force on space. This was a compre-
hensive plan that outlined five years of change arid growth, including such 
things as reclassification of the Dewey Decimal collection to the Library of 
Congress classification scheme, planning for transfer of volumes to a new 
off-site depository, and the need for new study space. I also heard about 
the divisions’ efforts to provide programming on diversity and was given 
an update on the use of teams to discuss major library issues such as pres-
ervation, training, and emergency management. This was a welter of new 
concepts and new faces to absorb in two days. 
There were several positive aspects of this first retreat. It was well 
planned, it had a set agenda, and it was conducted at a place far enough 
away from the libraries that individuals could concentrate on the items at 
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hand and not be distracted by daily operational calls. The meals provided 
gave participants a chance to talk informally and relax. However, if I had 
it to do over again, I would not have crammed the agenda so full of discus-
sion items. I certainly would not have insisted on a line-by-line reading 
and group rewriting of the strategic plan. I might have more carefully 
structured the two days as a listening opportunity and saved my remarks 
and comments for a period at the end of the session. The group outlined 
pages of needs and concerns for their new dean. Many of them had bud- 
getary implications far beyond the reach of state support. Yet, in many 
ways, the concerns expressed during this first session shaped the direc- 
tion we were to take for the next two years and gave my own administra- 
tion a driving force-find additional funds. 
SECONDRETREAT 
“I will decide what is important to the library and seek funding for 
it.” (Gorman, 1998,p. 77) 
The year between my first retreat and the second was an exception- 
ally busy one for me and for all of Bowling Green State University’s Librar- 
ies and Learning Resource units. OhioLink borrowing, which enabled 
students from nineteen Ohio universities to borrow from another partici- 
pating institution, caused our interlibrary loan rates to skyrocket from 
9,000 transactions to over 40,000 transactions in a single year. Journal 
cuts were implemented in an attempt to balance a finite materials budget 
against a rampant inflation rate. Leaks in the skylight and roofing in the 
Main Library made trails of trashcans, puddles, and plastic sheeting a com- 
mon occurrence. Piles of broken furniture continued to collect on every 
floor, and the exterior of the main building featured crumbling sculp- 
tures and broken marble staircases-holdovers from the library’s original 
design which were intended to incorporate “art” into our public space. 
We continued to work on initiatives from the strategic plan, such as 
staff training and development, reassessing the role of teams in our work, 
moving materials to the Regional Book Depository, and developing a mas- 
ter calendar for events and deadlines. In addition, I began to incorpo- 
rate some of the initiatives percolating on campus into the thinking of 
Libraries and Learning Resources. We had numerous discussions about 
the image of the university and the image of the library. There were indi- 
vidual consultations with campus faculty about journals and on the role 
they wanted to see the libraries play in their instructional efforts. Also, 
fundraising, a constant topic on campus, was reintroduced to Libraries 
and Learning Resources as an activity that had to transcend sporadic in- 
teractions with our Friends group. 
Before my second retreat, I asked each manager to submit items that 
they would like to see discussed; I asked each unit to think how we might 
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improve the image of Bowling Green State University; and, finally, I asked 
that everyone come to the retreat with ideas for bolstering our financial 
base whether through cost cutting, revenue generation, or partnering. 
Luckily for me, some of the same preparatory work that went into 
making my first retreat such a success logistically was again carried forth 
by the staff. We held our two-day session in a beautiful, fairly remote 
setting. Meals were arranged, and time was left on the agenda for infor- 
mal, as well as group, discussions. By not anchoring all of the discussions 
to the strategic plan, I hoped that more ideas would be generated. By 
asking for input on discussion topics, I hoped that we would hit on items 
that, perhaps, might not receive enough attention in the crush of day-to- 
day business. 
The results were interesting, if mixed. As it turned out, a large item 
of concern, and one that I was not fully aware of, was the process of staff 
evaluation. Another topic that most felt required discussion was improv- 
ing the reliability of some of our automated services: how reliable could 
we be if staff did not have the proper equipment to monitor our online 
systems? If we were dependent on campus computing to maintain our 
lab, how could we ensure that we were providing a reliable level of ser- 
vice? What were our future expectations for networked information? Fi- 
nally, many expressed interest in just knowing what was happening with 
our teams and in other units. What were we publishing in BGSU’s cam- 
pus press? What equipment were we buying and supplying to the campus 
through Instructional Media Services? What progress was being made at 
filling the Regional Book Depository? Did we still need teams to imple- 
ment library planning? 
The two days were spent discussing many of these issues and aiming 
for resolution. We decided that our practice of conducting 360 degree 
evaluations of all staff-staff by supervisor and supervisor by staff-was 
appropriate, but that we needed to disseminate more broadly the evalua- 
tion forms to give everyone a chance for input. We developed a mecha- 
nism for analyzing equipment needs each year and resolved to eliminate 
longstanding needs at whatever cost rather than to carry them forth year 
after year. Because teams were foundering without specific needs and 
without enough energy to implement suggestions, we decided to elimi- 
nate many teams, consolidate others, and not reestablish more teams in 
the future. Finally, each unit was asked to report on its five most impor- 
tant initiatives of the year past-i.e., a brief oral annual report. Valuable 
information was shared and consensus Jvas reached on some key opera- 
tional issues. 
In other ways, however, the more open-ended discussions were less 
fruitful. Ideas for enhancing the university’s image and the library’s were 
neither plentiful nor particularly innovative. The brainstorming on fi-
nance ranged from using less paper, to using rental cars rather than re- 
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questing mileage reimbursement (actually cheaper in our area), to writing 
to the Ohio Arts Council for refurbishment of our deck and sculptures. 
There was nothing terribly radical or innovative that would generate ei- 
ther more discussion or immediate cash. 
What could I have done to improve the content of our open-ended 
discussions? I think I should have provided attendees with articles on best 
practices elsewhere regarding the enhancement of image and income. 
Perhaps I could have conducted a pre-retreat discussion with the entire 
staff seeking input on issues and ideas for further development. Finally, 
an external speaker-either from the university or elsewhere-might have 
been effective in stimulating our discussions. That person might have 
provided insight into the image that our library already projected, and he 
or she might have shared with us plans in-place elsewhere that were al- 
ready working to raise visibility and dollars. 
I came away from the retreat with one solid idea and one real resolve. 
The idea was to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the main library 
building in the year ahead and to use that anniversary as a reason for 
raising money to refurbish the building’s exterior and to buy furniture for 
its interior. Cleaning up the building’s crumbling and faded sculptures 
and fixing a leaking skylight (or two) might not only enhance the library’s 
image but also help the staff to have a better environment for their daily 
work. Celebrating an anniversary would provide an opportunity to coop- 
erate on revenue generation. I hoped to launch a concept that would 
benefit the libraries in the long-term and transform their image within a 
reviving institution. 
A FORUMAND A RETREAT 
“Iwill make my library a place of color and light.” (Gorman, 1998,p. 4) 
The year between my second and third retreats was an extremely ex- 
citing one for me and for my staff. A combination of hard work, high 
energy, and good fortune allowed us to raise enough money to completely 
restore the exterior of the Main Library building. We sold our old furni- 
ture and created naming opportunities with new furniture. The restored 
library building became a symbol notjust for us and our users, but for the 
university-appearing on credit cards, in television commercials, and in 
university publications. The strategic plan, which was devised in 1994 and 
revised in 1995, seemed outdated because together we had managed to 
accomplish many of its aims: incorporating OhioLink into the general 
workflow; reclaiming our space as useful, beautiful, and functional; and 
improving communication between our internal units and between Li- 
braries and Learning Resources and the university. 
Many daunting tasks still remained, including the creation of a new 
strategic plan. The preparation for my third retreat began early with the 
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formation of a committee to review the strategic plan and, perhaps, devise 
a new plan for the next three to five years. To introduce the new plan, we 
decided to hold a forum and a retreat. The forum would include all Li- 
braries and Learning Resources staff and would reintroduce the strategic 
plan. The ensuing managers’ retreat would examine ideas that arose from 
the forum and, again, ask those managers how our division could best 
contribute to the overall goals of the university. 
The forum was really the first retreat ever conducted with the entire 
staff. Working with the Strategic Plan Committee, we devised a fairly 
tight agenda: an introduction of the plan, an opportunity for small groups 
to discuss various aspects of the plan, and a gathering to share new ideas. 
The things that worked best logistically here were scheduling the retreat 
site far enough away from campus so that no one would be pulled back 
into operational issues; planning the set-up in a space comfortable 
enough for 106employees yet flexible enough to enable large and small- 
group discussions; and providing all attendees with a copy of the draft 
plan well in advance of the forum/retreat (a copy of the plan is available 
at: <http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/library->). 
The Strategic Plan Committee decided that the old plan, with its ab- 
solute emphasis on technology and OhioLink, was no longer viable for 
the organization as it existed in 1997 or hoped to develop by the year 
2000. The committee jettisoned most references to older management 
jargon, such as teams, quality services, and continuous improvement. In- 
stead, the document took a more outward focus. The emphasis was now 
on preserving our reputation for excellence, empowering the user, as- 
suming leadership roles in information management, enhancing in tellec- 
tual access, optimizing the environment, and maximizing the division’s 
resource base. 
The committee members introduced the plan to the entire staff at the 
forum and highlighted new action items that might arise from adopting a 
new vision. We might introduce and promote additional user-initiated ser- 
vices (in circulation, reserve, and document delivery) and we might con- 
duct more focus groups and surveys to determine actual user needs and 
outcomes. It was stated that we should work more closely with the faculty 
on strengthening the collections and on our instructional sessions to en- 
hance the overall curriculum of the university, and it was acknowledged 
that it was definitely time to step-up the process of creating more individual 
learning tools, whether on paper, on the World Wide Web, or on video. 
After introducing the new strategic plan, the committee divided the 
staff into discussion groups, based on their year of birth and the twelve 
signs of the Chinese zodiac: tigers, hares, dragons, serpents, and so on. 
Some groups were much larger than others, but the discussions were lively 
and produced some good ideas. Web links from the libraries to all rel- 
evant university resources were suggested, as were internal bulletin 
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messages on technological developments, and an electronic suggestion 
box. The distinct emphasis in every area was on the need for more staff 
training at every level and in every department. Technology seemed to 
make information and knowledge ever more accessible, but learning all 
that was available and how to use it seemed always beyond everyone’s grasp. 
At the end of the forum, I provided ten brass plates for conference 
room chairs inscribed with staff names of those who had performed in an 
outstanding manner during the year of our thirtieth anniversary or who 
had produced innovative programs for our patrons. Although most people 
continued to view technology as a driver, it was also obvious that, without 
a very committed and energetic staff willing to share their skills and en- 
thusiasm for library work with our patrons and with each other every day, 
our organization could not really progress in using technology or in any 
other way. 
The forum was a success. Planning for it had taken the better part of 
six months. In preparation for the forum, members of the Strategic Plan 
Committee had asked all staff where they would like Libraries and Learn- 
ing Resources to go in the next five to ten years. The committee had 
made certain that its work on a draft strategic plan was completed far 
enough in advance so that everyone would receive a copy of the docu- 
ment a month before the scheduled forum. The committee outlined its 
presentation carefully and did not go into too much detail. The sugges- 
tion of action items that might stem from the strategic plan helped to 
generate further discussion in the smaller groups. Regrouping to record 
suggestions and then breaking for lunch for informal discussion of pos- 
sible action items rounded out a well-planned and well-received session. 
The managers’ retreat that came after the forum was a one-day meet- 
ing that focused on blending the division’s aspirations into those of the 
campus. Bowling Green State University was in the process of stepping up 
its student recruitment efforts. The university also realized that it could 
not rely strictly on state subsidy if it wanted to achieve excellence in facili- 
ties or research. Additionally, the emphasis of the campus had to be on 
putting students first and creating a more visible profile for the university 
within its region and nationally. To actualize these goals within Libraries 
and Learning Resources, it was determined that we needed to put re- 
newed vigor into patron services-perhaps providing longer hours, hold- 
ing off on charging for computer printing, and immediately creating bet- 
ter looking study areas. New resolve was also needed in writing grants, 
marketing the division’s events and services, and performing outreach to 
area high schools and visitors. 
FOURTHRETREAT 
“I will remember that libraries grow and develop and will plan ac- 
cordingly.” (Gorman, 1998,p. 60) 
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During the 1997-98academic year, the staff worked hard to actualize 
some of our goals that were consistent with campus goals and aspirations. 
An outreach team was established to perform tours and introductory ses- 
sions for potential enrollees of the university. Areas in the stacks were 
rapidly cleared with the intent of providing more study space for students 
and a reading room for faculty. The access services staff extended its 
hours during the final month of each semester. The information services 
staff began to plan for the hire of a librarian, specifically to help freshman 
students acquire the information gathering, research, and writing skills 
they would need to stay in college arid succeed. The units within libraries 
and learning resources produced fifteen external grants and were suc- 
cessful in funding five projects that enhanced services and brought the 
division and the university to the attention of the region’s news media 
and politicians. 
We still struggled with issues of training, providing equipment ad- 
equate to existing needs, and with the desire for an infrastructure up- 
grade (heat, light, humidity control) to the main library building, but 
spirits were high and we were attracting more university support and rec- 
ognition for our external efforts. 
That year’s retreat was planned as a way of revisiting some of the in- 
tellectual and operational imperatives that stood behind all of the goals 
and actions in Libraries and Learning Resources. Prior to the retreat, 
participants were provided with an agenda, a report by Borns and several 
other graduate students on “Library Service Satisfaction: A Faculty and 
Student Assessment” (Borns et al., 1998), and an article on the digital 
press at the University of Cincinnati (Guernsey, 1998). These materials 
were intended to help drive the focus of the retreat away from internal 
operational issues and toward patron services and the digital future. 
At the retreat we discussed customer service, our academic programs, 
the state of the collections, the continuing need for additional training of 
personnel, budgets, fundraising, and outreach efforts, but our most re-
vealing conversations were once again about technology and its place in 
library operations. Three years ago, technology was seen as the compel- 
ling force in every operation of Libraries and Learning Resources. At this 
retreat we paused to consider the division’s deployment of technology in 
relation to the campus use of technology. 
Bowling Green State University is a networked campus, with some 
distance learning initiatives and some innovative programs (such as art) 
that use computing in ways that are a model for other universities. In 
most aspects, however, technology is not a driving force on campus. It is a 
tool used in some classrooms and by some instructors to facilitate commu- 
nication or enhance classroom presentations. Fortunately or unfortunately, 
technology in libraries and learning resources reflects the campuswide 
emphasis on technology. The division is ahead of many units on campus 
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in its use of two-way interactive video, its creation of online tutorials,l and 
its management ofWeb resources,* but it has not taken a nationwide lead- 
ership role in digitizing materials nor offering patron-initiated services. 
OhioLink is still a key part of service offerings both in circulation and 
reference services, but it does not drive new initiatives in the area of tech- 
nology. 
Additionally, at this retreat there was simply an overall acceptance of 
technology as another fact of life in library work. More important to the 
division in establishing its identity were the leadership roles the staff were 
willing to play in campuswide, statewide, and national organizations. Also 
viewed as critical were the permanent contributions the staff had made in 
the areas of documenting university history,3 remaking the physical image 
of the main library building, and responding to the changing needs of 
students and faculty. The campus was not driven by technology nor was 
any one division. We were driven by staff and our heaviest investment had 
been, and would probably always be, in recruiting, retaining, training, 
and retraining the people who provided service to the campus community. 
We resolved at this retreat to reaffirm some of our human and service 
values at subsequent retreats (see, for example, Clack, 1995) and to look 
at goals that involved human resources first before consideration of other 
goals in the year ahead. 
CONCLUSION 
“I will see the ideal in every library.” (Gorman, 1998,p. 84) 
To prepare for this article, I reread, “Retreat as a Response to Change,” 
co-written with editor Janice Kirkland (Kirkland & Dobb, 1989). It re- 
mains one of the few articles ever written about library retreats. However, 
I was shocked to discover how critical I had been of my former library and 
my former colleagues because they had not incorporated year-long feed- 
back and year-long reexamination of goals into the once-a-year-retreat 
process. As a director myself now, I see retreats in a different light. We 
have a retreat each year as a way to reconnect with one another away from 
daily operational concerns. Each retreat is deliberately planned as both a 
business and social occasion. Some of the year’s goals for the division are 
established, but often we simply review what is happening in each of our 
units and on the campus as a whole. We reaffirm some of our shared 
values. It is a communication tool, a constant work in process. With any 
luck, the participants take away from the retreat a better understanding 
of each other and what might be motivating each of us to excel in our 
service to users and to the profession. Perhaps the most systematic part of 
our retreats has been that we offer participants a few recorded notes and 
I always present to the entire staff a summary of each retreat, noting a few 
of the loftier goals for reexamination later. 
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We are in the midst of the year that followed our 1998 retreat. We 
have had to concentrate very specifically on human resources as we seek 
to hire new employees, reconsider the work of our technical services units, 
rewrite our faculty manual, and redesign a merit document for our man- 
agers. We have already begun the process of preparing for the 1999 re-
treat. We plan to visit one of our partner institutions, the Hayes Presiden- 
tial Center, and talk about values and new initiatives. The work at our 
four previous retreats and one forum will definitely help shape the agenda 
of the 1999 retreat. In 1989, our article concluded that “retreats can be 
rich and rewarding responses to technolo<gy.” In 1999, I would add that 
retreats can be a rich and rewarding way to reflect on human interactions, 
to reaffirm shared values, and to ensure that, as we set forth on our future 
actions, we do so with a keen understanding of their impact on the people 
who make up our organization. 
NOTES 
See http://w\\~v.bgsu.edii/colleges/library/infosn~/tutorial/tutorl .html, Falcon Tutorial, 

which was cited as one of the top ten instructional tutorials of 1998 by the Association of 

College anti Research Libraries. 

See http:/ /~~~.bgsu.edii /colleges/l ibrary/infosr~~/~journals/ejhome.htm, 
Electronzc 
Journals, which was one of the first local sites developed to categorize and describe avail- 
able electronic journals. ’ An example: Uoyt Perry: A coach for li$e (1998) a video documentary co-produced by Li- 
braries and Learning Resources employee Paul Yon. 
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Ten Years Later: Support Staff Perceptions and 
Opinions on Technology in the Workplace 
DOROTHYE.JONES 
ABSTRACT 
A SURVEY CONCERNING UNIVERSITY-LIBRARY support-staff perceptions and 
opinions about technological change was conducted early in 1998. The 
results are compared to the results of a similar survey administered to the 
same population in 1988. The evolving perceptions, opinions, and sug- 
gestions of this educated and highly experienced group of library person- 
nel are offered as a resource for better planning of library automation 
and for the improvement of the library as workplace. 
INTRODUCTION 
Support staff, librarians, and administrators working together amica- 
bly, even enthusiastically, toward cooperatively created goals emanating 
from a cooperatively written vision statement, could quite possibly find 
solutions to some of the major challenges now facing libraries, many of 
which are related to technological change. Changes in the kinds of tools 
we use at work and the kinds of resources we have available are catalysts 
for new philosophies, new concepts of service, new designs for our work- 
day, and new feelings-positive and negative-about our work. Change 
in the magnitude we are now experiencing is almost sure to cause turbu- 
lence. Collegial understanding among all of the members of a library 
staff, if carefully fostered, can certainly minimize trouble and maximize 
the many strengths available to make technological transitions smoother. 
A questionnaire distributed in 1988 was designed to study the percep- 
tions of library support staff concerning new technologies that were 
Dorothy E.Jones, Reference Department, Northern Illinois University Libraries, DeKalb, 
IL 60115 
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beginning to affect libraries and the way library work was done. The study 
was published as an article in Librarj Trends (Jones, 1989). Ten years later, 
it is appropriate to gather again the opinions of support staff on issues of 
technology in order to see which changes in work situations and attitudes 
have occurred over the past ten years. Only in understanding what hap- 
pens in the workplace and how people are reacting to changes can we 
find ways to create a better work environment for library employees. It is 
the belief of this author that library employees who feel they are heard 
and valued will make exceptional contributions to the institution in which 
they work-in times of stress as well as in ordinary times. 
DESCRIPTIONOF THE RESEARCH 
The raw material for this article was gathered by means of a question- 
naire distributed to the support staff of three university libraries. The 
questions are not discussed in this article in the same order as they ap- 
peared in the questionnaire but are designated by their questionnaire 
numbers. The reader may refer to the questionnaire itself, which is in-
cluded in the appendix at the end of this article. Most of the questions 
are the same as those asked in the survey which was sent to the same 
population in 1988. There are some minor wording changes in this 1998 
survey to reflect the passage of time and to improve clarity. There are also 
ten new questions added to the 1998 survey (numbers 4, 7 ,  14, 15, 23, 24, 
25, 26, 31, and 32). These were included in response to areas of concern 
that have emerged during the past ten years. Question 29, while basically 
the same as a question asked in the 1988 surrey, now includes the cat- 
egory of “student help.” Some libraries are using more student help in 
place of diminishing numbers of full-time employees. 
The questionnaire was distributed to the support staff of the same 
three academic libraries surveyed in 1988-the libraries of the University 
of California at Santa Barbara; Northern Illinois University in DeKalb; 
and the University of Richmond in Richmond, Virginia. One library is 
located on the west coast, one in the Midwest, and one on the east coast. 
Two of the libraries are part of state university systems, and one (the Uni- 
versity of Richmond) is a private university. Their sizes range from ap- 
proximately 3,800 students to 23,000 students. For the current 1998 sur- 
vey, 218 questionnaires were distributed, with 118individuals (54 percent) 
responding. In 1988, 267 questionnaires were distributed, with 133 indi- 
viduals (50 percent) responding. Averaging the number of staff in the 
three universities, there is 18 percent less support staff in 1998 than there 
were in 1988. The response rate is 4 percent greater in 1998 than in 1988 
but, because of the decrease in numbers of support staff employed at all 
three universities, the actual numbers of responses are smaller. Percent- 
ages or, in fact, any statistics mentioned in this article for specific or sepa- 
rate libraries will be given in random order so that no particular numbers 
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of responses can be associated with a particular library. The results of the 
questionnaire, for the most part, will be presented without drawing con- 
clusions. 
Discussion of possible reasons for statistical changes between the 1988 
and 1998 results are only conjectural. The results of the survey have been 
calculated in the same way in 1998that they were in 1988 so that compari- 
sons can be made easily. However, some additional perspectives on the 
raw numerical results are included in this 1998 article, resulting in addi- 
tional charts and figures not included in the 1988 article. 
It is the opinion of this author that statistics are almost always open to 
several interpretations and are seldom either absolute or determinative but 
are often very helpful as indicators. There are always unseen and unknown 
factors present within the general populations surveyed, and each individual 
answering the survey questions will have included non-measurable and 
uncalculated interpretations of the questions in his or her responses. 
DESCRIPTION INSTRUMENTF THE SURVEY 
The current survey consists of thirty-four multiple choice questions, 
some of which require only one answer, and some of which allow the re- 
spondent to check more than one answer if more than one applies-e.g., 
questions 5 and 29. The thirty-four questions concerning technology in 
the workplace are followed by one page of questions concerning the 
respondent’s personal background in terms of education (kind and 
amount) and library experience (kind and length). 
Respondents were encouraged to write comments in the margins as 
they answered the questions. A special place for comments was also in- 
cluded after question 34. All respondents were promised, both in the 
cover letter which accompanied each questionnaire and at the end of the 
questionnaire itself: “Individuals who answer the questionnaire will re- 
main anonymous. Results will in no way be presented or tabulated to 
reflect negatively on a particular library.” 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY 
Educational Background of Support Staff 
As in 1988, the educational level of support staff is high (see Figure 
1).In 1998,78 percent have an undergraduate or graduate-level degree. 
Almost all respondents indicated that they had participated in miscella- 
neous training programs or courses. Forty-four respondents took post- 
high school course work which did not result in a degree. These courses 
covered a wide range of subjects including computing, art, music, En- 
glish literature, language study, education, management, library science, 
social work, psychology, and others. Almost all respondents had partici- 
pated in some form of technology training in their libraries. 
- - 
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Figure 1. Educational Background of Respondents. 109 Respondents Answered 
this Question, 9 did not. 
The major and minor subjects studied for college/university degrees 
earned by support staff are concentrated in the humanities, followed by 
the social sciences, and a small number of science/math/technology em-
phases. Boundaries separating disciplines are not precise, and several 
people listed double majors or minors. However, a “straw count” of ma- 
jors, minors, and graduate-study disciplines of respondents shows about 
seventy humanities, fifty-five social science, and nineteen science empha- 
ses. Included in the fifty-five social science emphases are ten people with 
an educational emphasis in library science. 
Library Work-Experience 
There was a noticeable difference between the percentages of respon- 
dents in 1988 and in 1998 who omitted answers to the “Personal Back- 
ground” questions. In 1988,6 percent of respondents omitted answers to 
the questions on the amount of their library employment experience-in 
1998,16 percent omitted these. In 1998,17 percent did not identify their 
job titles or departments. 
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Of all the respondents who answered the questions concerning length 
of library service, 98 percent have had more than three years’ experience 
working in libraries, 90 percent have had more than three years experi- 
ence in the library in which they are now employed, and 75 percent have 
had more than three years experience in their present position. These 
rates are higher than the rates of experience in 1988. In both surveys, 
1988 and 1998, the high rates of experience follow a similar pattern in 
each of the libraries surveyed (see Table 1and Figures 2 and 3) .  
TABLE1. 

EXPERIENCE COLLEGE STAFF
OF THREE LIBRARIES’ 
Percentage of Staff 
Library A 
1988 1998 
Library B 
1988 1998 
Library C 
1988 1998 
-with more than 3 
years experience 
in library work 
74 96 82 97 85 96 
-with more than 3 
years experience 
at present library 
67 93 69 94 70 85 
2a. Present position 
c 

40 

0-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 220 
Years 
2b. At this library 
0-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 >20 
Years 
Figure 2.  Years of Library Work Experience in 2a) Current Position and 2b) at 
their Current Library. Percentages Based on 99 Respondents Answering this 
Question. 
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O +  
0-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 >20 
Years 
Figure 3. Number ofyears of Total Library Work Experience. Percentages Based 
on 99 Respondents Answering this Question. 
Personal Reactions to Working with New 7i.chnologze.T 
In question 5, respondents were given a choice of nine words to de- 
scribe their feelings about working with computers (see Figure 4). When 
this question was asked in 1988, about 41 percent of the respondents had 
been working in libraries long enough to experience both the virtual ab- 
sence of high-tech library automation and also the surging expansion of 
technology throughout their libraries. There was a very positive attitude 
overall toward learning and using the new technologies. The current 1998 
survey results show about 87 percent of the current respondents have had 
six or more years of library work experience, and about 53 percent have 
had eleven or more years of library work experience. Technology is not 
“new”to very many of our support staff. Most have now experienced a 
high-tech work environment for a long time. However, for all of them, 
new technology in very large doses has been added to what was already 
present in their work world ten years ago or when they began library em- 
ployment. Has this high-speed technological expansion made them feel 
better or worse about their work life? 
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Figure 5. Personal Feelings or Reactions Concerning Working with Computers. 
Respondents Could Check Any That Applied. Results from 1998 Survey are 
Compared to those from 1998. 
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In the current survey, thirty-nine people checked only positive terms 
(excitement, enjoyment, pleasure, competency) (see Figure 5). Twenty-
tworespondents checked only negative terms (frustration, inadequacy, dis- 
like, irritation, tolerance). Fifty-seven respondents checked a mixture of 
positives and negatives. In each of the three universities the order was, 
from highest to lowest: mixed answers, positive answers, negative answers. 
Figure 4 shows the composite positive-negative ratios between the 1988 
and the 1998 answers. In the current survey, the all-positive responses 
show a decrease of 7 percent, while mixed positive-negative reactions have 
increased by 8 percent. In 1988, all-positive responses and mixed-responses 
were equal at 40 percent of respondents. The all-negative responses have 
remained pretty stable, decreasing in 1998 by 1percent. 
Some discussion about the answer choices might be helpful. “Enjoy- 
ment” and “excitement” were the two most-checked positive choices, in 
that order, in both 1998 and 1988. “Frustration” ranked highest among 
the negative words in both 1998 and 1988, followed by “tolerance” and 
“irritation.” In both surveys, “tolerance” was counted among the “nega- 
tives,” as indicating a passive or “necessary pain” skepticism. In the cur- 
rent survey, ten people checked only “tolerance,” which by itself is not a 
wholly negative term. Five in the “mixed term” category had checked 
“tolerance” as their only negative term, all others being positive. On the 
other hand, the term “competency,” considered as a “positive” term in 
this survey, is an emotionally passive word which could indicate a positive 
sense of work accomplishment but a neutral-to-negative attitude or feel- 
ing toward the technolo\gy in general. Seven people checked only the 
word “competency.” While the inclusion of these terms does not change 
the overall picture, it softens the edges a bit between positive and nega- 
tive reactions. 
Question 6 asks in a slightly different way about feelings or reactions 
to working with changing technologies. Table 2 shows the answers in high- 
est-to-lowest-choice order. 
The numerical ranking order was the same in each of the three uni- 
versities surveyed. It also was the same in 1988 as in 1998 except for the 
1998 insertion of the new answer-option: “I feel irritated because I don’t 
TABLE2. 
QUESTION6. WHENI NEEDTO LEARNA NEW TECHNOLOGYI. . . 
Response Choices Number of Responses 
Look forward to learning it 60 

Want to learn it, but feel uneasy 41 

Feel irritated because I don’t have time 21 

Have no particular reaction 11 

Dread learning it 3 
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have time.” This answer option received a fairly strong response in each 
library. The option was added because of oft-heard comments such as: “If 
only we’d gotten this [new] system before the students arrived so we could 
learn it properly.” or “I’ve got another meeting to learn [new process or 
database] and I just can’t get my regular work done.” Some negative reac- 
tion to technology and to change seems to have more to do with increas- 
ing workload than with the changing technology itself. Out of the twenty- 
one times when “feel irritated because I don’t have time” was checked, 
three people had checked it as their only choice, and the other eighteen 
had checked it in combination with only positive answer choices. 
Staff and the Internet 
The question about the use of the Internet, which was not part of our 
work-world in 1988 is, of course, new to the 1998 survey (see Table 3). 
While more than half of the support staff use Internet resources infre- 
quently, 87 percent do use them to one degree or another. 
TABLE3. 

QUESTION RESOURCES .
15. I USE INTERNET IN MYWORK  
Question Choices Number of Respondents Percentage of Kespondents 
A lot 37 31 
A little 66 56 
Not at all 13 11 
No answer 2 2 
Staff Training for Use of Nau Technologes 
The need for training in the new technologies and, just as important, 
time to absorb and practice after training sessions appears repeatedly in 
the comments as well as the question-responses in the survey (see Table 
4). It is also emphasized in the literature on library personnel issues and 
employee health. 
There has not been a major change in staff perception ofthe quality 
of the training received for new technologies. In the current question- 
naire, 65 percent say the training they receive is moderately good to ex- 
cellent. This is a little higher than the approximate 61 percent positive 
responses made in 1988. The positive-negative balance in 1998 looks like 
this-positive (excellent, very good, moderately good), seventy-seven re- 
sponses; negative (not very good, poor, nonexistent), thirty-three re- 
sponses. The ratios of positive to negative responses were very different 
in each library. The ratios, positive to negative, were roughly 9 to 1 , 2  to 1, 
and 1 to 1. The number of respondents who chose not to answer this 
particular question rose from 4 percent in 1988 to 7 percent in 1998. 
Question 13 (see Table 5) invites respondents to broaden their think- 
ing about technological training beyond their own personal training 
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Rrsporise Chomp ZiumbPr OJ &sponcrr 
Excellent ) 
\%rv good 28 
Moderately good 44 
Not WIT good 17 
Poor 8 
Nonexistent 8 
No ans\$ei 8 
Excellent 15 

Adequate 68 

Inadequate 33 

No answer 2 

experience and to include libraywide training efforts and all departments. 
It is assumed that the respondents’ answers reflect their own observations 
and conversations with colleagues. There were only two people who chose 
not to respond, as compared with twenty-two people in 1988 who either 
checked “no opinion” or did not answer this question. 
The positive answers in 1998 far outweigh the negative-eighty-three 
to thirty-three-while the negative answers (sixty-one) outnumbered the 
positive (fifty-two) in 1988. The positive answers to question 13 ranked 
higher than the negative in all three university libraries. 
There are many comments in the current survey that emphasize 
(1)the need for more time to absorb and practice the new information 
and techniques taught, and (2) the need for more time between staff 
training and presentation of new technologies to the library user popula- 
tion. Credit must certainly be given to libraries that expand or reconfigure 
facilities and personnel to improve the quality of training and to libraries 
that plan well enough to place training in a time frame that fosters confi- 
dence and comfort among library staff. Budget and the quick-change 
ambience in which we live make well-planned and timely training a chal- 
lenge. One respondent wrote: “My biggest complaint is the sink or swim 
attitude toward staff training.” Another person commented: “There is 
still a lot of information that is self-taught and passed along by word of 
mouth between staff.” Staff satisfaction has improved over the last ten 
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years, but a rating of “excellent” for training in technology still eludes us 
and is definitely something to strive for. 
Current staff preferences among various types of technology educa- 
tion have shifted somewhat from the preferences of 1988 (see Table 6). 
TABLE6 

QUESTION TO LEARN . . 
12. I PREFER NEWTECHNOLOGIES. 
Response Choices Numbrr of Responses 
In a structured class 39 

In a workshop 46 

From my supervisor 23 

On my own with a manual 35 

From a friend 30 

Not at all 1 

No answer 1 

Learning “in a workshop” got the highest number of favorable re- 
sponses as it did in 1988. However, “in a structured class” and “on my own 
with a manual” were the second and third response choices in 1998. 
Though workshop learning was the composite favorite, each of the three 
libraries rated a different learning method as number one: “in a work- 
shop,” “on my own,” and “in a structured class.” Several respondents 
crossed out “with a manual,” leaving their answer as “on my own.” Learn- 
ing “from my supervisor” slipped from second-place preference in 1988 to 
fifth-place in 1998. Table 7 shows the 1998 and 1988 learning choices 
ranked from highest to lowest: 
TABLE7. 
LEARNINGCHOICES 
1988 1998 
Workshop Workshop 

From my supervisor Structured class 

On my own On my own 

Structured class From a friend 

From a friend From my supervisor 

Not at all Not at all 

Arc employees simply getting most accustomed to the workshop ap- 
proach, which is an approach adopted by many technology corporations 
and vendors? Are supervisors victims of technological or work overload so 
that they or their staff are less confident about their expertise? Is there a 
growing separation between the technical expercs and the majority of staff? 
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There are a number of speculations to be explored, and some exploration 
might help libraries improve their approach to training. Perhaps more 
consultation with individual support staff members and/or with the li- 
brary support-staff organization in each library would result in the kind of 
training tailor-made for best results in the particular situation. As in the 
1988 survey, the current survey indicated that quite a few respondents (56 
out of 118) liked more than one type of training. 
Responses to question 9 (see Table 8) reveal a sizable change between 
the 1988 and the 1998 perceptions concerning what is demanded or ex- 
pected relative to staff learning. 
TABLE8. 

QUESTION EMPLOYEES TO L~ .ARN9. Do You FEELTHAT LIRRARY ARE EXPECTED 
TOO MANYNEICTHING$TOO FAST? 
Percentagp of Re@mes  Percentage of Rmponses 
Reyponsr Chozces 1988 1998 
No 5 3 48 
Yes 24 37 
No opinion 20 10 
No answer 3 5 
While the largest number of respondents then and now said the need- 
to-learn pace was not too fast, the difference between the percentage of 
“no” and “yes” answers has diminished from a 29 percent difference to an 
11percent difference. A higher percentage thinks the staff does have to 
learn too much too fast. The “no opinion” or “no answer” percentages 
combined have decreased from 23 percent to 15percent, so a larger seg- 
ment of respondents registered opinions. At the same time, according to 
the responses to question 10, which will be shown later in this report, 75 
percent of today’s respondents feel the pace at which new technology is 
introduced into their departments is either too slow or very acceptable. 
Do the answers to questions 9 and 10 conflict with each other or show 
indecision, or do they simply reveal a willingness to accept the inevitable 
flow of changes if given more time to prepare and to learn? 
Question 14 (see Table 9) regarding technical support is a new ques- 
tion in the 1998 survey and is appropriately included at this point because 
adequate assistance and availability of trouble-shooting technical experts 
are part of the learning process. Good technical support certainly raises 
employee comfort level during intensive change. While “moderately good” 
was checked the most in two libraries, “very good” was checked most often 
in one of the libraries. 
Perfomance, Workload, and h a r d  
The impact of technology on work performance and on workload is 
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TABLE9. 

QUESTION WHENWE HAVE DIFFICULTIES. 
14. IN MY LIBRARY, 
TECHNICAL IS. . .SUPPORT 
Response Choices Number of Responses 
Excellent 12 
Very good 38 
Moderately good 46 
Not very good 14 
Poor 5 
Nonexistent 2 
No answer 1 
difficult to isolate and measure with so many other kinds of changes swirl- 
ing about us-changes in economics, authority lines, and personnel poli- 
cies. However, staff perceptions of the impact of technology on their jobs, 
while not the result of scientifically isolated cause-effect experiments, are 
important and worthy of serious consideration by administrators, supervi- 
sors, and personnel managers. The following question was added to the 
1998 survey: “Technology allows me. . .” The responses are indicated in 
Table 10. 
TABLE10. 

QUESTION ALLOWS
7. TECHNOLOGY ME. 
Response Choice5 Number of Responses Percentage of Responses 
More control over 
Less control over 
my workday 39 33 
Neither more nor 
my workday 20 17 
less control 58 49 
No answer 1 1 
A number of respondents commented that the reason technology 
has diminished their control over their workday is simply because there 
are not enough computer workstations. They have to adapt their sched- 
ule to computer availability. 
Questions I ,  2, and 3 ask how technology affects the ease, speed, and 
accuracy of work. The responses to these questions for both the 1998 and 
1988 surveys are shown in Figure 6. 
In each case, the most positive answer was checked most often. How- 
ever, the perception that technology always makes work easier, faster, or 
more accurate seems to have diminished between 1988 and 1998. The 
percentage of respondents who feel that technology makes their work 
harder has increased from 9 percent to 24 percent during the last ten 
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1988 W 1998 
Question 1: Question2: Question 3: 
Technology has made Because of computers Computers 
my work: the speed with which I have made my 
accomplish my work work 
70 -I 
has: production: 
Figure 6. Effect of Technology on Performance of Tasks. 2-6 Percent of 

Respondents Did Not Answer Each Question. 

years. There is a strong variance among the libraries. Notice in Table 11, 

for 1998, that in two of the three libraries, more people chose “harder” 

than “no change.” In 1988, the “harder” answer was lowest at all three 

libraries. 

TABLE11. 

QUESTION OF TECHNOLOGY
1. As THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRESSES, 
MYWORKGETS.. . 
Institution Easier Harder No Change 
Library B 
Library A 
Library C 
38% 
42% 
68% 
30% 
21% 
18% 
25% 
33% 
9% 
In 1998, as in 1988, the number of neutral responses to questions 1, 
2, and 3suggests that a sizable number of staff members feel that technol- 
ogyhas not made a great deal of difference in the ease, speed, or accuracy 
of their work. The neutral answers are more numerous in 1998 than in 
1988 (see Table 12). 
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TABLE12. 

NEUTRALRESPONSES 1 , 2 ,  AND 3
TO QUESTIONS 
Response Chozcrc Percentage of Respondents Percentage of Respondents 
1988 1998 
No change in ease or 

difficulty of work 21 
 29 

No change in speed of 

work accomplishment 22 
 34 

No change in work 

accuracy 31 42 

While only 55 percent of current respondents feel that coniputers 
have made their own work more accurate, 63 percent of respondents feel 
technology has improved the accuracy of the records kept in their librar- 
ies (see Table 13). 
TABLE13. 

QUESTION TECHNOLOGY THE
18. Do You FEELTHAT, OVERALL, HAS IMPROVED 
ACCURACYOF THE RECORDSKEPT IN THE LIBRARY? 
Resfionse Choires Number of Responses Percentages OJTotal Responses 
Yes 74 63 

No 22 19 

No opinion 20 17 

No answer 2 1 

Comments written by respondents reflect some reasons why the pro- 
liferation of new technology makes work more difficult for some staff. 
Here are a few of the comments: 
“My speed increases, but the amount of work also increases.” 

“More can be done so more is expected.” 

“[Workis) more complicated, not necessarily harder.” 

“It’s harder to train staff.” 

“My speed decreases while [I’m] learning.” 

The written comments also reinforce evidence of growing concerns about 
workload and added responsibilities. Question 4 is a new question in the 
current 1998survey (see Table 14).  
TABT.E14. 

QUESTION 4. As TECHNOLOGY MYWOKKLOAII.
EXPANDS, . . 
Response Choices Number of Responws Percentage of Resfionses 
Decreases 6 3 

Increases 60 51 

Stays about the same 52 44 
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More than half of-the total respondents replied that technology in- 
creased their workload and, of the remainder, only 5 percent experienced 
any decrease in workload. In the three separate libraries, 42 percent, 50 
percent, and 58 percent of the support staff believed that technology in- 
creased their workload. 
The percentages of staff in each library who believe technology has 
added more responsibilities to their job are even higher: 58 percent, 64 
percent, and 62 percent. The coniposite response to the question about 
responsibilities is in Table 15. 
TABLE1 5 .  
QUESTION 21. TECHNOLOGICAL Al IVANCES HAVE. 
Reyponse Choice,? Number of Responses Percentage of Responses 
Added more respon- 
Diminished the respon- 
Had no effect on the 
sibili ties to my j ob 
sibilities of rriy job 
52 
4 
61 
3 
amount of respon- 
sibility I carry 42 36 
In 1988, 55percent of the respondents indicated that technological 
advances increased their responsibilities. In both the 1998 and the 1988 
surveys, the introduction and assimilation of technology into the work 
pattern seems to have increased workload and responsibility. The per- 
ceived rewards for additional responsibility are not much better in 1998 
than in 1988 (see Table 16). 
TABIE16. 

Q u E s r I o N  22. W H E h  AIIIIITIOYAL IS ASSIGNED A T  T H E 
&bPONSIBILITY 
LIBRARYIT IS R E F L ~ C T F I II N  THE. . . (CHECKANY IHAT APPLY): 
1988 I998 
Response Chozces Percentage of Reyponrec Percentage of Response5 
Pay check 0 2 
Job description 17 39 
Respect shown 
to individual 6 8 
None of the above 47 48 
No answer 30 3 
While the largest numbers of respondents still do not receive any of 
the listed rewards for taking on more responsibility, there is growth in 
the number of respondents whose added responsibilities are at least rec- 
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ognized and recorded in theirjob descriptions. The percentage of people 
who omitted the answer to this question in 1988 is very high and com- 
parison between 1988 and 1998 results is risky. The report of the 1988 
survey includes a respondent’s comment: “Adding new responsibilities 
to job descriptions . . . may contribute recognition but not reward. It 
could perhaps form the basis for future reward.” So far, this does not 
seem to be happening. Ann Goulding (1996) states the case this way: 
Declining staffing levels and the commensurate rise in workload for 
those staffing libraries have left many in library services disheartened. 
Pressure to work harder can leave staff feeling “put upon” and under 
considerable strain. Support staff often feel that changes are made 
with little thought to what the effects further down the chain of com- 
mand might be. These pressures can leave support staff feeling very 
depressed about their own positions and that of their library ser- 
vices. . . . 
Two crucial factors in their disenchantment are a perceived lack 
of communication from senior management, and a feeling that they 
are not being rewarded or appreciated for the extra effort they are 
expending.. . . 
However, although senior managers often stress their awareness of 
the changes that have taken place with regard to support staff roles 
and responsibilities and emphasize how much they value their assis- 
tants, this message does not always reach staff on the ground. Staff 
may also feel that lip service is not enough anymore. They want ac- 
tion that proves in hard terms just how much management values 
them..  . . 
Support staff know that much of what they do is not clerical or 
secretarial although they are often still paid on a clerical scale. In- 
creasingly, assistants believe they deserve a promotion line of sup- 
port staff grades that increase in difficulty of assignment, personal 
contacts, and degree of responsibility. . . .(p. 135) 
Personnel Changes and Technology 
In the current survey, a large majority of the total respondents re- 
port reductions of personnel in all categories-support staff, librarians, 
and student workers. There was a definite decrease in the number of 
support staff at each library where these surveys were distributed. How- 
ever, 57 percent of respondents do not believe technology is responsible 
for most of the personnel changes. One library regained some support 
staff over the past five years, but the number of staff is still lower than 
was reported ten years ago. Some typical comments regarding the rea- 
sons for decrease in personnel: “The cause is more likely to be the cost 
of technology rather than technology itself.” “Personnel decreases along 
with budget reductions.” In all three libraries, the largest percentage of 
respondents said that technology was not responsible for most of the 
personnel changes in question 29 (i.e., 53 percent, 68 percent, and 55 
percent) (see Tables 17 and 18). 
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TABLE17 
Q U I  5 r l O N  29 DUKINGT H F  PAS 1 FI\ E YEAKSM I  DF PARTILIFN I HA\  
(CHECKANYTHAT APPLY) 
Response Chozrec L\rumbrr of Rvsponcec 
Increased the number of librarians 5 

Reduced the number ot librarians 34 

Increased the number of support staff 14 

Reduced the number of support staff 57 

Increased stiident help 23 

Reduced student help 52 

Made no change in number of personnel 21 

No answer 3 

Ye5 28 24 
No 67 57 
No oplllloll 16 13 
N o  m w e r  7 6 
In the 1988survey, there was a more varied pattern of change among 
personnel, with a larger number reporting “no change” in numbers of 
personnel arid less personnel reduction. Still, the largest numbers of re- 
spondents in 1988 also felt that technological advances were not really 
responsible for most changes (61 percent of respondents). 
The two questions about personnel stability are new questions in the 
1998survey (see ‘Tables 19and 20). While 51 percent of respondents felt 
their library’s personnel situation is becoming less stable, 46 percent of 
respondents felt technology had nothing to do with the stability factor. 
When comparing the numbers of answers concerning technology’s role 
in personnel changes (question 30) to technology’s role in person- 
nel stability (question 3 2 ) ,  there is perhaps a little less conviction about 
TAIXF19. 

QIJESTION31. DOYOU THINKT H E  P E K S o N N h L  SITUATION INYOUR LIBRARY
HAS. . . 
Resfionse Choices Percentage of Resfionses 
Become progressively more stable 4 
Become progressively less stable 51 
Remained about the sarne as far as 
stability goes 42 
No answer 3 
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TABLE20. 

QUESTION32. D o  You THINKTHAT TECHNOLOGY RESPONSIBLE
I S  PARTIALLY FOR 
THE PERSONNEL SITUArION INDICATED I N  QUESTION 31? 
Response Choices PrrcentagQof Responres 
Yes 29 
No 46 
No opinion 18 
No answer 7 
the neutrality of technology’s influence on stability. Question 27 (see 
Table 21) asks whether or not people have been replaced or displaced by 
technology. Those respondents who believe people have been both re- 
placed and displaced by technology have moved up from 23 percent in 
1988 to 45 percent in 1998. This pattern is reflected in two of the three 
libraries. 
TABLE21. 
QLJk.9 rION 27. DO YOU THINKPP 0PI .E HAVL BLLN. . . 
1988 I998 
Resfionre Chozcec Percentage of Response3 PerLentage of Responses 
Replaced by technology 5 7 
Displaced by technology 11 11 
displaced 
Both replaced and 
23 45 
Neither replaced nor 
displaced 56 33 
No answer 5 4 
The chart for question 28 (see Table 22) has been adjusted for a mi-
nor numerical error in the 1988 survey report. For purposes of compari- 
son between the years 1988 and 1998, the numbers for question 28 have 
been presented as percentages of‘the total number of respondents who 
checked each answer in each year’s survey. The “no answers” have not 
been included. In 1988,17 percent of respondents omitted this question. 
In 1998, 14 percent omitted this question. In both years, the choice 
checked the most was “There has been no displacement or replacement 
of people by technology.” Those responses which showed the most change 
from 1988 to 1998 are: 
There has been no displacement/replacement: from 38 percent down 
to 24 percent; 
It makes me angry: from 3 percent up to 8 percent; and 
People have been treated badly: from 7 percent up to 19 percent. 
The current survey shows positive answers highest and negative answers 
lowest. In 1988, neutral answers outnumbered positive ones. The 
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TABLE22. 

Q U E S T I O N  28. WHICH SENTENCES BELOW DESCRIBEYOUR FEELINGS T H E 
ABOUT 
DISPLACLMENT OR REPLACEMENT OF PEOPLE BY TECHNOLOGYIN OUR LIBRAKY? 
1988 1998 
Response Choices Percentage of Respondents Perrentage of Respondents 
We have a better 
organization 11 12 
We are no better 
off than before 17 16 
It makes me angry 3 8 
I feel good about 
the changes 7 6 
People have been 
treated fairly 8 6 
People have been 
treated badly 7 19 
Overall personnel adjust- 
ments have been good 15 19 
There has been no displace-
ment or replacement of 
people by technology 38 24 
differences in responses of the three separate libraries to the choices in 
question 28 were more extreme than in other questions. 
Derzszon-iWakzng 
The current survey showed that all three libraries have about the same 
level of staff involvement/lack of involvement in technological decision- 
making (see Table 23). In 1998, 25-27 percent of staff were involved in 
decision-making and 73-75 percent were not (see Figure 7). The 1998 
response is very different from the response in the 1988 survey, when this 
question evoked much more variance of opinion among the three librar- 
ies. In 1988, the percentages of support staff from the three separate 
libraries who were involved in decision-making were 7 percent, 24 per-
cent, and 60 percent. There has evidently been a definite increase of 
involvement at one library and a definite decrease at another. It is very 
interesting to note that the library which had 60 percent of their staff 
reporting that they were involved in technology decisions in 1988 also 
had 25 percent of their staff who felt, at that time, that support staff had 
adequate involvement. In 1998, with all three libraries at 25-27 percent 
involvement, no library has more than 7 percent of staff who feel there is 
enough staff involvement in decision-making. This is added support for 
the statement made in the 1988 report that “the feeling of satisfaction 
(illustrated by ‘No, I don’t think staff should be more involved’) increases 
as the percentage of involvement increases” (Jones, 1989, p. 449). The 
1998 survey showed a decrease in satisfaction as staff involvement de- 
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creased. The widest numerical variance among the three libraries' re- 
sponses to question 34, concerning whether or not staff has enough deci- 
sion-making power, are in the percentages of those who had no opinion 
(including those who did not answer the question) (see Table 24). These 
percentages were 7 percent, 19 percent, and 23 percent for the three 
libraries. 
TABLE23. 

QUESTION AT ALL IN THK DECISION-MAKING
33. WERE You INVCKVVED PROCESS 
CONCERNING OF NEWTXHNOLOCYTHE INCORPORATIO  INTO YOUR WORK AREA 
IN THE LASTFIVE YEARS? 
Response Choices 1998 Number of Responses 
Yes 30 
No 87 
No answer 1 
HLibraty A 0Library B Libraty C Composite 
100 1 
Were involved in Were not Want more Feel staff 
decision-making involved involvement involved enough 
Figure 7. Decision-Making During Acquisition/Incorporating of Technology 

(1998 Results). 

TABLE24. 

QUESTION 34. DO YOU THINKSUPPORT STAFF SHOULD BE MORE INVOLVED IN 

TECHNOLOGICAL AND DECISIONS ARENow?
PLANNING THANTHEY 
Response Choices 1998 Number of Responses 
Yes 93 
No 7 
No opinion 18 
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Anne Statham and Ellen Bravo (1990) suggest “that careful planning 
and continued feedback are required when introducing new technol- 
ogy . . .”. They also state that “an important underlying issue is the need 
to involve the affected workers in the planning process. . .” and that it is 
also important that “upper management not only receiue input from work- 
ers affected, but that they pay attmtion to this feedback (p. 126). One 
astute respondent commented: “Support staff who do the daily work can 
contribute detail-level information required to make sound, workable 
technological decisions, and changes. Planning done without this level of 
detail will require more fine-tuning and implementation time to work out 
bugs.” 
Technoloa and Staff Health 
Health and technology is becoming a prominent subject in library 
literature, with numerous articles on technostress, carpal tunnel syndrome, 
and ergonomics. In a 1990 study done by Statham and Bravo (1990), 
technology-related health problems reported most often by supervisors 
and secretaries were eye strain, muscle strain, exhaustion, headaches, 
“nerves,” and unstable feelings/anger (p. 123). These health concerns 
emerge in the current survey answers and in written comments as a press- 
ing issue For some library staffwho have a very close-up view of the interac- 
tion between computer and human worker: 
“Many of my co-workers have had to quit or changejobs due to technology- 
related injuries.” 
“Technolo<q has generally been an asset [but it] has the price of increased 
stress and health pr-oblems (eyes, lower back, etc.) .” 
“Carpal tunnel syndrome is rampant. . . .” 
“Moods are mercurial.” 
Several respondents commented that there should be additional ques- 
tions concerning work and health. 
The three questions discussed here are new to the 1998 survey and 
are “testing the waters” questions. Question 26 (see Table 25) deals very 
generally with the perceived impact of technology or computers on the 
health of employees. 
TABLE2.5. 

QULSTION 26. OF TFXHNOLOGY OF LIBRARYEM-
THEIMPACT ON THE HEALTH 
I’IDYEFS HAS RFEN. . . 
Pmwntap ( f  R+)n denls 
RP@nte Chomc Cornporzle I,zbrarj d Library B I.abrary C 
Nrgntile 40 21 14 66 
Positive 2 5 0 0 
Not significant 25 25 .54 1 3  
No opinion 32 49 32 20 
No answer 1 0 0 1 
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Note the large differences among the three different libraries. The 
strength of the “not significant” and “no opinion” answers may suggest that 
there isn’t enough evidence one way or another yet. Is this a question of time 
or the difficulty of positively identifying causal factors of health problems? 
“More stressful” and “neither more nor less stressful” are the most- 
checked answers (see Table 26). People for whom technolo<gy has re- 
duced stress are in the minority. 
TABLE26. 
QUESTION 23. TECHNOLOGY M Y  WORK. .MAKES 
Percentage of Respondents 
Resbonse Choices Combosite Library A Library B Library C 
More stressful 37 36 41 37 
Less stressful 14 9 18 16 
Neither more nor 
less stressful 46 53 36 42 
No answer 3 2 5 5 
The decision about whichjob stress is directly or indirectly associated 
with technology is left up to the respondent (see Table 27). The measure- 
ment of how much certain computer/technology activities affect personal 
stress levels requires medical and/or psychiatric expertise. Nevertheless, 
the perception or feeling of increased stress expressed by a large segment of 
staff needs to be taken seriously by employers and supervisors. Virginia 
Bartlett (1995)writes: “The existence of technostress is indisputable . . . . 
There are courses of action that need to be taken by the computer indus- 
try. In addition, there are steps that need to be taken by library adminis- 
trators to assist their employees and ensure success of the available new 
technologies. Finally, there are steps the employee can take to reduce his 
or her own technostress” (p. 228). Statham and Bravo (1990) suggest 
that loss of control and intensifyingjob pressures often center around the 
TABLE27. 

QUESTION24. IF TECHNOLOGYHAS RAISED THE STRESSLEVELOF YOURJOB, IS  IT 

BECAUSE..  (CHECKANY PHRASESWHICHA~PLY):  

Resbonse Choices CornPosite Number of Responses 
There is too little training 31 
Things are too complicated 15 
The rate of change is too fast 14 
Pressure to produce is unrealistic 19 
Other 10 
No, it has not affected stress level 36 
No answer 15 
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introduction of new technologies and are associated with stress and physi- 
cal problems. They mention better communication, better staff training, 
staff involvement in planning, and careful timing of installations as some 
ways to prevent health problems (pp. 124-26). Dyckman (1992) suggests 
cross-training and diversification of both activity and responsibility as ways 
to avoid physical problems. Ergonomic workstations with comfortable 
chairs, wrist rests, and glare controls are also important. 
Management and 7echnolopcnlAdvancement. 
These questions deal with support-staff opinions on how the intro- 
duction, addition, and conversion of automated systems and technologi- 
cal advances are being managed in their libraries. 
Some aspects of the comparative results for the two surveys in 1988 
and 1998 are similar (see Table 28). The assertion contained within the 
“yes” answer is that the direction that library technology development is 
taking is basically desirable-or at least that i t  is inevitable-and that we 
must keep up with other libraries. There are a few more “no” answers in 
1998, and there is a sizable percentage of respondents who feel the ques- 
tion is too simplistic to answer without qualifying statements. The latter 
group has shrunk since 1988, however, and the “yes” responses in 1998 
actually have the majority voice (52 percent to 47 percent). 
TABLE28. 

QUESTION IHAT MOSTLIBRARIES MOVEINTO NEW
8. Do You BEI.IEVE SHOULD 
AREASOF TECHNOLOGYAS QuicmY AS THEY CAN AFFORD‘ro Do  So? 
Kesponw Cliorcec 1988 Ke$madents 1998 Bspondents 
Yes 63 (47%) 61 (52%) 
N0 
No opinion 
The question is too 
9 
11 
(7%) 
(8%) 
11 
9 
(9%) 
(8%) 
simplistic as stated 50 (38%) 37 (31%) 
In 1988, the most-checked answer for all three libraries was “too slow.” 
In 1998, the largest number of respondents at each library said “just right” 
and the overall satisfaction with progress increased to 58 percent (see 
Table 29). When asked about the introduction of new technology into 
their own work area, results were similar, though perhaps a little more cau- 
tious (see Table 30). 
For question 17, a number of people checked more than one choice. 
The reference/research department had the highest numbers in all three 
libraries, while cataloging and information delivery/interlibrary loan fol- 
lowed and were numerically very close in all three libraries (see Table 31). 
There seems to be no strong relationship between the responses chosen 
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TABLE29. 

QUESTION 16. How WOULDYou RATEYOURLIBRARY’S TOWARD
PROGRESSION 
AUTOMATION? 
Response Choices 
1988 Percentage of 
Total Responses Total Responses 
1998 Percentage of 
Too fast 10 12 
Too slow 46 20 
Just right 32 58 
No answer 12 10 
TABLE30. 

QUESTION 10. DOYOU FEELTHE PACEAT WHICHNEW TECHNOLOGY
IS INTRO-
DUCED INTO YOURWORKAREAIS. . . 
1988 1998 
Response Choices Percentage of Total Responses Percentage of Total Responses 
Too fast 15 16 
Too slow 37 26 
Just right 40 48 
No answer 8 10 
TABLE31. 

QUESTION 17.IN WHAT DEPARTMENT OF THE LIBRARY THE GREAT-
DOYOU THINK 
EST POSITIVETECHNOLOGICAL HAVE BEEN MADE?STRIDES 
Response Choices Number of Responses 
Cataloging 27 
Reference/Research 51 
Acquisitions 10 
Serials 6 
Circulation 21 
Information Delivery/ 
Interlibrary Loan 24 
Other 0 
No answer 15 
and the individual respondent’s own department. That is, there was no 
discernible pattern of inclusion or omission of respondent$’own depart-
ments in the replies to this question. The statistics show a definite change 
in opinion between 1988 and 1998. In 1988 the cataloging department 
was very definitely perceived as having made the greatest technological 
strides, garnering the highest number of responses at all three libraries. 
The current change was predicted in a mild way in the 1988 survey report: 
“While support staff see technical services collectively as having an edge 
on technological progress, the awareness of progress in public service ar- 
eas is strong” (Jones, 1989, p. 448). 
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Issues that will probably become of progressively greater concern to 
library staff in the future are those related to workforce control or pro- 
ductivity management by means of technological surveillance. Wendy 
Abbott (1989) discusses these issues and says: “Some studies have shown 
how management has deliberately used new technology to gain greater 
control over their workforce” (p. 162). Abbott looks at Shoshana Zuboff‘s 
(1982) findings concerning managerial surveillance of workers by means 
of technologically gathered information on employee output, and the re- 
sultant changes in supervisory style and social interaction. Estabrook, 
Mason, and Suelflow (1992) discuss “interactions between the use of in- 
formation technology and issues of control” (p. 231). Question 25 (see 
Table 32)  is an exploratory question designed to see whether or not sup- 
port staff believe that technology is used to monitor their work. 
TAKLE32. 
QVESTIOU25. SCPERVISORSIN MYLIBRARY TO ~ L ~ O N I T O KUSETECHNOLOGY STAFF 
PRODUCTIVITY.. . 
Response Choices Number nf f i spnnws  
Yes 27 

No 42 

No opinion 46 

No answer 3 

While many staff members do not think technology is being used to moni- 
tor their productivity, many simply do not know. It is an issue to watch. 
Ethical and psychological irnplications as well as implied changes in work 
processes should be of concern to administration, faculty, and staff alike. 
Philosophical or Social Implications 
Two questions deal with how support staff view the continuing tech- 
nological transformation as social-psychological history (see Tables 33 and 
34). Each person’s answers to these questions helps determine that 
person’s philosophical attitude toward his/her work. Approximately 30 
percent of the respondents chose not to answer either question. 
The largest number of staff still see people as “in control,” but the 
percentage who chose this answer has changed from 5’7 percent in 1988 
to 38 percent in 1998. 
Several respondents checked more than one response to the choices 
for question 19 (see Table 34). The wording of response-choices for this 
question was changed somewhat from the 1988 survey for purposes of 
clarification. However, in both surveys, the stronger responses were “Does 
none of the above,” “No opinion,” and “Leaves people free to be cre- 
ative.” Overall, respondents do not think automation has a negative ef- 
fect on creativity or influences people to be more like machines. 
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TABLE33. 

QUESTION STATEMENTS MATCHES
20. WHICHOF THE FOLLOWING MOST CLOSELY 
YOUROPINIONREGARDINGTHE PRESENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PEOPLE AND 
TECHNOLOGY? 
Response Choices 
1988 
Respondents 
1998 
Respondents 
People are the masters and technology 
Technology is becoming master and 
No opinion/no answer 
is a tool we are using wisely 
people are becoming its subjects 
21% 
57% 
22% 
30% 
38% 
32% 
TABLE34. 
QUESTION THAT AUTOMATION . .19. Do You THINK BASICALLY. 
1998 
Response Choices Number of Responses 
Leaves people more free to be creative 23 
Restricts creativity 18 
Dehumanizes people 12 
Does none of the above 30 
No opinion/no answer 37 
CONCLUSION 
In general, the opinions and reactions of support staff to the effects 
of technological change in their work is still positive but with more reser- 
vations than in 1988. See Figure 4 for one example. 
Staff are better satisfied in 1998 with the pace at which their libraries 
are becoming automated. However, a higher percentage of 1998 respon- 
dents feel pressed to keep up with the learning required by changing 
technologies. There has been a shift of focus from automation in catalog- 
ing and other technical services areas to technological progress in research 
and reference departments. 
Staff training is a continuing need. Libraries are trying to deal with 
this need in many ways. Clark and Kalin (1996) describe, for example, a 
mandatory twelve-hour automation skills training course for new Pennsyl- 
vania State employees. It is designed not to teach specific skills or data- 
base content, but to help decrease anxiety and increase comfort around 
technology (p. 32). The desire and need for training appears in almost 
every area in which library technology is discussed. Training is mentioned 
as a morale builder, an assurance of competence, a cure for technostress, 
and a way of creating the image of a good, carefully planned library whose 
service-oriented staff are experts in their field. Library staff see improve- 
ment since 1988 in the training available to them, but in general they rate 
the training as adequate rather than excellent. 
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There is a definite increase since 1988 in the number of respondents 
who say that technology makes their work harder, and a moderate increase 
in people who affirm that technological progress or change is making 
very little difference in the ease, speed, or accuracy of their work. 
While approximately half of the respondents feel technology has not 
affected the amount of control they have over their workday, 33 percent 
feel it has given them more control. It was indicated that more worksta- 
tions would allow staff to have better control over their schedules. 
Lark of attention to workload changes and to recognition of good 
work are among the most severe causes of demoralization and disappoint- 
ment for support staff. The responses to questions on workload and re- 
sponsibilities, along with extra comments written on the survey returns, 
seem to indicate that, as the number of support staff decreases, remain- 
ing staff consistently take on heavier workloads and more responsibility, 
but that there is little tangible reward for doing so. While appreciative 
words and added trust exhibited toward an employee are desirable, uni- 
versities and their libraries really need to address salaries and the distribu- 
tion of merit raises. 
There is a growing concern among librarv employees about health 
problems which may be directly linked with the concentrated use of com- 
puters or may be more loosely related to the stress of continued or in- 
tense technological change. In my opinion, every library should have an 
officer or committee to be a watchdog for employee health, pressing for 
work-pattern changes and equipment that could relieve or prevent physi- 
cal or emotional illness. Resources available to many campuses include 
wellness offices and work-environment experts who can analyze condi- 
tions and advise remedial or preventive measures. 
The survey questions on the long-range philosophical implications of 
the technological revolution are simplistic. However, they reflect numer- 
ous concerns of many people wondering whether technology is actually 
controlling us to the extent that we limit our decisions to those that are 
compatible with our technology and “regard the menu of alternatives of-
fered up on a particular screen as a world sufficient unto itself” (Swan, 
1993,p. 44). For some respondents, questions about how computers may 
gradually change people and the way people think may seem too divorced 
from everyday activities to worry about. Of those responding, 30 percent 
omitted these questions. The survey indicates that 38 percent of respon- 
dents believe people are in control of technology and 32 percent believe 
technology is becoming the master. Of those responding, 15 percent be- 
lieve that automation restricts creativity, and 10 percent believe automa- 
tion dehumanizes people. Most respondents believe automation has little 
effect on diminishing creativity or on dehumanization. However, with 
more serious thinking about the far-reaching effects of technolocgy on hu- 
manity, better decisions might be made right now-by choosing and us- 
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ing technologies with discrimination and with the well-being of employees 
among our top priorities. In a very useful review column on books about 
technostress, Osif and Harwood (1996) express hope: 
Are we doomed to be forever behind, frantically trying to learn what 
will soon be out-dated, moving daily toward a personal “crash”? The 
evidence indicates this is not the inevitable result. Thoughtful plan- 
ning and attention to the realities of technology can alleviate the 
problem and keep the new technologies, not the masters of our lives, 
but useful tools for work and leisure. (p. 46) 
The involvement of support-staff in planning and decision-making is 
an exceedingly important issue. We need to have unity and goodwill among 
all library employees in order to make the new technology work for us. 
Goble and Brown (1996) write: “Librarians must consider the ‘participa- 
tive structure’ that enables all levels of staff to engage in the evolution of 
change. This will require the sharing of power, active listening, encour- 
agement, and, at times, conflict resolution” (p. 199). In 1998, the per- 
centage of staff that was involved in making decisions about the technolo- 
gies that shape their workdays and have an impact on almost every work 
activity stands at between 25 percent to 27 percent. This is not much of 
an improvement from 1988 when the composite percentage was 23 per-
cent. What is best for our libraries really cannot be separated from what is 
best for library employees. In our support staff we have an invaluable 
resource of educated people who have worked a long time in the library 
environment. Support staff will help us to make better technological de- 
cisions and smoother transitions. To consult with and listen to people of 
considerable experience, education, and intelligence is to grasp one of 
our best opportunities. 
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APPENDIX 
LIBRARYSUPPORTSTAFFLOOKSAC,AINAT TKHNOLOGICAI INCHANGE 
T H E  WORKPLACE: A QULSTJONNAIRE 
There will be a place for comments at the end of the questionnaire in case you 
wish to explain or qualify an answer. Also, feel free to write comments in the 
margins as you work through the questionnaire. Your extra comments will be 
useful. 
List technological systems 01-equipment that have been acquired by your library 
during the last ten years and that have affected your work. 
PLEASE CHECK T H E  WORD OR PHRASE THAI'  BEST COMPLETES OR ANSWERS 
THE NUMBERED STATEMEN'T. 
1. As the development of technology progresses, my work gets: 
-easier -harder -no change 
2. As new technology is added, the speed with which I accomplish work: 
-almost always increases almost always decreases ~ 
-stays about the same overall 
3. Computers make my work production: 
-More accurate less accurate 
-Neither more nor less accurate 
4. As technology expands, my workload: 
~ 	 ~ ~decreases increases stays about the same 
5 .  	My feelings about working with computers are described by the words: (check 
any that apply) 
~ 	 ~excitement irritation -enjoyment 
-dislike -tolerance -pleasure 
~ ~ 	 ~inadequacy competency frustration 
6. When I need to learn a new technology I: 
-want to learn it, but feel uneasy -look forward to learning it 
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-dread learning it 	 -have no particular reaction 
-feel irritated because I don’t have time 
7. Technology allowsme: 
-more control over my workday -less control over my workday 
-neither more nor less control than I ever had 
8. Do you believe that most libraries should move into new areas of technology 
as quickly as they can afford to do so? 
~ no 	 -no opinion -Yes 
__ the question is too simplistic to answer as stated 
9. 	Do you feel that library employees are expected to learn too many new thmgs 
too fast? 
-no 	 -no opinion -Yes 
10. Do you feel the pace at which new technology is introduced into your work 
area is: 
- too fast -too slow -just right 
11. The training I have received in new technologies with which Iwork has been: 
excellent very good -moderately good ~ ~ 
-not very good -poor __ nonexistent 
12. I prefer to learn how to use new technologies: 
~ in a structured class -in a workshop 
from my supervisor -on my own with a manual~ 
~ -from a friend 	 not at all 
13. The quality of my library’s technology training program for support staff is: 
~ 	 ~excellent adequate -inadequate 
14. In my library, when we have difficulties, technical support is: 
-excellent -very good -moderately good 
-not very good -poor __ nonexistent 
15. I use Internet resources in my work 
-a lot -a little -not at all 
16. How would you rate your library’s progression towards automation? 
~ 	 ~too fast 	 too slow -just right 
17. In what department of the library do you think the greatest positive 
technological strides have been made? 
-Cataloging 	 -Acquisitions 
~ Serials Management -Reference/Research 
~ Circulation -	Information Delivery/ 
Interlibrary Loan 
-Other (please specify) 
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18. Do you feel that, overall, technology has improved the accuracy of the records 
kept in the library? 
- no - no opinion -yes 
19. Do you think that automation basically: 
- leaves people more free to be creative - restricts creativity 
- dehumanizes people -does none of the above 
no opinion 
20. 	Which of the following statements most closely matches your opinion 
regarding the present relationship between people and technology? 
-People are the masters and technology is a tool we are using wisely 
-Technology is becoming master and people are becoming its subjects 
-No opinion 
21. 	Technological advances have: 
~ added more responsibilities to myjob 
-diminished the responsibilities of my job 
-had no effect on the amount of responsibility I carry 
22. 	When additional responsibility is assigned at the library, it is reflected in the: 
(check any that apply) 
-pay-check 	 -job description 
~ respect shown to the individual none of the above 
23. 	Technology makes my work: 
more stressful less stressful ~ 
-neither more nor less stressful 
24. 	If technology has raised the stress level of your job, is it because:(check any 
phrases which apply) 
- there is too little training -the rate of change is too fast 
- things are too complicated -pressure to produce is unrealistic 
other 	 -no, it has not affected the stress 
level of my job 
25. 	Supervisors in my library use technology to monitor staff productivity: 
- no no opinion ~-yes 
26. 	The impact of technology on the health of library employees has been: 
- negative -positive 
~ not significant -no opinion 
27. 	Do you think people have been: 
- replaced by technology 
-displaced by technology 
-both replaced and displaced by technology 
~ neither replaced nor displaced by technology 
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28. 	Which sentences below describe your feelings about the displacement or 
replacement of people by technology in your library? 
-We have a better organization 
-We are no better off than we were before 
- It makes me angry 
- I feel good about the changes 
-People have been treated fairly 

__ People have been treated badly 

-Overall, personnel adjustments have been good 
-There has been no displacement or replacement of people by 
technology 
29. During the past 5 years, my department has: (check any that apply) 
- increased the number of librarians 
- reduced the number of librarians 
- increased the number of support staff 
- reduced the number of support staff 

__ increased student help 

- reduced student help 
-made no change in number of personnel 
30. Do you think that technology isresponsible for most of the personnel changes 
indicated in question 29? 
-Yes - no no opinion~ 
31. Do you think the personnel situation in your library has: 
- become progressively more stable 
~ become progressively less stable 
- remained about the same as far as stability goes 
32. Do you think that technology is partially responsible for the personnel situation 
indicated in question 31? 
-Yes - no - no opinion 
33. Were you involved at all in the decision-making process concerning the 
incorporation of new technology into your work area in the last five years? 
- no-Yes 
Please describe the nature and extent of your involvement, if any. 
34. Do you think support staff should be more involved in technological planning 
and decisions than they are now? 
-Yes - no - no opinion 
Please comment on any of the above questions, or share any other thoughts you 
have on the effects of technology in the library, on yourjob, etc. 
Please fill out personal information on the back of this page. 
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PERSONALBACKGROUND 
Education 
Do you have: 
-A high-school diploma 
~ An associate degree (A.A. etc.) 
~ An undergraduate degree (B.A., B.S., etc.) 
~ One masters degree 
-Two masters degrees 
~ Ph.D. degree 
~ Other degrees, training, or courses 
Please describe “other degrees, training, or courses”: 
What was your major subject(s) in college? 
What was your minor subject? 
What were your post-graduate-study subject areas? 
Have you at any time had computer or computer-related courses? 
If so, please describe: 
Experience 
In what library department do you work? 
How long have you had your present position? 
What is your job title? 
What were your previous job titles? 
How long have you worked at this library? 
What is your total number of years of library work-experience? 
Comments or additional information: 
Individuals who answer this questionnaire will remain anonymous and results 
will in no way be presented or tabulated to reflect negatively on a particular 
library. 
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Scholarly Use of Internet-Based Electronic 
Resources: A Survey Report 
YIN ZHANG 
ABSTRACT 
THEPURPOSE OF THIS STUDY IS TO CONSTRUCT a baseline of scholarly use 
of Internet-based electronic resources (e-sources) by surveying a group of 
library and information science (LIS) scholars. Results reported here in- 
clude researchers’ demographic information, frequency of use of various 
Internet tools and resources, ways of accessing various Internet tools and 
applications, strategies of locating e-sources for research, opinions on cit- 
ing e-sources, evaluation of e-sources, and suggestions for improving schol- 
ars’ use of e-sources for research. 
INTRODUCTION 
Internet-based e-sources are increasingly used for scholarly purposes. 
However, the details regarding scholars’ use of these sources are still un- 
clear as are the problems and concerns scholars have when they use e- 
sources for research. This survey, part of a larger project on scholarly use 
of Internet-based e-sources, aims to establish a baseline of the use as re- 
ported by a group of library and information science researchers. More-
over, this survey investigates how to improve scholarly use of Internet-
based e-sources from researchers’ perspectives. 
SURVEYDESIGNAND ADMINISTRATION 
Samples 
This survey focuses on the field of library and information science. 
In a preliminary study, the ten most highly cited printjournals (p-journals) 
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in LIS, as well as four refereed LIS electronic journals' (e-journals), were 
examined for e-source citing.2 The journal sample for this study listed 
below includes the four e-journals and the four p-journals with the great- 
est number of e-citations from the preliminary study: 
Print journals 
College &Research Libraries 

Journal of Academic Librarianship 

Journal of the American Society for Information Science 

Library Trends 

Electronic journals 
EJournal (http://www.hanover.edu/philos/ejournal/) 

LIBRES: Library and Information Science Research Electron,ic Journal 

(http://aztec.lib.utk.edu/libres/) 

MC Journnl: The Journal of Academic Media Librarianship 
(http://wings.buffalo.edu/publications/mcjrnl/) 

Public Access Computer Systems Review 
(http://info.lib.uh.edu/pacsrev.html) 

This study's author survey sample includes all authors who had in- 
press papers as ofJuly 1, 1997 in these eightjournals. Requests for biblio- 
graphical information about the in-press papers were sent to the editors 
of the eight journals. Authors of these papers were contacted for the 
reference lists if the editors had not already provided such information. 
When the survey started in late February 1998,203 authors whose contact 
information (either postal or e-mail address) was known were included in 
this study. During the survey, it was found that two authors were not reach- 
able due to affiliation change, which reduced the sample size to 201. 
The distribution of the author sample by journal format and pres- 
ence/absence of e-citations in the papers is summarized in Table 1. Over-
all, 7 percent of the authors were to publish their papers in the e-journals, 
while 93 percent of them were to publish in the p-journals. The group of 
e-journal authors was much smaller than the p-journal author group be- 
cause, at this stage, the publication frequency and journal size of the 
e-journals were much smaller than those of most pjournals. Also, in the 
sample, nearly one-third (32.3 percent) of the authors cited e-sources in 
their papers while about two-thirds (67.7percent) did not. 
Suruey Instrument and Procedures 
A survey questionnaire was designed to collect researchers' demo- 
graphic information, frequency of use of various Internet tools and proto- 
cols, ways of accessing various Internet tools and applications, strategies 
of locating e-sources for research, opinions on citing such sources, evalu- 
ation of Internet-based sources for research, and suggestions for improv- 
ing their use of e-sources for research. 
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TABLE1. 

AUTHORSAMPLE FORMAT OF E-CITATIONS
R Y  JOURNAL AND PRESENCL/AKSENCE 
FOR IN-PRESSPAPERS 
Frequency Percentage 
e-journal paper author 
p-journal paper author 
14 
187 
7.0 
93.0 
Total 201 100.0 
with e-citation 6.5 32.3 
without e-citation 136 67.7 
Total 201 100.0 
A Web survey application was developed for this project in order to: 
generate personalized cover letters and questionnaires with 
hyperlinked e-citations where possible, 
collect survey data via the Web, and 
serve as a data entry interface for survey data received via U. S. mail or 
fax. 
On February 20 and 21, 1998, an initial personalized invitation to 
participate in the survey was sent via r-mail to the 197 authors whose e- 
mail addresses were available. At the same time, print copies of the survey 
were sent via U. S. mail to the six authors whose e-mail addresses were 
unavailable. In the following seven weeks, nineteen print copies were 
sent via U. S. mail or fax to authors who had been originally contacted by 
e-mail and who subsequently had requested a print copy. 
There were three follow-ups: the first was sent to the nonrespondents 
via e-mail on March 7, 1998; the second was also sent via e-mail on March 
30; the third was sent via both e-mail and U. S. mail on April 30 and May 1, 
1998. 
Response Rate 
ByJune 15,1998,125 usable replies were received via the Web and 31 
via U. S. mail or fax. Twelve potential respondents declined to partici- 
pate.3 Eleven responded to the survey request, but their replies were ei- 
ther not received or were ~ n u s a b l e . ~  In total, 179 researchers responded 
to the survey request; 156completed replies were usable. With 201 poten-
tial respondents in total, the overall response rate was 89.1 percent (179/ 
201), and the usable reply rate was 77.6 percent (156/201). 
SURVEYRESULTS 
Characteristics of Respondents (Questions 9, 10 and I 1 from the Survey) 
Of those responding, 54 percent indicated that they were male and 
46 percent female. Six percent of respondents were under age 30 and 6 
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49, and the remaining 28.7 percent were 50 to 59 (Figure 1). The average 
age of respondents was 45.4 years old. Within this particular sample, the 
overwhelming majority (94.2 percent) of respondents were p-journal pa- 
per authors, while only 5.8 percent of them were e-journal paper authors 
(Table 2).  Overall, 29 percent of respondents cited e-sources in their 
papers in the sample, while 71 percent did not (Table 2), even though 
they might have cited e-sources elsewhere. Respondents’ research inter- 
ests ranged widely and covered almost every aspect of the LIS area. 
60+ e30 
6 .D% 6 .O% 
40-49 

34.7% 

Figure 1.  Percentages of Respondents in the Various Age Groups (N=150). 
TABLE2. 

RESPONDENTSBY JOURNAL AND PRESENCE/ABSENCE IN
FORMAT OF -CITATIONS 
THE PAPERS 
Frequency Percentace 
e-journal paper author 9 5.8 
p-journal paper author 147 94.2 
Total 156 100.0 
with e-citation 45 29.0 
without e-citation 111 71.O 
Total 156 100.0 
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Using and Citing E-Sources for the Papers in the Sample (Question 1from the 
Suwey) 
Respondents were asked to recall if they had used but not cited 
e-sources for their research papers in the sample. Approximately half 
(50.3percent) of respondents answered “No,”12.3percent answered “Can- 
not recall,” while 37.4 percent of respondents answered ‘Yes” (Table 3). 
Respondents who had used some e-sources but did not cite them were 
then asked to explain why those e-sources were not cited. Nearly 7 per-
cent of these respondents indicated that they would have cited e-sources 
if these e-sources had been in print format; 34.5 percent reported that 
they would not have cited them anyway; and 10.3 percent could not recall 
the details (Table 3). A majority (72.4 percent) of respondents gave 
specific reasons as to why they did not cite e-sources. These reasons can 
be grouped into the following two categories. 
Not Citing Because of E-Source Format. Some respondents indicated that they 
did not cite e-sources because (1) e-sources have some limitations such as 
limited availability, or (2) they preferred to cite the print equivalents: 
“Not too citable but if in prini higher probability of being cited.” 

“It was also available in print.” 

“The e-sources in question simply disappeared. Old addresses [that were] 

used to consult these e-sources no longer worked when the time came 
to verify bibliographic citations for publication (2  years later) .” 
“We did not know how to cite them.” 
“These were background sources-browsing sources; I found print infor- 
mation to cite. Too many URLs disappear too quickly. If possible I 
will cite print.” 
Not Citing jor Reasons Applicable to Both E-Sources and Print Sources. Many 
respondents indicated that they did not cite e-sources because of content 
rather than format. Relevance to research was one of the key elements 
for the citing decisions. Some of the comments illustrate how the re- 
searchers used e-sources. For example, e-sources were used to obtain some 
background information or as a tool during the research process. 
“They gave me only general ideas and confirmed some conversations 
that I recall having with colleagues concerning the topic.” 
“In the end, they were not as pertinent to the article.” 
“Because they were less relevant-their format was not the issue, their 
content was.” 
Technological Background (Questions 2 and 3’) 
Respondents were asked how many years they had been using the 
Internet (including e-mail) . Roughly half (46.1 percent) indicated that 
they had five to nine years of Internet experience, while 27.3 percent 
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TABLE3. 

USINGAND CITINGE-SOURCES ~ S P O N S E S  1
IN THE PAPERS: TO QUESTION 
Frequency Percentage 
Qla: “Did you use any e-sources during the research that were not cited in this 
paper?” (N=155) 
Yes 58 37.4 
No 78 50.3  
Cannot recall 19 12.3  
Qlb: “For what reasons were the sources not cited?” (N=58, more than one 
reason may be given) 
I would have cited them if 
they were in print format 4 6.9 
I would not have cited them 
even if they were in 
print format 20 34.5 
Cannot recall 6 10.3  
Other 42 72 .4  
46.1 % 
Figure 2. Percentages ofyears of Experience Using the Internet (N=154). 
indicated that they had ten to fourteen years of experience (Figure 2) .  
These two groups comprised 73.4 percent of the total respondents. Of 
the remaining respondents, 14.3percent indicated that they had less than 
five years of Internet experience, while 12.3 percent indicated that they 
had over fifteen years. On average, respondents’ Internet experience was 
8.9 years. 
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Respondents were also asked to rate their overall ability to use the 
Internet on a five-point scale from 1 (beginner) to 5 (expert). Nearly 
half (47.4 percent) of respondents rated themselves as “above average,” 
one-fifth (20.5 percent) as “average,” nearly 30 percent as “expert,” and 
4.4 percent as “below average”; no respondents rated themselves as “be- 
ginner” (Figure 3)-i.e., 95.6 percent of respondents rated themselves 
as having at least average ability to use the Internet while only 4.4 per- 
cent rated themselves as “below average.” On the whole, respondents’ 
self-perceived ability to use the Internet was quite high. One possible 
explanation is that, because of the nature of this survey, most partici- 
pants were those researchers who used the Internet for research pur- 
poses. 
Below 
47.4% 
Figure 3. Percentages Indicating Overall Ability to Use the Internet (N=156). 
Frequency of Internet Use (Question4)  
Respondents were asked to indicate the frequency with which they 
used various Internet tools and resources, including e-mail, mailing lists, 
newsgroups, ftp, gopher, telnet, Web browsers, online databases, and 
Internet search engines. The frequency of use was measured on a six- 
point scale: 
0 = no use 
1= less often than or nearly once a month 
2 = two or three times a month 
3 = about once a week 
4 = two or three times a week 
5 = almost every day 
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The data are summarized in Table 4. E-mail was the most frequently 
used tool. All respondents indicated that they used e-mail at least once a 
week, while 93.6 percent used it almost every day. Web browsers were the 
second most frequently used Internet tools. Nearly 95 percent of respon- 
dents used Web browsers at least once a week; among them, 75 percent 
used Web browsers on an almost daily basis. Next to e-mail and Web brows- 
ers, mailing lists and Internet search engines were the third and fourth 
most frequently used internet tools. Nearly 74 percent of respondents 
indicated that they used mailing lists at least two or three times a week, 
while 68.2 percent used Internet search engines at least two or three times 
a week. The fifth and sixth most frequently used internet tools and re- 
sources were telnet and online databases. Over half of the respondents 
used telnet and online databases at least two or three times a week. As to 
newsgroups, about one-third of the respondents used newsgroups at least 
once a week. However, more than half of the respondents reported that 
they used newsgroups no more than once a month; in fact, nearly 30 per- 
cent did not use newsgroups at all. The second least frequently used tool 
was ftp. Only a quarter of the respondents indicated that they used ftp at 
least two or three times a week, 30 percent used it less often than or nearly 
once a month, while 13.5 percent did not use ftp at all. Gopher was the 
least used tool reported. The majority (81.4 percent) of respondents used 
it no more than once a month; nearly half (48.1 percent) of them did not 
use it at all. 
Access to Internet-Based E-Sources (Question 5) 
Respondents were asked how they gained access to the internet tools 
and resources (including e-mail, mailing lists, newsgroups, ftp, gopher, 
telnet, Web browsers, and online databases) and e-sources in special for- 
mats (including audio, video, SGML, pdf, Postscript, and compressed files). 
The access consisted of the following categories (with possible overlap) : 
0 = no experience 

1= at work (access from workplace) 

2 = at home (access from home) 

3 = at public site in library (access from public site in library) 

4 = no access 

other = access from other places, specify 

The access data are summarized in Table 5. Overall, the majority of 
respondents had access to the major Internet tools and resources. More 
than 80 percent of respondents had access to e-mail (94.2 percent), the 
Web (92.3 percent), mailing lists (90.4 percent), telnet (83.3 percent), 
online databases (82.7 percent), and ftp (80.1 percent) from their work- 
place. The access rate to newsgroups and gopher from work was 69.9 
percent and 64.1 percent, respectively. Generally, the access rate to these 
e-sources from home was nearly 20 percent to 30 percent lower than the 
TABI.E 4. 
USE 
N=156 Gophm 
no use 48.1% 
less often 
or nearly 
once a 33.3% 
two or three 
times a 7.7% 
about once 
a week 1.9% 
two or three 
times a 1.3% 
almost every 
day 0.6% 
not answered 7.1% 
Note: The 
OF INTERNET TOOLS AND RESOURCES: RESPONSES TO QTJLSTION 4 
E-mail Web Browsers MailinE Lists Internrt Search Engines Trlnet Online Databases Nvwsg~oufis Ftp 
0.0% 0.0% 1.9% 0.6% 9.0% 7.7% 29.5% 
0.0% 3.2% 8.3% 3.8% 16.0% 14.1% 25.0% 
0.0% 2.6% 3.8% 6.4% 7.1% 12.8% 10.3% 15.4% 
1.3% 5.8% 9.6% 20.5% 14.1% 10.9% 9.6% 
5.1% 12.8% 19.2% 28.2% 16.0% 21.8% 9.6% 18.6% 
93.6% 75.0% 54.5% 39.7% 34.6% 31.4% 12.8% 
0.0% 0.6% 2.6% 0.6% 3.2% 1.3% 3.2% 
tools and resources are listed in descending order of the values in the category “almost every day.” 
FREQUENCY 
13.5% 
than 
month 29.5% 
month 
14.1% 
week 
6.4% 
2.6% 
Internet 
TABLE 5. 
ACCESS TO 
N=156 
Internet Tools 
and 
E-mail 
Web browsers 
Mailing lists 
Telnet 
Online 
Newsgroups 
Gopher 
Ftp 
File Formats 
Compressed 
Pdf files 
Postscript 
SGML files 
Video files 
Audio files 
Note: The dividing 
the number 
INTERNET TOOLS AND RESOURCES: RESPONSES TO QUESTION 5 
No Expm‘ence At Work At Home At Public Site in Library Other No 
0.0% 
0.6% 
1.9% 
6.4% 
9.0% 
9.0% 
16.7% 
21.2% 
94.2% 
92.3% 
90.4% 
83.3% 
82.7% 
80.1% 
69.9% 
64.1% 
73.7% 
67.3% 
56.4% 
57.1% 
46.2% 
46.2% 
37.2% 
29.5% 
3.2% 
7.1% 
2.6% 
5.8% 
11.5% 
1.3% 
0.6% 
0.0% 
2.6% 
0.0% 
0.6% 
1.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.6% 
0.0% 
14.7% 75.6% 37.8% 
14.1% 73.1% 43.6% 
24.4% 65.4% 26.3% 
32.7% 53.2% 29.5% 
29.5% 51.3% 32.7% 
32.1% 48.7% 34.0% 
1.3% 0.6% 
2.6% 0.0% 
1.3% 0.0% 
1.9% 0.0% 
1.3% 0.6% 
1.3% 0.6% 
are listed in descending order of the access rate of the category “at work.” All percentages were calculated 
responses by the number of usable replies (N=156). 
THE 
Access 
Resources 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
databases 0.6% 
0.0% 
1.9% 
1.3% 
~~ 
files 0.6% 
1.3% 
files 1.3% 
2.6% 
2.6% 
3.2% 
~ 
data by 
of 
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access rate from work. Libraries seldom served as places for researchers 
to gain access to Internet resources. 
E-sources in special formats, such as compressed, pdf, Postscript, video, 
and audio files may require additional hardware/software to actually re- 
trieve the contents. Respondents were therefore asked to indicate where 
they could get access to files in these special formats. Overall, the access 
rate from work to files in these special formats was generally lower than 
was that to Internet tools and resources, ranging from 48.7 percent (au- 
dio files) to 75.6 percent (compressed files) but, on the other hand, it was 
about 20 to 30 percent higher than was the access rate from home. The 
percentages of respondents indicating that they had “no experience” with 
these file formats were 14.1 percent for pdf files, 14.7 percent for com- 
pressed files, 24.4 percent for Postscript files, 29.5 percent for video files, 
32.1 percent for audio files, and 32.7 percent for SGML files. It is unclear 
whether or not this portion of respondents could actually retrieve the 
contents of e-sources in the special formats listed but simply had not used 
this capability. 
It seemed that the workplace was the primary access site to various 
Internet tools, resources, and e- sources in special formats; the home was 
the second major access point. Libraries did not serve as major access 
places. Some indicated that they gained access to e-sources in special 
formats, such as audio/video files, “by special arrangement.” Others indi- 
cated that they tried to get access to e-sources when traveling. 
Stratrgzes to Locatr E-Sourcesfor  Research (Question 6)  
Respondents were asked to indicate their strategies to locate e-sources 
for research and to rank the strategies in order of frequency of use (1 = 
most frequently used). The strategies are listed in Table 6 in descending 
order of the number of responses. Overall, respondents used all of the 
strategies listed in this question. At least 84 percent chose “follow up 
references in printed sources,” “use Internet search engines,” “by per- 
sonal communications,” and “follow up references in e-sources,” while 76.9 
percent to 59 percent selected “subscribe to mailing lists or newsgroups,” 
“attend seminars or conferences,” and “browse some sites regularly.” 
However, respondents used these strategies quite differently. Varia- 
tions were reflected not only in their selection but also in their ranking of 
the strategies (Table 7). In fact, all the strategies were given a rank from 
most frequently used (rank = 1) to least frequently used (rank = 7). To 
compare the uses of these strategies, a rank of each strategy was calculated 
by weighting the ranks with the number of responses received under each 
rank. Table 8 summarizes the weighted rank of each strategy, which indi- 
cates an overall place of each in terms of how frequently it was used. 
Overall, “use Internet search engines” was ranked as most frequently 
used by respondents. It is not a surprise that when respondents were 
6 
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TABLE6. 

STRATEGIESTO LOCATEE-SOURCESFOR RESEARCH: RESPONSES TO QUESTION 

(N=156) 
Strategy Number of Resbonses Percentages 
Follow up references 
in printed sources 142 91.o 
Use Internet search 
engines (e.g., Yahoo, 
Aka Vista, etc.) 138 88.5 
By personal communications 138 88.5 
Follow up references in e-sources 132 84.6 
Subscribe to mailing 
lists or newsgroups 120 76.9 
Attend seminars or conferences 114 73.1 
Browse some sites regularly 92 59.0 
Note: The strategies are listed in descending order of number of responses. 
TABLE7. 

RANKING FOR USEFREQUENCY OF STRATEGIES: TO QUESTION
RESPONSES 6 
(1= most frequently used) 
Rank + 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Follow up 
references in 
printed sources 24 30 20 15 18 19 9 
Use Internet 
search engines 44 24 14 22 16 8 4 
By personal com- 
munications 32 23 22 23 21 4 6 
Follow up 
references in 
e-sources 22 28 30 24 13 6 2 
Subscribe to 
mailing lists 
ornewsgroups 24 14 20 13 12 18 12 
Attend seminars 
or conferences 11 8 17 18 7 23 21 
Browse some 
sites regularly 5 14 16 12 19 12 9 
Note: The same rank was allowed for multiple strategies. Only a few respondents 
reported more than 3 strategies, and responses under rank 7 were mostly blank. 
Thus only those ranks up to 7 were selected. 
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TAME8. 
OVERALL RANK FOR U S E  F R E Q U ~ N C YOF STRATEGIES: k 7 P o N S E S  T O  Q U E S T I O N  6 
Stratem) Wpwhtd Rank  Overall Rank 
Use Internet search engines 
By personal communications 
Follow up references in printed sources 
Subscribe to mailing lists or newsgroups 
Follow up references in e-sources 
Browse some sites regularly 
Attend seminars or conferences 
2.86 
3.11 
3.03 
3.49 
3.68 
4.13 
4.48 
asked for suggestions for improving their use of e-sources for research, 
many of them called for better search engines and ways of efficiently lo- 
cating e-sources (see the section for Question 12 and Comments). It is 
noted that “follow up references in e-soiirces” was not as widely used as 
“follow up references in printed sources” by respondents (Table 6), but i t  
was ranked more frequently used than “follow up references in printed 
sources” by respondents who did usc it (Table 8). On the other hand, 
“follow up references in printed sources” was reported as the most widely 
used (Table 6);however, it was only ranked as the fourth most frequently 
used by respondents (Table 8). These results suggest that references cited 
in print sources were considered as an important source to locate relevant 
e-sources, but respondents relied more heavily on some readily available 
e-sources (e.g., search engines) to find information for their research. 
Many respondents indicated that they used other strategies, such as 
background knowledge, to locate e-sources for research. Some indicated 
that theyjust knewwhere to find the e-sources. For example, a number of 
sites available from the university library were mentioned as very useful. 
Similarly, given an incomplete citation of an e-source like “such and such 
an organization has published xdocument on the Web,” it was really up to 
the researcher to track the source down. Some mentioned that they asked 
for help from reference librarians or students in their classes. Some indi- 
cated that they searched online databases to locate e-sources or used jour- 
nals or other readings to track specific sources. 
Citing-E-Sources (Question 7) 
Did scholars use the same rules in their citing decisions for e-sources 
as they did for print sources? Which additional factors might they con- 
sider when citing e-sources? Question 1of this survey asked respondents 
to recall their citing decisions related to their papers in the sample (re- 
sults are reported in the section for Question 1). Question ’7 asked, in 
general: (1)if some factors that are related to e-sources particularly would 
be a consideration in citing decisions, and (2) if a factor was a consideration, 
how it would affect the citing decisions. Table 9 lists the results. 
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TABLE9. 

FACTORSIN CITINGE-SOURCES: 7
RESPONSESTO QUESTION 
A Effect Number  of 
Factors Consideration Tend to Tend Not r e s p o n s e s  
Cite to Cite (N) 
They have current 
information. 82.6% 81.9% 0.7% 149 
They have hyperlinks 
to related information. 59.7% 57.0% 2.7% 149 
It is convenient for 
readers to locate the 
sources. 56.5% 50.3% 6.1% 147 
They may not be 
available later. 53.0% 9.4% 43.6% 149 
This is an article for an 
electronic journal. 43.2% 39.9% 3.4% 148 
It may be difficult for 
readers to locate the 
sources. 40.0% 8.7% 31.3% 150 
This is an article for a 
paper journal. 35.8% 25.2% 10.6% 151 
They are less 
prestigious than tradi- 
tional print sources. 35.4% 6.1% 29.3% 147 
They are not a “real” 
publication. 28.6% 7.5% 21.1% 147 
There must be print 
versions also available. 28.1% 21.2% 6.8% 146 
It is not clear how to cite 
e-sources. 22.3% 7.4% 14.9% 148 
They are visually 
attractive. 10.1% 9.5% 0.7% 148 
-
Note: Factors are listed in descending order of the percentage of responses to “a 
consideration,” that is, 1-% of responses to “not a consideration” in the survey. 
Respondents considered these factors in a variety of ways. Over half 
indicated that they considered the following factors when citing e-sources: 
(1) “They have current information” (82.6 percent); (2) “They have 
hyperlinks to related information” (59.7 percent) ; (3) “It is convenient 
for readers to locate the sources” (56.5 percent); and (4) “They may not 
be available later” (53 percent). Over 40 percent indicated that the fol- 
lowing two factors about e-sources also seemed to affect decisions on  cit- 
ing e-sources: “This is an article for an electronicjournal” (43.2 percent) 
and “It may be difficult for readers to locate the sources” (40 percent). 
Respondents indicated that they seldom considered the factor “They [e- 
sources] are visually attractive” (10.1 percent). 
Respondents also indicated how certain factors affected their citing 
decisions. Their responses show that they tended to cite e-sources because: 
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“They have current information,” “They have hyperlinks to related in- 
formation,” “It is convenient for readers to locate the sources,” and “This 
is an article for an electronic journal.” However, they revealed that they 
tended not to cite e-sources due to poor availability: “They [e-sources] 
may not be available later,” and “It may be difficult for readers to lo- 
cat e .” 
In addition to the factors listed in the questionnaire, some respon- 
dents added other factors. Some of these factors are particularly related 
to e-source format such as: 
if the e-sources “contain material harder to do in print (color, multime- 
dia)” 
if the e-sources “provide improved navigation” 
if the e-sources may “not be available in any other format or elsewhere” 
if there is a “time lag in getting printed source” 
if the e-sources are about “rules, regulations, specifications, governmen- 
tal current information” 
if both ‘:journal and topic are e-source related (audience likely to expect 
very current, electronically sawy, info) .” 
On the other hand, some factors that were not related to e-source format 
were also mentioned. Relevance of content was a major concern, for 
example: “Does it contain information I want to cite?” “Is it about the 
topic?” and “The source influenced my thinking.” Other non-e-source for- 
mat factors include: 
if the e-sources are “by an authority in the field” 
if the “reputation of webmaster of site” is good 
if the e-sources are “edited,” “peer reviewed,” or “refereed papers” 
Evaluation of E-Sourcesfor Research (Question 8) 
Respondents were asked to rate e-sources according to the follow- 
ing features: accessibility, accuracy, authority, availability, consistency, ease 
of use, flexibility, permanence, timeliness, uniqueness, and usefulness. 
The evaluation was on a five point scale: 1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 
4 = very good, and 5 = excellent. The results are summarized in Tables 
10 and 11. 
On the whole, respondents gave a relatively high evaluation to the 
e-sources. However, the rating of each feature of e-sources varied (see 
Table 10). Overall, “timeliness” was rated as the best feature of e-sources 
with a rating close to “very good.” “Ease of use,” “accessibility,” “availabil- 
ity,” “usefulness,” “flexibility,” and “uniqueness” were rated better than 
“good,” while “accuracy,” “authority,” and “consistency” were rated between 
“fair” and “good.” “Permanence” was rated relatively low with a weighted 
rank near “fair.” 
8 
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TABLE10. 

RATINGOF E-SOURCES FOR RESEARCH: TO QUESTION
AS SOURCES RESPONSES 
Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent Total (N)  
Accessibility 5 25 45 41 35 151 
Accuracy 10 55 49 21 9 144 
Authority 15 52 49 20 9 145 
Availability 7 27 39 42 34 149 
Consistency 22 58 47 11 7 145 
Ease of use 5 21 48 34 39 147 
Flexibility 8 24 49 40 20 141 
Permanence 50 61 24 8 3 146 
Timeliness 3 12 31 57 44 147 
Uniqueness 6 34 48 41 17 146 
Usefulness 9 24 45 47 21 146 
Table 11. 

Overall Rank of E-Sources for Research: Responses to Question 8 

Weighted Rank Overall Rank 
Timeliness 3.86 1 
Ease of use 3.55 2 
Accessibility 3.50 3 
Availability 3.46 4 
Usefulness 3.32 5 
Flexibility 3.28 6 
Uniqueness 3.20 7 
Accuracy 2.75 8 
Authority 2.70 9 
Consistency 2.47 10 
Permanence 1.99 11 
Note: 
The features are listed in descending order according to their weighted ranks. 
The scale: 1= poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 4 = very good, 5 = excellent. 
Satisfaction with the Current State of E-Sources for Research (Question 12 and 
Comments) 
Researchers in this study were asked about satisfaction with the cur- 
rent state of Internet-based e-sources for their research (Question 12a), 
which is a very important variable to investigate user behavior. Less than 
one-third of the respondents (31.8 percent) indicated that they were sat- 
isfied while over two-thirds (68.2 percent) were not satisfied. The latter 
group of respondents was then asked to give suggestions for improving 
their use of e-sources for research (Question 12b). Responses to question 
12b and comments about scholarly use of e-sources in general are summa- 
rized below. 
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More Research Sources on the Internet. Some researchers suggested putting 
more research sources on the Internet: “full text print-only journals in 
online form,” “make all journals available on the Web,” “start new, lower- 
priced (free would be best) e-journals,” “more refereed e-journals,” “more 
digitized materials, especially books and older resources,” “more histori- 
cally oriented information resources,” and “more and easier to use statis- 
tical data.” Some noted differences in availability of e-sources in research 
areas in this field: 
“I am actually quite surprised that I haw not located more relevant 
information on my primary research area (impact of Internet-related 
technologies on the profession) through e-sources.” 
“Electronic resources related to human resources are primarily com- 
mercial and of little use in research; this is also somewhat true of 
print resources when compared to other disciplines.. .. ”  
“W’hen I am involved in the history of information science and li- 
braries, it’s difficult for me to find electronic resources. On the con- 
trary, when I am looking for [information about] new technologies 
and [the] Internet-for example, electronic .journals and so on-
electronic sources are good and easv to find.” 
BettPr Stability of E-Sources. The dynamic nature of e-sources makes them 
hard to locate or relocate. Web pages go up and down frequently. This 
may make it difficult for researchers to use, cite, and publish e-sources: 
“The most frustrating aspect of using the Internet seems to me the 
need to verify sources and the inability often to find the same mate- 
rials since they were changed or taken off the Web.” 
“I expect my work tu be read 5 years from now s o  people must be 
able to get to the sources I cite. I cannot be sure that will occur at 
this stage. The main issue I see is permanence, It’s too often the 
case that a site is located, maybe even bookmarked, and then it’s 
gone in a fairly short time.” 
“Must continue to be available for future consultation, otherwise my 
research is compromised.” 
Some respondents gave specific suggestions for better availability of 
e-sources-i.e., “more robust addressing (e.g., URNS instead of URLs) ,” 
“Some assurances of archiving of information,” and “permanence of ac- 
cess to the electronic version of the material.” Some suggested that 
e-sources should be archived in “non obsolescent formats” so that they 
can be reused for a relatively long time period; another researcher sug- 
gested: “We should devise a better method of recording changes and pa- 
per publication of some e-sources.” 
Better Reliability ofE-Sources. Reliability was a concern of many respondents, 
which surfaced in the following ways: (1)who writes the text? (2) is it up- 
to-date? ( 3 ) is it relevant? Sometimes there is not enough information to 
judge the reliability, authority, accuracy, and validity of e-sources. Many 
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respondents mentioned that e-sources promote a “lack of trust”-i.e., any-
one can put anything on the Web, and there is no reliable quality control 
involved. Researchers have to judge the reliability of e-sources themselves: 
“I tend to only use e-sources if they are the electronic version of a 
paper journal. I will also use an e-source if one of the authors has a 
reputation for solid work. Interestingly enough, that reputation is 
typically built via traditional journals.” 
“I use the search engines as a first basis for identifjmg literary quotes 
and historical facts, but I then go to print sources to verify the accu- 
racy....” 
Better Quality of E-Sources. Quality was another major concern of many 
researchers. Many suggested that some sort of refereeing process, evalu- 
ation, or verification would be helpful to improve the current situation, 
and many indicated that researchers have the responsibility to contribute 
more high quality e-sources: 
“When I do locate an e-paper I am always disappointed with the level 
of scholarship. The titles sound so promising but the articles have 
little substance.” 
“In terms of most important-quality of the e-sources-perhaps we 
need to start including a referee process, although I do like the idea 
of more “openness” in electronic publishing. More data and more 
accurate data. There’s a lot of trash on the Web!” 
“The major factor is the quality of the content. It is generally poor.. . .” 
“Improve the quality of the researchers doing the research . . . .We 
need higher standards.” 
“The issues of review, editing etc. that are consistent with current 
forms of publishing should be applied to e-sources.” 
“Scholars must continue to provide high-quality, authoritative mate- 
rial for the Web.” 
“There is too little content on the Web compared to the hype it re- 
ceives. It could be improved if more academics were recognized and 
encouraged to publish e-journals or other refereed publications, per- 
haps as the CIC has suggested.” 
Better Organization of k’:Sources forEff ient  Retrieval. Many researchers called 
for improved ease of use through a better organization of e-sources. Given 
the current state of e-sources, it is hard for researchers to find the way to 
locate them: 
“While there are probably more e-sources than I am aware of for 
cataloging research, I find that Internet-based sources tend to be 
difficult to locate unless you have a specific address. The state of 
indexing and search engines on the Internet tends to make it hard 
to find things, since you often get a lot of False arid duplicate hits. If 
this were improved, I would probably be more likely to use e-sources.” 
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“E-sources are often the most current up-to-date research and case 
study information available, especially on cutting edge topics. How- 
ever, the proliferation of e-resources as well as conference proceed- 
ings makes it difficult to know what’s out there. I’m sure I am miss- 
ing a lot of relevant information for my research.” 
“Access-I have the feeling that I perhaps am not finding appropri- 
ate e-sources because I do not know the best places to look. . . .” 
“Searchingis still a pain if you don’t know the right words to use. Of 
course, this is a problem that has root in indexing.” 
Respondents suggested the following possible ways to improve the 
situation: 
To differentiate scholarly sources from commercial ones. Currently, 
search engines cannot d o  this, so it is hard for users to narrow a search 
to identiq scholarly research work. Some respondents suggested how 
to make this work: 
“An accreditation program for sites that would help winnow the chaff 
(particularly to mark sires that are academic, associated with univer- 
sity and research organizations and that have been peer-evaluated 
and are continually updated and reviewed) ” 
To provide better indexing of e-sources. Comments included “more 
self description of name of site,” “more uniformity among the sites,” 
“E-sources might also want to include some definite keywords on  con- 
tent and subject matter to help search engines retrieve pertinent ma- 
terial.” 
To provide a better structure of e-sources for efficient use. Many re- 
searchers mentioned that a “central repository” o r  at least a central 
access place would be very helpful for better use of e-sources. 
“Would be nice to have one on-line library to access a variety of 
e-sources....” 
“Specialized, research ‘databases’ on WWW c.f. DIALOG” 
MmeStandurds. We need more and better standards that make e-sources more 

usable. In  this survey, respondents mentioned the following standards: 

standardization of content and format, perhaps tending toward some 

standardization of layout and format on Web sites; 

standardization of bibliographic access and descriptive information; 

and 

standardization of citing e-sources and more consistent forms of cita- 

tion. 

Social Noms. Many respondents also mentioned the lack of agreed social 

norms on using, accepting, citing, publishing, and archiving e-sources as 

well as on  recognition of the significance of e-sources in educational ad- 

ministration: 
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“I had no reservations in citing high quality e-sources in my research. 
I had many more reservations about PUBLISHING in an e-source, 
and in fact we very consciously choose NOT to publish in an e-source. 
We believed that our article would be taken less seriously, and would 
have far less visibility if published in a source that had no paper equiva- 
lent, particularly since the e-sources are often not indexed as well as 
the p-sources [print sources]. ...” 
“1.Acceptance as criteria for promotion and tenure. 2. I would like 
to see e-sources be the equivalent to established paper resources in 
terms of prestige. This of course means that they should be sub- 
jected to the same rigor (i.e., review processes) as current printjour- 
nals.” 
“Although I will look at the source and judge it, I cannot be sure that 
reviewers for the journals to which I submit my articles will accept 
online sources as valid.. ..” 
“Some sort of official permanent archive/registry/depository arrange-
ment is needed for student-authored e-sources; some are very valu- 
able, indeed, but when students graduate, their academic institutions 
often terminate the hosting of those documents. Universities need 
to develop more permanent electronic repositories for student work 
(same thing is needed for employee/faculty work, too). This stupid- 
ity is the equivalent of a university burning its students’ masters’ and 
doctoral theses simply because they have graduated and are no longer 
affiliated with the campus, so why should their work take up valuable 
space in the library? If that is unimaginable for print work, why is it 
routine for electronic work?” 
Othm Other possible ways to improve using e-sources included better 
interfaces; awareness services to make new e-sources known to research- 
ers; better solutions for security, copyright, and plagiarism issues; and in- 
expensive training sources for using new technologies. 
CONCLUSION 
This article reports results from a survey of a group of library and 
information science researchers on their use of Internet-based e-sources. 
E-sources have been extensively used as part of the research process. How- 
ever, at this stage, there are a number of obstacles to using e-sources for 
research. The major problems and concerns identified include organiza- 
tion, quality, reliability, and stability of e-sources; access to e-sources in 
special formats; standards on regulating e-sources for research purposes; 
and social norms regarding using, accepting, citing, publishing, archiving, 
and evaluating e-sources. Results also suggest that some factors that are 
related to e-sources particularly are involved in citing decisions. 
Results from this study may not be generalizable to other areas. Nev- 
ertheless, the suggestions for improving scholarly use of e-sources from 
the respondents, who are information professionals with backgrounds in 
information collection, organization, dissemination, and preservation, are 
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very valuable in general for developing electronic scholarship and for pro- 
viding input for decision makers in planning systematic approaches to 
promote scholarly use of e-sources. 
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NOTES 
These e-journals are purely electronic and not electronic spin-offs of print publications. 
The details of the preliminary study are reported in Zhang, Y. (1998). The impact of 
Internet-based electronic resources on formal scholarly communication in the area of 
library and information science: A citation analysis. Journal oJZnformatzon Sczrncr, 24(4), 
241-254. 
The reasons included “toobusy,” “not an e-source user,” “not the senior author” for the 
co-authored papers, and s o  on. 
One completed reply from a non-Internet user was unusable since most survey questions 
did not apply t o  the respondent and were left blank. Other respondents had indicated 
that they would like to participate, but they did not submit their replies. 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIREIN THE SURVEYUSED 
Case ID 	 1234567890~ 
Type wilh e-cilation 
Study 0lStha1;5rly Use of Internet-Bared Electronlc Resources (asources) 
Derlnltionat e.saurces.1.n this sludy: 
In this stucy. Internel-based slndronic resouroes (e-sources)refer lo sources which can be available via W e b  bicw~er 
ftp. gopher, telnel, lislsnrv email ard any other network tools or protocols. 
Qunstians relatadto your paper; 
A Haw dld you become pwwe of the e-some cited in your paper? (Please circle ALL the numbers UlSl apply.) 
e-sourcm 1 	 [ list the first e-citation here ] 

By personalcommunications.......................................................................... 1 

At a seminar or conference....................... 

Followed up referencesin a printeds o u r a  , .............................................. 3 

Followed~p references in an e-source .............................................................. 4 

A hyperlink from anolhere-sourw .................................................. 5 

A self authored wuih .............. ......................................... . 6 

Used Internetsearchengines(e.g. Yahoo, AttaVistata.
etc.). ........................ 7 

Browsed some online sites re .................................................. B 

Subscribed to mailing list9 or newsgroups .................... . . . . . .  u 

Found by co-auihor .......................................................................... 10 

Other (specify) 

Can not recall ....................................................................... 11 

e-source2 	 [ list thc second e-clatian here 1 

.I I 

la .  Dld you uk6 my+e-sources during the research that werenotcited in this paper? 
(Please circle ONE number.) 
Yes................................................................. I 

No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 +{SKIPTOQ.Z) 

Can not rRwll 
0 For what reasons were the scurtes notcited? (PIRRS.5 Cjrce ALL ;hat app!y.) 
Iwould have cited them ifthey were Print, ...................... ........... 1 

Can not recall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .................. 3 + (SKIP TO P.2) 

Other (spactfy) 

Iwould not have cited them even if lhey were print ....................... 
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Your use of e-sources 
How many years have you been using the Internet (including ernail)? (Please fillin Iha number o f y e a m )  
-YeaW 
How would you rate your abillty to use Internet? (Please circle ONE numberclosest 10yOurlevel.) 
No use at all .................................................... .................... O +  (SKIPTOQ.5) 

Beg'nner ....................................................................................... 1 

Below average ............................................... 2 

Average. . . . .  ............... ................................... 
 3 
Above average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 4  
Expert . .  ............................. 5 
How frequentlydo you use the following Internel tools an& resources? 
pease  circle ONE number closest to the frequency of use of EACH tool or resoulce ) 
less 
often 
than or two or two or 
nearly three about three almo51 
Email - 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Mailing list (Listsew) 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Newsgroup a 1 2 3 4 5 , 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Gopher 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Telnet 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Ftp 
Web browfer 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Online database (e g OPACS, Dialog etc) 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Internet search engines (e g Yahoo, Alta Vista, etc) 0 _1 	 2 3 4 5 
5 .  	 Where do you get access to the following Internet tools and resources? (Please circle ALL that apply in EACH ROW.) 
At 
No public 
expen- At At site in No 
Files in POStscriPt ( .us)  f 
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6 .  How do you identify e-sources for your feSearch? 
Please cimle ALL lhal apply, 
rank those circled in order of how frequenily you use them (1 most frequently used) 
Circle all that apply Rank order 
Your citing e-sources: 
7. There are many factors involved in citing decisions. E s the criteria you use in citing print sources 
(such as actual quality and relevance, etc.), what additlonal factors do you consider in citing e-sources 
and their effects for your citing decision? (P/ease addmore factors ifnotiisied; circle ONE number forEACH ROW.) 
~-~ 
consideration tend to cite tend not lo cite 
2 
e) The are visusll attraEtive. 0 1 2 
g) They have hyperlinks to related information. 0 1 2 
1 h) It IS not clear how to cite e-sources. _ _  . I 0 I 1 2 I 
D 1 2 
0 1 2 
k) This is an alticAefor,a paper journal. I 0 1 2 
I) This is an article for an electronic journal 0 1 2 
01) Other 1 (specify) 1 2 
02) Other 2 (specify) 1 2 
Your evaluation of e-sources: 
8. How would you rate e-sources on each of the following features as Sources for your research? 
(Please circle ONE number Correspondingto the scale for EACH feature.) 
Accessibility 1 . 2 3 4 5 
Accuracy 
Authority 
Availability 
.~~~ 
.... 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 __ 
Consistency 1 2 3 4 5 
Ease of use 1 2 3 4 5 
Flexibility 1 2 3 4 5 
Permanence 1 2 3 4 5 
Timeliness 1 2 3 __ 4 5 
Uniqueness 1 2 3 4 5 
Usefulness 1 2 3 4 5 
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Other: 
Since we know that age and gender may be related to use oftechnologies, would you please answer the fOllDWing 
lwo ouestions? 
9 Your age on your last birthday (Please rill m a huo-digit number) __ 
10 Your gender (Please ciicle a number) 
Male 1 
Female 2 
11. Would you please lisl your primary research inlerests? 
128 Are you satisfied wtth the current state of e-sourcesas sources lor your psei rch7 
Yes l + (SKIPTOQ13)  
No 2 
b What are the post imporlanJthlngs you would suggest may improve your use of e-sourcas for-! 
13 We would appreciate any further comments you may have regarding Internet-based %sourcB8 for research 
(Please attach an additionalsheet nnecessary) 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATIONI 
Piease return the COmQleted questionnaire in the enclosed portage-paid BnV'3lOpe to: 
Yin Zhang 

Graduate School of Library and InformationScience 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

601 E.Daniel Street 

Champaign. IL 61820 

If you are interested in the results of the survey. please viail httpllgaia lis uiuc edu:20091surveyl 
at the end of April, 1998. Piease use your Case 10for the BCCBSS. 
The Human Element in the Virtual Library 
LAVERNAM. SAUNDERS 
ABSTRACT 
THISARTICLE INTRODUCES THE CONCEPT of the virtual library and also 
explores how the increasing reliance on computers and digital informa- 
tion has affected library users and staff. In particular, technology has cre- 
ated an expectation for full-text information delivered to the desktop at 
the user’s convenience. As the technologies used by libraries have evolved, 
library jobs, organizational structures, and working conditions have 
changed. Some facets of the virtual library present challenges to the in- 
tellectual, social, and physical needs of adults and children. In the midst 
of technological change, the traditional library mission of service and ac- 
cess is still relevant, and librarians are needed more than ever before to 
help users cope with changing technologies and to humanize the virtual 
library. 
INTRODUCTION 
Libraries are part of society and reflect changes that take place in 
that society. At the close of the twentieth century, electronic technology 
has permeated all facets of daily life. Digital clocks have become standard 
in cars, microwaves, VCRs, cable boxes, and even thermostats. Schools 
teach keyboarding instead of typing. The personal computer is more af- 
fordable than ever before, and some companies offer an option for peri- 
odic upgrades assuring, for a price, that the machine will never become 
obsolete. Radio and television commercials now include a Web address as 
a basic means of contacting a company. Changes such as these have af- 
fected people in developed countries worldwide. 
Laverna M. Saunders, Library, Instructional and Learning Support, Salem State College, 
Salem, MA 01970 
LIBRARY TRENDS, Vol. 47, No. 4, Spring 1999, pp. 771-787 
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Over this decade, technological change has been the dominant force 
reshaping libraries. It has affected all aspects of technical and public ser- 
vices, administrative functions, and organizational structures in every type 
of library. In the process of adapting rapidly and repeatedly to increas- 
ingly more complex technologies, users and staff have experienced physi- 
cal and emotional stress. The same technology that has enabled rapid 
communication and information transfer around the globe has challenged 
the traditions and values of the people who use, and those who work in, 
libraries. 
Speaking at a Library Information and Technology Association (LITA) 
program in 1990, Charles McClure gave a daunting list of challenges fac- 
ing network users, among which were inadequate education and training, 
lack of technical standards, complex or unknown procedures, insufficient 
or uneven network capacity, unreliability of data transmision, poor docu- 
mentation, inadequate directories, and insufficient connectivity (in 
Saunders, 1992, p. 69). Many of these concerns have now been resolved 
through widespread use of the Internet and Web, greater adherence to, 
and use of, standards such as TCP/IP (transport control protocol/Internet 
protocol) and HTTP (hypertext transport protocol), and the availability 
of more powerful and affordable computers with telecommunications ac- 
cess. It seems that technological issues have been easier to solve than 
human issues. Education and training, for example, are continuing prob- 
lems as technology changes and as new generations of users come to the 
library. 
DEFINING THE VIRTUAL LIBRARY 
During the 199Os, the term “virtual library” became a standard way of 
describing libraries that offer access to digital information using a variety 
of networks including the Internet and World Wide Web. Other phrases 
that have been used interchangeably with virtual library are “library with- 
out walls,” “electronic library,” or “digital library.” Martin (1992) referred 
to the virtual library as a concept of information housed electronically 
and deliverable without regard to its location or time. Gapen (1993) pre- 
sented a holistic sense of the virtual library with the definition, “ofremote 
access to the contents and services of libraries and other information 
sources, combining an on-site collection of current and heavily used ma- 
terials in both print and electronic form, with an electronic network which 
provides access to,and delivery from, external worldwide library and com- 
mercial information and knowledge sources” (p. 1).According to Gapen, 
the virtual library creates a synergy for users by bringing together techno- 
logically the resources of numerous libraries and information services. 
Essentially, the virtual library is a metaphor for the networked library (von 
Wahlde, 1993, p. 38). 
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In the early stages of development, libraries focused on providing 
dial-up access to online public access catalogs (OPACs). In 1992, the 
Internet-Accessible Library Catalogs and Databases, compiled by Art St. 
George and Ron Larsen, listed a total of 92 libraries in the United States 
and 107libraries outside the United States (Saunders & Mitchell, 1996, p. 
4). In 1995, HITELNET listed 677 U. S. libraries and consortia (Saunders, 
1995,p. 4). By 1997, Web access was pervasive, and Peter Scott found that 
he could not continue to maintain HYTELNET (http://library.usask.ca/ 
hytelnet),which included an extensive list of libraries worldwide with links 
to their catalogs. Even in its static format, HYTELNET averaged more 
than 5,000 hits per day in August 1998 according to a statistical chart at 
the site. Most libraries now have a home page that links to local informa- 
tion, electronic bibliographic and full-text databases, and the library’s 
online system. 
USERS’EXPECTATIONS 
Digital technology has changed people’s concept of time. Because 
computers retrieve and process information rapidly, users expect speed 
in all aspects of their lives, including their transactions with the library. 
According to Metz (1990), peoples’ experiences with technology in every- 
day life outside the library have changed their expectations for libraries: 
“The modern user knows it is possible to use an automatic teller card 
across the country to obtain cash; to change airline and hotel reservations 
from a car phone; and to fax a copy of an article to Australia. Is it any 
wonder that our users get frustrated when they can’t get what they want 
when they want it?” (p. 31). 
This transition has occurred over the last fifteen years, with the evolu- 
tion of library technology running parallel with technological change gen- 
erally. The online catalog gave users flexibility in using keywords and 
combining terms. When the online system went down, users waited for it 
to come back up instead of going to a card catalog or microfiche format. 
Then, when users discovered the speed and ease-of-use of searching bib- 
liographic databases on CD-ROM, they used print indexes reluctantly and 
only when an electronic version did not exist. Such behavior patterns 
have continued and expanded to the point where users expect full-text 
content delivered over the Internet to a workstation in their home or 
office. As libraries increase the menu of electronic resources, users de- 
mand even more. Tenopir (1997) reflected on society’s expectation for 
instant gratification when she stated, “the TV/Nintendo/fast food gen- 
eration expects more and wants it faster. A two-week lag time for interli- 
brary loan doesn’t cut it anymore” (p. 39). 
On the positive side, the Internet as the primary infrastructure for 
the virtual library enables searchers to investigate resources such as elec- 
tronic papers, news groups, and e-mail discussions that were not accessible 
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in the past. In many ways, the Internet has changed the way students and 
scholars do research. According to Doran (1996), “pre-computerized, 
pre-networked searching restricted people to a largely linear approach, 
whereby topics and sources had to be examined sequentially in fixed for- 
mats and locations. But the Internet is omnidirectional, geographically 
and chronologically. Separate categories of sources and differences in 
format are merging” (p. 8). 
A popular misconception has developed, however, that one can find 
any needed information over the Internet without going to a library. While 
an extensive volume of information exists on the Internet, a correspond- 
ing amount of time is required to search and sift for the quality that has 
traditionally been associated with printed books and journals. Doran 
(1996) has concluded that the Internet affirms how the theory and prac- 
tice of traditional librarianship are still relevant. Left to their own de- 
vices, students would not “think to use a print index in tandem with an 
online database” (p. 10). Librarians cannot be sure that students will go 
the extra mile and do credible research. Partnerships with teachers are 
more necessary in the virtual library than ever before to design learning 
experiences that require multiple formats and critical thinking. 
DEMOCRATIZATIONF ACCESS 
Initially the focus of the virtual library was to aid scholars by organiz- 
ing information on national networks (Turner, 1990). The term “scholars 
workstation” came into vogue, and research libraries collaborated with 
the Coalition for Networked Information (CNI), CAUSE, and Educom to 
create “the virtual library, in which scholars working at their desks have 
access through networks to a vast range of electronic information re- 
sources” (von Miahlde, 1993, p. 29). Research universities and their li- 
braries were ideally positioned to provide leadership in automation ven- 
tures and in developing Internet search tools. For example, MELVYL and 
CARL-two of the pioneering library automation initiatives-were devel-
oped by and for the research library communities in California and Colo- 
rado, respectively. These ventures were among the first to develop large 
union catalogs and then supplement bibliographic access to books with 
tables of contents services and indexes to journal articles. Concurrently, 
information technologists at other research institutions developed tools 
to make access to the Internet easier for nontechnical people to use. 
Among the systems created were the following (Hahn, 1996): 
Archie McGill University 1989 
Pine (e-mail system) University of Washington 1989 
Gopher University of Minnesota 1991 
Veronica University of Nevada, Reno 1992 
Lynx University of Kansas 1992 
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Jughead University of Utah 1993 
Mosaic University of Illinois 1993 
The Internet was developed by the U. S. Department of Defense and 
the National Science Foundation (NSF) and used initially by scientists, 
the military, and computer programmers. Projects such as the Center for 
Electronic Texts in the Humanities (CETH), the Scholarly Communica- 
tions Project, and digital library initiatives such as the American Memory 
Project at the Library of Congress, created content for scholars in the 
humanities and social sciences. As more academic areas found research 
and communication value in the Internet, interest grew and expanded 
throughout academe. Libraries were among the early adopters, and li- 
brarians were change agents in the process of educating faculty about the 
resources available on the Internet. Public libraries and K-12 schools soon 
joined in the process, using the Internet connections at nearby universi- 
ties. 
Initiatives by the federal government continued the spread of the 
Internet into communities. The National Information Infrastructure (NII) 
was driven by the vision of Vice President Al Gore who was quoted as 
wanting a rural Tennessee child to be able to have remote access to the 
Library of Congress. The High Performance Computing and Communi- 
cations Act of 1991 (P. L. 102-194) supported the development of the 
National Research and Education Network (NREN) . Later legislation, 
such as the National Information Infrastructure Act of 1993, provided 
grant support for expanding Internet access through state and commu- 
nity networks which linked colleges and universities, public libraries, 
healthcare facilities, and K-12 systems. Use of the Internet was popular- 
ized at this time in the media with articles and cartoons illustrating the 
metaphor of the “information superhighway.” 
Several landmark developments facilitated the use of the Internet by 
the public and concurrently created additional demands on libraries. In 
its Windows 95 software package, Microsoft added a graphical user inter- 
face (GUI) that enabled easy point-and-click access to applications. Around 
the same time, CERN, the European particle physics consortium, adapted 
the World Wide Web that Tim Berners-Lee had developed during the 
early 1990s to help people use the Internet with expanded graphical capa- 
bilities. These systems facilitated the convergence of digital information, 
personal computers, and simpler graphical use. 
Business and computer companies recognized the potential for using 
the Internet in new ways. In order to meet the demand for public access, 
a number of companies such as Oracle, America Online, CompuServe, 
and Prodigy became Internet service providers (ISPs). Microsoft licensed 
the Web browser Mosaic and bundled it into the Windows 95 package as 
Microsoft Internet Explorer. A majority of Web users preferred Netscape’s 
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Navigator as a browser. Search engines such as Yahoo!, Alta Vista, Lycos, 
Webcrawler, Excite, and InfoSeek proliferated. Business found that the 
Web offered a convenient place for advertising and marketing. 
In an effort to extend the Internet and its potential for helping chil- 
dren to learn, many communities promoted projects to wire schools. An 
amendment to the Telecommunications Act of 1996 authorized subsidies 
for Internet connectivity for libraries and schools. Although libraries an- 
ticipated benefits such as discounted rates, the telecommunications com- 
panies resisted their implementation. Individual states and school dis- 
tricts continue to support local wiring projects that will connect schools 
and libraries to the Internet. 
HUMANISSUES 
While research and academic libraries supporting scholars have con- 
tributed to the infrastructure and content of the virtual library, the extent 
of benefit has been much broader. Children in schools and public librar- 
ies are now able to search databases and electronic encyclopedias, com- 
municate by e-mail, compare notes with others in chat rooms, and play 
games with network users anywhere on the planet. Projects such as “key 
pals”-similar to pen pals-are beneficial to children because they de- 
velop awareness of life in other countries and cultures, promote commu- 
nication and writing skills, and in some cases facilitate practice with an- 
other language. 
The pressure to use computers has also filtered down to the preschool 
population, and families are purchasing computers for children who can- 
not read yet. Perhaps the pendulum has even swung too far, as research-
ers in early child development advocate that children can be damaged 
psychologically and physically by spending too much time alone at a com- 
puter when they should be playing outdoors and participating in activities 
with other children and family (Healey, 1998). 
Many adults do not want children to have access to those Internet 
sites that contain sexually explicit or other offensive content. At the fed- 
eral level, Congress passed the Communications Decency Act in 1996, 
mandating fines and jail sentences for Internet content providers who 
distributed indecent materials to minors. In 1997, the U. S. Supreme 
Court ruled that the act was unconstitutional on the grounds that it was 
too broad and lacked the precision that the First Amendment requires 
when a statute regulates the content of speech. In some cities, including 
Boston, Austin, and Seattle, the city government has decreed that public 
libraries must install filtering software to block objectionable sites from 
children (Schuyler, 1997). The American Library Association (ALA) has 
actively protested against filters, believing them unacceptable censorship. 
Preferring a proactive approach, ALA offers advice to families on 
, responsible use of the Internet by children (http://www.ala.org). The 
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controversy over filters and First Amendment rights continues to be an 
issue for schools and public libraries and parallels the longstanding issues 
that libraries have confronted on the censorship of print materials. Fami- 
lies who allow children unsupervised use of the Internet also have deci- 
sions to make about the issue. The Internet brings into the home or 
library images that would not have been purchased or promoted in a 
print format. 
Other social problems such as hate mail, stalking, and harassment 
have been encountered on the Internet. A 1997 survey of 400 colleges 
discovered that two-thirds of the institutions had incidents of sexual ha- 
rassment by computer; 60 percent reported that student computer ac- 
counts had been used without permission; half found damage or menac- 
ing acts by hackers; and 37 percent said that students had been the vic- 
tims of electronic hate messages. In half of the schools, students had 
downloaded pornographic texts or pictures into the computers in their 
dormitory rooms (“Electronic Harassment, Growing Problem in Colleges,” 
1998). Most academic libraries that offer graphical access to the Web 
through their online systems must deal with these same problems. While 
students must sign an Acceptable Use Policy (ACP) to get an e-mail ac- 
count on the campus network, they usually do not have to sign one to 
have access to the library system. Community users likewise present chal- 
lenges because they do not sign an AUP either. Libraries need policies 
that protect minors and outline the consequences for system abuse. 
Astudy by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University has identified a 
statistically significant trend: the more time that the individuals studied 
spent at their computer terminals, the more depressed and lonely they 
were at the end of the experiment (Adler, 1998). Despite the many social 
benefits of the Internet as a means to connect people with each other 
through e-mail, chat rooms, and discussion groups, excessive use tends to 
foster social isolation, depression, and loneliness. 
Studies by MIT psychologist Sherry Turkle (1995) also warn of the 
dangers of becoming too enamored of computers and the Internet. The 
language used by technologists has migrated into our daily speech pat- 
terns, and “we are learning to see ourselves as plugged-in technobodies” 
(p. 177). She believes that computer-mediated communication can affect 
one’s ability to relate to other people. Both children and adults who are 
lonely and isolated like computers because “it can feel like somebody is 
always there, always ready, always responsive, but without the responsibil- 
ity of having to deal with another person” (Turkle, 1984, p. 146). Role- 
playing games, such as MUDS, are particularly seductive because they al- 
low individuals to live in cyberspace with a persona that may be more 
interesting and satisfying than one’s real life. 
Research on Internet and computer use has implications for libraries 
as a warning to librarians to monitor the behavior of frequent users who 
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may monopolize a terminal in a public lab or those staff who may seem to 
be growing more withdrawn as they work. Ideally, each job should have a 
variety of tasks so that staff can get away from terminals for an adequate 
amount of time for physical movement. Staff who seem to spend exces- 
sive amounts of time “playing on the Internet” need to be counseled about 
job productivity and responsibility. To a large extent, the need to sub- 
scribe to some professional listservs has added to the responsibility of re- 
viewing professional literature and staying current in the field. The di- 
lemma is that more time is required to scan through hundreds of mes- 
sages to determine which are useful, which should be saved or printed, 
and which can be deleted. Some staff find that it takes a minimum of two 
hours per dayjust to keep up with their e-mail, and this does have a nega- 
tive impact on time management and productivity. 
Some corporations have developed policies prohibiting use of the 
Internet and e-mail during specified hours in order to minimize the loss 
of productivity. Software monitors are also available that report the time 
each employee spends online. Such “big brother” approaches impinge 
on individual privacy and contribute to a hostile working environment. 
Ideally, staff should be able to contribute to the expectations of the job 
and discuss the relationship of Internet use and productivity with their 
supervisors. 
ORGANIZATIONAI,CHANGE 
As libraries and their parent organizations have wired buildings, cam- 
puses, schools, and corporations for network access, organizations and 
jobs have changed. Ready access to information and people challenges 
old hierarchies and reporting structures. According to Sproull and Kiesler 
(1991), networked communications have the potential to influence the 
overall work environment and the capabilities of employees to foster new 
task structures and reporting relationships, to encourage broader partici- 
pation and involve more people in the decision-making processes, or at 
least in consultation. In other words, the “networked organization” sup- 
ports a more collegial team-based work environment with direct commu- 
nication through all levels. 
In 1993, von Wahlde spoke of the networked library in the future 
tense. She stated that the keys to transform the library are making net- 
working technology available to everyone in the organization and encour- 
aging people to use it. She also stated that “new organizational structures 
cannot be created until there are new approaches to providing services” 
(p. 30). She predicted that “innovative ways of using technology to trans- 
form traditional services or develop new services may not result in a change 
in the actual structure of an organization but, rather, a change in how 
people work, both with co-workers and clients. The way we work will also 
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be influenced by the increasing interrelatedness of library operations in 
an electronic, networked environment” (pp. 30-31). 
Throughout the decade, libraries have experimented with organiza- 
tional structures. Following the trend in business, some libraries have 
created functional work teams and others have eliminated traditional hi- 
erarchies and moved to flat organizations. Which model works best de- 
pends on the culture of the institution and the willingness of individuals 
to support the structure that is established. The concept of the networked 
organization breaks down if key staff do not participate. Despite the avail- 
ability of technology, effectiveness within the organization is still depen- 
dent upon human factors such as leadership, collegiality, cooperation, 
and a universally accepted service philosophy. 
At the end of the 199Os, most staff in libraries use computers as an 
essential work tool. In many places the job specifications for civil service 
employees have not changed to reflect the increasingly more complex 
requirements and expectations for clerical and paraprofessional positions. 
A desirable employee can do word processing, can design and manipulate 
spreadsheets, may know how to create a database, is familiar with the 
Internet and is willing to use e-mail regularly, and can switch from one 
system to another and remember the searching protocols for each. Fur- 
ther, such an individual is not afraid to do basic troubleshooting when 
something does not work. The best employees experiment to find new 
ways to use the capacity of their networked workstations to solve work 
problems and improve efficiency or effectiveness. In the frequent cases 
when a new hire does not have these skills, in-service training is necessary. 
Release time for staff to attend workshops and upgrade skills is mandatory 
because it benefits the organization as well as the individual. 
One of the great ironies of formal personnel systems such as those in 
state and city governments is that library work is not perceived as a tech- 
nological field. In most cases, the staff who maintain computer systems 
receive the greatest compensation. After that come the staff who work 
with media and instructional equipment. Last, and lowest on the pay 
scale, are library workers. Technological change has affected all of these 
categories and almost all staff work with computers and information in 
digital format. Library staff often have the greatest stress of the three 
categories because they have more direct user contact. One of the chal- 
lenges yet to be addressed is the reassessment of the value of library work 
in the technological environment. 
Librarians, similarly, have to stay current with the technology and with 
strategies to manage change and supervise staff who may have greater 
technological skills than they. Woodsworth (1998) discovered that em- 
ployers look for recent library school graduates who can display their home 
pages on the Web, have traditional information management competence 
but can use that competence in high-end technological environments, 
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and who can manage information to improve decision-making across the 
organization. A position announcement, in1998, for an academic librar- 
ian included such required qualifications as experience with a networked 
computing environment, development of electronic delivery of services, 
Web searching and Web page development, knowledge of HTML, devel- 
opment and delivery of technology-oriented instruction, experience in 
reference services, and knowledge of information sources in a variety of 
formats. There seems to be a need for professionals who can do every- 
thing that was required in the past plus demonstrate mastery of the new 
technology and its applications. 
Library schools now provide continuing education programs to help 
practicing librarians improve their knowledge of information technology. 
The Palmer School of Library and Information Science at Long Island 
University, for example, helps librarians to develop competence in Internet 
applications, search engines, evaluation of searches, digital library services, 
and electronic resources. It has also developed a new program on leading 
and managing change that involves concepts such as training trainers, 
working collaboratively with outside agencies, and treating users as cus- 
tomers (Woodsworth, 1998). The concept of lifelong learning has be- 
come popular, and librarians across the organization need opportunities 
and support to stay current. 
Listservs have provided another avenue for staff at all levels to ex- 
change ideas with peers around the world. Paraprofessional staff, for ex- 
ample, benefit from the ideas shared on LibSup-L, a listserv based at the 
University of Washington and dedicated to their concerns. One of the 
earliest library listservs, PACS-L, was initiated in 1991 at the University of 
Houston, from which it is still functioning (pacs-l@listserv.uh.edu). 
Listservs are invaluable for the posting of questions and receipt of quick 
answers. They have facilitated decision-making and communication for 
many. Listservs and e-mail have also helped librarians in single-person 
operations or remote areas feel connected to the profession. The con- 
cept of virtual communities (Rheingold, 1994) is personified by the nu- 
merous ways that library staff connect through the Internet. 
Telecommuting is one of the trends in business that has potential for 
some library employees. Telecommuting allows for certain functions to 
be performed at home or off site with contact maintained through e-mail. 
Reference by e-mail can be done wherever a collection of resources is 
located. Similarly, cataloging can be done remotely as long as materials 
are transported and telecommunications to a bibliographic utility are avail- 
able. For the most part, telecommuting has not been widely adopted be- 
cause collections and services are interrelated and integral to the mission 
of the library. Exceptions may be made for individual staff to perform 
specific tasks from home during a medical or family leave. These cases 
are not the norm, however. 
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Technology has also created new jobs and eliminated others. Posi-
tions such as Web master, electronic resources librarian, distance learning 
librarian, and information literacy librarian did not exist prior to the inte- 
gration of the Web into library services. With the growing need to assist 
users in the operation of a computer system and to find electronic con- 
tent, the public services area has expanded. Concurrently, some libraries 
have reduced their technical services staff by outsourcing specific acquisi- 
tions and cataloging tasks to book jobbers who subcontract with service 
bureaus. Another form ofjob redesign is the formation of partnerships 
between staff in information technology, instructional media, and teach- 
ing faculty. This “dream team” approach has been effective in producing 
online teaching modules for students to access on campus and from re- 
mote locations (see http://www.ohiolink.net/) . 
TECHNOSTRESS 
Because changing technology has affected library organizations, job 
definitions, and required skills, it has contributed to a challenging work 
environment for staff. At various periods during system migrations or 
upgrades, staff have had to continue to be productive and provide service 
while using unstable computer systems. The virtual library evolved over a 
period of years, and staff who worked through wiring projects, network 
development, and numerous upgrades carry emotional baggage that is 
sometimes revealed in cynicism and negativity. 
In 1984, Craig Brod identified a condition called technostress as ‘<a 
modern disease of adaptation caused by an inability to cope with the new 
computer technologies in a healthy manner” (p. 16). School librarian 
Sandra Champion (1988) extrapolated from Brod’s work when she iden- 
tified a number of symptoms of technostress in the library environment: 
anxiety, denial, resistance, technophobia, panic, conflict, mental fatigue, 
intolerance, perfectionism, and physical discomforts. These symptoms are 
indicators of such fears as losing autonomy, losing promotional opportu- 
nities, losing control over work environment, being isolated, loss of free- 
dom and privacy, intimidation by documentation, and inability to keep up 
with rapid change. 
More than twenty years after Brod’s work, psychologist Weil and edu- 
cator Rosen (1997) described the more subtle impact of technology on 
our lives in terms of irritation from pagers and cellular phones, the feel- 
ing that we should be able to work as fast as our computers, the sense that 
we never have enough time, and the feeling of being behind because we 
cannot surf the Web as well as our children (p. viii) . Countering Brod’s 
definition of technostress as a disease, Weil and Rosen define it “as any 
negative impact on attitudes, thoughts, behaviors, or body physiology that 
is caused either directly or indirectly by technology” (p. 5). 
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Marshall Keys (1998), executive director of NELINET, predicted that 
the technostress experienced by librarians will soon be felt by users in the 
form of “info rage” (p.7). He states that the positive aspects of technology 
allow librarians to achieve things never dreamed of a few years ago. Now 
our users have come to expect more of libraries and will possibly turn to 
anger and violence if denied what they want. The opportunity for librar- 
ians at this time is to help users understand the difference between what 
they want and what they need online. 
Another author who works in the information technology field (Willner, 
1998) expressed the same phenomenon: “we are now synchronized to 
Internet time, expected to change our data representations and our tool 
sets as frequently as we change our clothes” (p. 54). He states in a matter- 
of-Fact manner that frequent changes in moving from one word processing 
format to another and one typesetting format to another have a negative 
impact on productivity and produce a loss of information in the translation. 
The goal that most institutions have been striving for is a computer 
on every person’s desktop and a three-year replacement cycle. Even in 
this best case scenario, standards are decided by a systems or technology 
department, and staff have littje control over what technology they use, 
little training on how to use it, and little respite from the constant stream 
of information and innovation (Weil8c Rosen, 1997, p. 176). The top five 
complaints of employees surveyed by Weil and Rosen are: system prob- 
lems, computer errors, the time it takes to learn new technology, the real- 
ity that time-saving technology seems to end up requiring more work rather 
than less work, and the fact that technology is always changing too fast to 
keep up (p. 178). 
Another term applied to the anxiety experienced by those whose work 
has become dependent upon computers is “computerphobia.” In most 
libraries, online catalogs are now the norm, but users unfamiliar with the 
new technology still ask for the card catalog. It is embarrassing and frus- 
trating when faculty assign students to use the card catalog, which, if it 
exists at all, is not maintained. While staff presume that students need to 
use the online system, which usually has links to online databases and 
Internet resources, and not a nonexistent or out-of-date card catalog, it is 
difficult to second guess a faculty member who may not have visited the 
library since the online system was introduced. For some authors, the 
card catalog is symbolic or representative of an era of quality research. 
They believe that computers do not provide the same intellectual process, 
and that card catalogs in particular are cultural icons (Baker, 1994). An 
artistic statement celebrating the value of the card catalog can be found 
in the new San Francisco Public Library where catalog cards were 
decoupaged to the walls. Perhaps this is intended to provide a familiar 
and comfortable reminder of the past or homage to our print heritage. 
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ERGONOMICS 
Staff and users working in the virtual library often sit in front of com- 
puters for extended periods of time. Beginning with the time that librar- 
ies were converting card catalogs to online format, staff have become more 
aware of physical problems resulting from intense computer use. Eye strain, 
neck pain, and repetitive strain injuries (e.g., carpal tunnel syndrome) 
have affected numerous computer users. Ergonomics is the term for the 
field of study that considers human performance and well-being in rela- 
tion to the job, the equipment, and the environment. As applied to the 
library environment, ergonomics includes the safety and health of both 
staff and users, their comfort, and their productivity and efficiency. 
As libraries have expanded the installation of computers, they have 
had to invest in workstation furniture that allows the proper placement of 
computer monitor, keyboard, mouse, and document holders. Chairs used 
for computer work should have adjustable height and back support and 
should be on wheels for ease of movement. Accessories may include anti- 
glare screens that fit over the computer display glass and footrests that 
reduce stress. In libraries in which staff take turns sharing a common 
workstation (OCLC terminals, for example), adjustable chairs are a ne- 
cessity. These chairs will also wear out faster because many individuals use 
them. Allowing staff to customize their individual workspace to fit their 
physical needs supports their willingness to adapt to changing technology 
and improves their productivity. 
Too often the public computer areas are the last spaces to be up- 
graded. Lacking funds for replacement, libraries usually recycle reading 
room tables as computer workstations. Inevitably these tables are too high, 
and their matching oak chairs are too low. These furnishings do not en- 
courage users to do research for long periods of time. As libraries have 
the opportunity to construct electronic classrooms, they must include the 
cost of appropriate furniture. Likewise, as K-12 libraries incorporate com- 
puters, they need furniture that allows children of different ages to be 
comfortable. 
A secondary consideration in the arrangement of computers is the 
need for variety and privacy. Selected workstations may be arranged for 
express service with stand-up only access. Work areas with a place for 
books and papers may be needed in computer labs. The distance to net- 
worked printers and the ease of using debit-card printers also need to be 
factored into the arrangement of furniture. Librarians who supervise labs 
and electronic resource areas also need to be able to see users who need 
assistance. Finally, some users will want privacy to view content which 
others may consider offensive. Anticipating the needs of individual users 
and organizing public computer areas accordingly will minimize complaints 
and problems. 
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ASSESSMENT 
Many variables determine whether the virtual library is a positive good 
to society or whether it is a fad, moving libraries away from their true 
purpose, or whether it is a mixture of the two. Postman (1992) cautions 
against viewing computers or machines as having human attributes and, 
conversely, expecting people to perform like machines. He questions the 
value of automating processes for efficiency when the more appropriate 
question is whether the proceses are necessary or important (p. 114). 
Asking big-picture questions is an appropriate way to begin to assess 
and plan where libraries should go from here. What are we doing? What 
should we be doing? What should we be doing next? What should we not 
be doing? Next come strategic questions that identify environmental con- 
ditions, competitors, and possible partners. Librarians should create a list 
of values and identify a mission statement that everyone can support. 
Tennant (1998) advises us “to talk with experts in other professions, read 
nonlibrary journals, and query users. We need to think imaginatively, by 
first throwing out our common assumptions and frames of reference and 
then brainstorming possible solutions” (p. 33). 
Stating that “the dominant ethic of librarianship is service” (p. 8 ) ,  
Crawford and Gorman (1995) pose the following question which can be 
used in assessing the concept of the virtual library: “How will this change 
improve the service that this library gives?” Another way to approach the 
matter is to transpose the question: “What is the level of service that this 
librarywill offer if it does not change?” If libraries do not adapt to techno- 
logical change and offer new services, users might judge them obsolete 
and irrelevant. 
As libraries change, librarians need to continue to explore new as- 
sessment measures. We have moved away from the purely quantitative 
measures of the ownership model. In the access environment, other mea- 
sures, such as user satisfaction, must be considered. The latest library 
accreditation standards from the New England Association of Schools and 
Colleges (1992), for example, acknowledge the role of access and services 
to remote learners and require libraries to document how they meet the 
following: “Through the institution’s ownership or guaranteed access, suf- 
ficient collections and services are readily accessible to students wherever 
programs are located or however they are delivered” (p. 23). Additional 
internal evaluation factors suggested by von Wahlde (1993) include ease 
of use; downtime and response time of the network; turnaround time for 
document delivery; and availability, accuracy, and usefulness of the infor- 
mation (p. 34). 
STRATEGIES AND SURVIVALFOR SUCCESS 
The impact of technology in creating the virtual library has produced 
a challenging work environment. Change, technostress, and ergonomic 
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issues must be addressed in a positive and responsible manner. Those 
conditions will not go away and may even escalate. The human response 
to technology demands a personal approach involving honesty, respect, 
and creativity. 
Managers and staff need to be sensitive to the personal needs of 
individuals through the evolutionary changes taking place, whether 
major, as in the case of migrating library systems, or minor, as in delays 
in system response time. Strategies for reducing the stress of imple- 
menting planned changes for staff and users include communication, 
training, implementing changes in phases whenever possible, and docu- 
menting new policies and procedures. Staff meetings, memos, newslet- 
ters, e-mail, internal listserv discussions, and even mini-conferences can 
provide appropriate venues for managers and staff to express feelings 
about the proposed change. Some staff are hesitant and others are hos- 
tile. Even though most staff acknowledge the need for change, it creates 
anxiety. It is important for staff to have a degree of control in determin- 
ing their future. Frequently the questions of staff will pertain to the 
operational details that managers have overlooked in their focus on the 
big picture. Staff task forces and committees can be instrumental in 
brainstorming the implementation issues and making recommendations 
to administrators. 
Supervisors should lead in the adoption of technology, especially if 
there is an expectation that staff must use it. Further, technologies such 
as voice mail and e-mail must be available for all staff regardless of posi- 
tion if they are to improve communication and efficiency in the organiza- 
tion. This means that all staff must have the training necessary to use the 
appropriate hardware and software and that time must be allowed during 
work hours for practice after the training. Various strategies have been 
used by libraries to integrate the use of technology into their organiza- 
tional culture. Training sessions called “tech breaks’’ were used by one 
medium-sized academic library to encourage staff who had mastered a 
particular application to share their knowledge with their co-workers. This 
was a supportive environment that fostered staff development and leader- 
ship. Smaller organizations may need to collaborate through a commu-
nity or regional association or network in order to provide training ses- 
sions on a variety of topics at an affordable cost. One value of staff going 
outside the library for training is the opportunity to discuss issues with 
others who are having the same experience and to vent frustrations with- 
out fear ofjudgment or reprisal. 
Those staff who are early adopters of technology can be mentors and 
advocates. They can be particularly helpful if they support and convince 
the reluctant adopters. One technique for encouraging early adopters is 
giving them the newest model of computer each time there is an opportu- 
nity. They can be responsible for testing out the hardware and software 
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and serving as a resource for others. Often these high-end users can im- 
provise and create new systems and procedures that benefit everyone in 
the entire organization. They may also be able to provide simple docu- 
mentation for other staff members. 
All staff should have choices in implementing technology. They should 
have the freedom to customize their work space and select other elements, 
such as screen savers, that reveal their individuality. All staff should have 
recognized baseline skills, and all workstations need to have standard soft- 
ware applications. No one should determine that individuals do not need 
to have a program when the case may well be that the person could use it 
but has not had the opportunity. When staff participate in decision-mak- 
ing, they have greater satisfaction and motivation, increased productivity, 
more creative uses for the technology, fewer errors, and less sick time and 
attrition. 
There are many strategies for libraries to apply to making technology 
easier for staff and ultimately for users. Sponsoring contests to create 
Web pages, encouraging volunteerism, partnering with community agen- 
cies or campus departments, and creating internal user groups are just a 
few. Successful libraries create a culture in which technology is a means 
to the mission and not the mission itself. 
LOOKINGAHEAD 
Recognizing that high technology will probably go higher, librarians 
must affirm the need for a human response to counterbalance the threat 
of new technology (Naisbett, 1982, p. 39). The very technologies that 
have enabled the virtual library have allowed us to provide new services 
that have been meaningful to users. Nostalgia about the library of the past 
and fear of developing technologies of the future do not warrant a change 
of evolutionary path. Only librarians can create a virtual library that is a 
place for people, with services for people, and an organizational center 
for access to information using appropriate technologies and resources. 
This is the challenge and the opportunity of the present as we build on 
the success and wisdom of the past. 
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The Human Implications of Technology's Impact 
on the Content of Library Science Journals 
DONALDE. RIGGSAND SHALr ZHANG 
ABSTRACT 
TECHNOI,O(:YIS CHANGING THE WORK LIFE of'librarians and support staff; 
they increasingly depend on it to add value to the services and products 
they provide. Pressures to keep up with new practices and to remain ef- 
fective in presentjob responsibilities mean that they must read more about 
technology and its applications. Consequently, the content of library sci- 
ence journals includes more about technology year by year. This journal 
content in turn, by sharing information about change, may affect the or-
gunizafional structuru in which librarians and staff work, their expectations 
for using technolocgy, and their need for libraries to become, to a greater 
degree, learning organizations. The article deals with print journals, still 
the major source of information about libraries, and does not cover elec- 
tronic journals. 
INTRODUCTION 
The application of technolog has had a profound impact on the con- 
tent of library sciencejournals. In addition to the substantial increase in 
the number of articles on technology appearing in existing journals, sev- 
eral new journals with a focus on technology have been created. Among 
the new titles appearing in the 1980swere l h u  Electronic Library (1983); 
Library Hi Tech (1983);and Computrrs in Libraries ( 1989). Other new tech- 
nology-driven journals were created in the 1990s. 
Significant changes have occurred in both librarianship and library 
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service as a result of the application of technology. Most of these changes 
have been documented in the library literature. One of the most remark- 
able features is the rate of change. Perhaps change is occurring faster 
now than ever before in library history. This rapid change has created a 
greater dependence on having available the most recent information on 
the “best practices” in order for librarians to do their jobs in the most 
efficient and effective way. It also means that librarians can no longer 
expect to work in a peaceful and passive environment, if they ever did. 
Greater tolerance for ambiguity is now expected; in spite of discomfort, 
anxiety, and stress from change, librarians are expected to continue refin- 
ing and improving their job performance. 
Library science journals play an important role in helping with these 
difficulties-they keep librarians informed by carrying articles on new fea- 
tures/practices in libraries. Most librarians are hungry for such informa- 
tion because they face transitions from the familiar to the unknown al- 
most daily. 
APPLICATION 	 IN LIBRARIESOF TECHNOLOGY 
The growth of library technology stimulates attempts to predict the 
future of libraries by looking at the past and present. Managers and ad- 
ministrators believe using technology will result in significant savings or 
cost avoidance. State and federal legislators oversimplify the use of li- 
brary technology and boast about it in terms that reflect little or no inter- 
est in accountability. Extravagant forecasts have been made; some observ- 
ers have predicted that technology will make both libraries and librarians 
redundant. Undoubtedly, these unthinking overstatements about the 
perceived “benefits” of library technology will continue to surface. How- 
ever, it has been abundantly clear since the 1930s, when punched-card 
equipment was first used in library circulation and acquisitions, that tech- 
nology can improve the quality of service for the library user. The value 
added to libraries by technology could not be summarily dismissed during 
its infancy, nor should it be under-emphasized today. 
Many reasons are given in the literature on why libraries use technol- 
ogy. Some reasons are geared to local needs, and some provide justifica- 
tion in the context of a networked environment. Lancaster and Sandore 
(1997) give one of the better and more succinct summaries of reasons: 
1. 	to cope with increasing demands; 
2. 	to reduce staff or prevent staff increases; 
3. 	 to allow more jobs to be performed by clerical and paraprofessional 
staff; 
4. 	to improve existing services; 
5. 	to provide new services; and 
6. 	to collect better data to aid overall management of the library (p. 1). 
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Obviously, this list should not be considered complete. In each of the 
above reasons, change is implied. What is the nature of the change? As is 
often stated in the literature, technology is a tool. It should not be a 
library goal; it is an enhancer-a means to an end. Technology has not 
necessarily changed the basic library mission to provide the right informa- 
tion for the right user at the right time, but it has dramatically changed 
the way that mission is achieved. 
TRANSFORMATIONOFJOURNAL CONTENT 
In addition to the new library journals dedicated to technology that 
have begun in the past few decades, general library science journals such 
as Library Journal and American Libraries have increased in the number of 
pages devoted to technology. If one were to examine issues of a few gen- 
eral publications for 1988, 1993,and 1998 (ten years, five years, and one 
year ago), it would be obvious that there has been an increase of techno- 
logical presence in columns, editorials, articles, and advertisements. Nearly 
all library science journals, regardless of their area of focus, now carry 
some articles on the application of technology in libraries. To gain infor- 
mation as to the actual number of technology articles which have appeared 
in specific journals in past years, three titles were examined for this study: 
College €9 Research Libraries (C&RL), Library Administration €9 Management, 
and Library Resources €9 Technical Services. 
C&RLis a refereed researchjournal focusing on college and research 
libraries. It is published by the American Library Association six times a 
year, has an editorial board, and uses the peer review process. It is also 
worthy of note that the January 1998 issue of C U R L  was a technology 
theme issue, “Technology’s Influence on Improving Users’ Effectiveness.” 
This was the first theme issue in C&RL’s sixty year history. 
Library Administration &Management is a refereed quarterly magazine 
published by the American Library Association. Its purpose is to assist 
library managers and executives in analyzing and reacting appropriately 
to recent developments. The summer 1997 issue (volume 11,no. 3) ,  in 
which three articles form a special section on managing change, provides 
an example of the “cluster concept” of articles on technology. 
Library Resources €9 Technical Services is a quarterly journal, also pub- 
lished by the American Library Association, that examines the philosophy 
and practice of collection management and technical services operations. 
In examining these three publications for technology publishing pat- 
terns, article titles were scanned for such keywords as “systems,” “com- 
puter” and its variants, “Internet,” “automated,” “online,” and so forth. 
The somewhat elusive “change” was included, since quite probably the 
major source of change in the years under consideration has been tech- 
nological in nature. While the increases in technology-related articles do 
not progress steadily from issue to issue or year to year, a comparison of 
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the two most recent three-year periods, 1992-94 and 1995-97, shows over- 
all increases of impressive size. The figures which follow are approxi- 
mate, taken from titles only, since it was not possible to examine article 
contents in detail to ensure that technology was the dominant factor in 
each. 
College &Research Libraries published twenty technology articles in the 
period 1992-94 and thirty-two such articles in 1995-97-an increaseof twelve 
articles or 60 percent. Libra7y Resources &Technical Seruices published eleven 
technology articles in 1992-94 and twenty in 1995-97-an increase of nine 
articles or almost 82 percent. Library Administration 6'Management had 
the highest rate of increase; it published fifteen technology articles in 
1992-94 and twenty-eight articles in 1995-97-an increase of thirteen ar- 
ticles or 87 percent. 
Various applications of technology in individual libraries and the net- 
worked environment provide opportunities for librarians and others to 
conduct research and share their findings by writing thoughtful journal 
articles. We see that editors are clearly accepting, and in some cases re- 
questing, such articles in growing numbers. What response does this in- 
crease in the availability of data on technology receive from libraries, and 
how is the increase affecting the lives of librarians and support staff? The 
following sections consider possible effects in three areas-organizational 
structure, staff expectations, and movement toward libraries as learning 
organizations. 
ORGANIZATIONALSTRUCTURE 
Journal articles on such subjects as integrated library systems, digital 
library initiatives, the networked environment, vendor-library partnerships, 
the Internet/World Wide Web, and other technology endeavors have made 
a significant impact on the organizational development and structure of 
libraries. Libraries have found it necessary to create new positions (e.g., 
digital initiatives librarian), reallocate resources, including personnel, from 
existing functions to new technology-related functions, invest more time 
and money in staff development, and change the organization of the li- 
brary. 
Technology has resulted in the abolition of some departments and 
the downsizing of others as well as the emergence of new entities (Lancaster 
& Sandore, 1997). Boundaries between departments or divisions are col- 
lapsing in order to achieve more with a staff already too small. A librarian 
may be assigned to two or more departments instead of working exclu- 
sively in a single department. More funds are being invested in improving 
the staff's capacity to work with the new technology; the practice of invest-
ing more in staff development will probably increase dramatically in the 
next few years. 
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In management, technology enables library administrators to have a 
larger range of control (i.e., allowing more people to report directly to an 
administrator), and hierarchy is being replaced with a flatter organiza- 
tion. Allen (1995) delineates the need for greater flexibility in the orga- 
nization of the library in order to gain greater creativity and innovation 
from everyone involved. In addition, Lee (1993) points out that “today’s 
managers must develop an understanding of the assumptions, premises, 
philosophical postulates, intuitive insights, and logic of organizational 
development” (p. 130). 
Becausejournal articles on aspects of organizational development and 
structure in libraries are abundant, and because librarians tend to repli- 
cate in their libraries what has proven successful in other libraries, the 
role of the growing literature on library technology may be seen as signifi-
cant. 
EXPECTATIONSOF STAFF 
Concurrently with the dramatic rate of change occurring in libraries, 
staff expectations grow. (The term “staff‘ here refers to both profession- 
als and paraprofessionals; for further information on support staff opin- 
ions, see DorothyJones’s article in this issue of Library Trends.) Staff ex- 
pect to have the latest computer workstations and printers and funds to 
attend conferences and workshops to improve their skills. They also ex- 
pect to have ready access to online information and place a high priority 
on electronic connections such as bulletin boards, listservs, and home 
pages which enable them to contact colleagues doing work similar to their 
own. 
Knowledge of increased capacities and opportunities to communi- 
cate with others, and the uses for such communication, are spread among 
library personnel through journal articles which often include recommen- 
dations from the writers’ personal experience. These are assimilated and 
may then become part of the recipients’ expectations. Reliance on the 
advice of others to solve problems or performjob-related functions is more 
common today due to the availability of electronic connections. Such 
advice includes suggestions for reading material-librarians may learn elec- 
tronically about useful new journal articles or issues to read. One may 
first read about a listserv in ajournal article, join it, and then receive from 
listserv contributors word of a new journal to which the library should 
subscribe. Thus, the circle closes. 
Faster exchange of information among librarians enables them to 
discuss and subsequently refine products and services for users. While it 
creates an expectation of instantaneous communication that does not al- 
ready exist, online interchange with colleagues pays many dividends, in- 
cluding the benefit of developing and maintaining an important camara- 
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derie (for an example, see Karin Borei’s article on listservs in this 
issue of Library Trends). 
LIBRARIES ORGANIZATIONSAS LEARNING 
For libraries to remain effective during this period of constant change, 
they must be learning organizations and must promote, not only the learn- 
ing of individuals but, more importantly, the collective learning of all mem- 
bers of the entire organization. Gamin (1993) believes that continuous 
improvement requires a commitment to learning: 
A learning organization is an organization skilled at creating, acquir- 
ing, and transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to 
reflect new knowledge and insights. First an environment must be 
fostered that is conducive to learning. This requires time to think. 
Another powerful lever is to open up boundaries and stimulate the 
exchange of ideas. Boundaries inhibit the flow of information; they 
keep individuals and groups isolated and reinforce preconceptions. 
(p. 78) 
Due to increased workloads, it is not uncommon to hear librarians 
say that they do not have time to think or reflect on what they are doing. 
They believe they are running faster and faster just to keep up with user 
demands. If a library is to become a true learning organiiation, then a 
commitment and responsibility to the principles of a learning organiza- 
tion must be demonstrated. The concept of the library as a learning orga- 
nization is not new; staff members have depended on one another and 
the library learning environment for many years. What is different today 
is the enlarged emphasis given to the idea; moreover, the unusual accel- 
eration of change makes it necessary for libraries to perceive themselves 
as places for continuous learning. Organizational learning is best when 
library staff act as learning agents-responding to changes in the external 
and internal environments of the library. In short, much of the responsi- 
bility for making the library truly a learning organization depends on the 
library staff. 
To ensure the cooperation of those involved, several steps should be 
followed. First, the change itself should be evaluated for its necessity (are 
we already doing very well in that area?), for its power to improve access 
to good sources (the core of library service), for its expense compared to 
other uses for limited funds, and for the amount of resistance it will likely 
generate from the staff. Red lights in several of these areas should be 
enough to require further consideration-change merely for the sake of 
change is the hallmark of unthinking management. If all the signs are 
positive, the next step is to study methods and tools of implementation, 
which will probably include relevant readings in journal literature. 
A further step is to recognize that a certain amount of resistance is 
normal and to plan how to handle it. “Attempts to overcome resistance 
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usually make it worse, so that opposition to the change is actually strength- 
ened. . . . Resistance is a natural part of change and the only effective way 
to deal with it is to give voice to those who resist. This can reduce resistance, 
as well as improve the quality of the future state” (Buch, 1997, p. 150). 
Another step is to examine the reward structure for those involved. If 
they succeed, what benefits will they receive? These may include various 
forms of recognition, including the possibility of creating journal articles 
of their own after completion of their experience with change. Librarians 
will witness greater dependence on library and information sciencejour- 
nals and other resources as the emphasis on continuous learning grows. 
Organizational learning should prime and drive innovation rather than 
the reverse. 
Planners must recognize that a learning organization depends on 
sharing. In Lloyd’s (1996) words: 
Much of being a responsibility-driven leader involves building a learn-
ing environment-passing on what you know and empowering oth-
ers rather than being possessive about knowledge on the grounds 
that “knowledge is power.” Many organizations that strive to be “learn-
ing” environments fail for this reason-they remain driven b y  power 
(hoarding knowledge) rather than responsibility (sharing knowl-
edge). (p. 60) 
CONCLUSION 
For the foreseeable future, we will be working with three types of’ 
libraries: the library of the past with primarily paper collections, the li- 
brary of the present with both paper and electronic resources, and the 
library of the future that will depend more and more on electronic re- 
sources. Advancing technologies will eventually enable us to participate 
in a “global library”; international networks are already in place between 
and among continents. However, the future also has negative possibilities 
for libraries. 
Technology is the engine driving the “doing more with less” environ- 
ment in all types of libraries. The more that technology offers to users, 
the more they want and, while user expectations expand, the library staff 
remains the same in size or is being reduced. This has an impact on the 
intellectual aspects of librarianship as staff members have less time for 
critical thinking, analyzing, and synthesizing. Technology is generally 
blamed as a major factor pulling librarians into less cerebral work. It has 
made the nature of their work much different than it was just a few years 
ago. Some journal editors give preference to “how to do” articles rather 
than to articles on theoretical thoughtful topics because such articles are 
in high demand. With changing responsibilities leaving less time to think, 
librarians seek this type of practical article for assistance in their daily 
work. 
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While technology offers the capacity to improve both the efficiency 
and effectiveness of library work, it may be pushing us away from the all- 
important theoretical base of our profession. Hisle (1998), in a guest 
editorial for College & Research Libraries, explains that: “Without a clear 
understanding of our core values and the unity of mission it brings, many 
aspects of the profession will suffer [including] our attempts to use tech- 
nology to accomplish our goals” (p. 6) .  These core values he identifies as: 
an altruistic sense of service, dedication to intellectual freedom, recogniz- 
ing reading as a way of understanding and investigating the world, and 
valuing research, extended study, and analysis for personal and profes- 
sional growth. Notwithstanding the many positive practical attributes of 
technology as a tool, the widespread increase of technological presence 
in both the library professional literature and in libraries, and the inter- 
dependence of the two as this article has demonstrated, the future direc- 
tion of the library profession will remain dependent on human commit- 
ment to the values cited by Hisle, particularly the basic commitment to 
service. When technology and journal literature about technology are 
dedicated to helping the people who serve in libraries to better help the 
people who use libraries-from children to the elderly, from elementary 
school students to college professors-the future success of the profes- 
sion is assured. 
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The Archival View of Technology: 
Resources for the Scholar of the Future 
DAVIDS. ZEIDRERC 
ABSTRACT 
WHEREEARLY MANUSCRIPTS AND PRINTED BOOKS have survived because 
they arc made of durable materials, electronic records are wilnerable to 
alteration and data loss. Scholars can trace most traditional materials to 
the source of their creation through various versions and editions of a 
work but do not enjoy the same research paths with electronic records. 
Archivists need to apply traditional principles of records management to 
electronic documents if these records are to survive for research by future 
scholars. Additionally, archivists must ensure that the electronic records 
preserved remain accessible as hardware and software change over time. 
TRADITIONALRESOURCESAND TRADITIONALSCHOLARSHIP 
Since the invention of writing, human beings have not only recorded 
information and ideas they thought important but have attempted to save 
that information as well. Early documentation was mostly practical, but 
developed toward historical perspective-records of harvests; the exchange 
of goods; the lineage of a family; the chronicle of a monarchy, society, or 
culture. Literary records, begun in an oral-formulaic tradition, came later. 
Throughout the history of the written word, people serving in roles equiva- 
lent to our modern concept of librarians and archivists have attempted to 
preserve, arrange, and describe these original documents, not only to save 
the ideas they contain but also to keep some sense of the process of creat- 
ing those ideas. Scholars seek out these documents, even if they have 
been published, to see them “first-hand” and to understand how they were 
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created. Original documents hold physical evidence that transcends the 
ideas that the words, sentences, and paragraphs contain. 
The best scholarship in the humanities still emanates from documen- 
tary research. Textual transmission plays a key role in determining the 
accuracy of a resource, and corruption from one transmission to the next 
-as manuscripts are copied, as different editions are set in type, as edi- 
tors make unfounded decisions-can produce texts far from the author’s 
original intentions. One example of textual corruption concerns the print- 
ing of Archimedes’s works. The first two editions appeared in Venice and 
Base1 in 1543 and 1544 respectively. The printers based their texts on 
manuscripts available to them. These manuscripts, it turned out, were far 
from the textshchimedes is thought to have leftwhen he died in 212 B.C. 
Federico Commandino, an extraordinary Renaissance scholar of physics 
and mathematics, found the printed texts troubling and set about to pro- 
duce a new edition around 1550. 
Commandino accomplished the textual restoration through his un- 
derstanding of classical Greek, and, more importantly, through his grasp 
of the process by which the texts had been transmitted from one manu- 
script to the next from Archimedes’s time through the Roman and Byzan- 
tine periods to the Renaissance, and with translation into Latin as well 
along the way. Beginning in the Hellenistic period, scholars would add 
glosses of difficult words in the text, called lemmas,along with commentar- 
ies, called scholia (see Grafton, 1997, p. 157ff., for an explanation of this 
process and its effect upon original texts). Commandino was able to work 
back through the scholia and lemmasof the two contemporary printed edi- 
tions and earlier manuscripts, making corrections and, in some cases, elimi- 
nating erroneous glosses altogether. Paolo Manuzio printed and published 
the results of Commandino’s restoration of the Archimedes text in 1558, 
and that edition remained definitive-the one from which all subsequent 
editions were published-through the nineteenth century. 
Sound textual scholarship produces definitive editions, and sometimes 
the impact of those editions can change the world. Perhaps the most far- 
reaching example in Western culture occurred in the first half of the six- 
teenth century during the Reformation. Martin Luther’s 151 7 publica-
tion of his ninety-five theses against the sale of indulgences may be the 
best remembered “document” of the Reformation, but biblical scholar- 
ship both within and outside the church probably had more long-lasting 
effect on the movement. Humanist scholars, such as Luther, Desiderius 
Erasmus, and William Tyndale worked on new translations of the Bible 
while Cardinal Ximenes worked a more subtly presented new translation 
into a new polyglot Bible in Alcala, Spain. At issue was the accuracy of the 
existing Latin Vulgate, Jerome’s fourth century translation from the origi- 
nal Hebrew and Greek, which had remained the official Catholic version 
for a thousand years. David Daniel1 (1994) writes: “Though limited and 
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in places misleading and inaccurate, it was powerfully defended; attempts 
to restore knowledge of the texts, the Greek of the new Testament and 
the Hebrew of the Old, were usually branded as heresy” (p. 4). 
Erasmus led the way in 1516 with his Nouum instrumentum,a new Latin 
translation of the New Testament printed in parallel to the original Greek 
text. While Erasmus’s intention was to “correct the Vulgate” as Daniell 
observes, having his translation printed next to the Greek from which it 
was made gave a more scholarly than political tone to the product. Luther’s 
1522 German translation and Tyndale’s English version of 1526 were more 
polemically driven editions, made in defiance of the church, that aimed 
at putting accurate vernacular versions of the Bible in the hands of lay 
people. Indeed, for his efforts, Tyndale was eventually captured in 1535, 
tried and imprisoned, and burned as a heretic in 1536. 
Within the Catholic church, at the time Erasmus was producing his 
New Testament translation, Cardinal Ximenes was directing a team of schol- 
ars to produce the Complutensian Polyglot Bible, which eventually ap- 
peared in 1522. Across a single page, one could now find the original Old 
Testament Hebrew, the Greek translation of the Hebrew, Jerome’s Vulgate, 
Aramaic commentaries on the Hebrew and, perhaps most important, a 
new Latin translation. Like Erasmus, the intent was to present the latest 
textual scholarship that “allowed the Vulgate to be challenged, and ad- 
vanced understanding of the original texts” (Daniell, 1994, p. 10). In all 
these examples, the fact that these scholars could retrace the steps by 
which the source documents were created afforded them the opportunity 
to make more sound interpretations of what they read. 
This is not to say that scholars always interpret what they read cor- 
rectly. Misinterpretation of original resources can create wrong conclu- 
sions that can be perpetuated for generations. As one final example of 
traditional textual scholarship, Anthony Hobson notes that the misread- 
ing of some early sixteenth century letters by nineteenth century scholars 
caused them to conclude that Aldus Manutius had a bindery attached to 
his printing shop (Hobson, 1998, pp. 237-45). The misinterpretation was 
not as questionable as the perpetuation of the myth for more than 100 
years by generations of scholars who took the first mistake as truth. The 
larger point again is that the error was traceable and could be corrected. 
Will future scholars have the same opportunity working with today’s infor- 
mation when documents are created electronically; when systems for au- 
thenticating, organizing, and preserving this new archive of information 
are in only fledgling states; and when archivists are thwarted by public 
indifference to the authority of the text? 
THECREATION “MANUSCRIPTS”OF DIGITAL 
AND ELECTRONICPUBLISHING 
Early manuscripts, books, maps, drawings, and other three- 
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dimensional objects of research value have survived because they are 
durable. Millions of these materials exist in libraries and archives world- 
wide. In their short lifetime, electronic records are far more numerous 
already but at much greater risk of loss. Furthermore, as electronic pub- 
lishing proliferates, we are witnessing difficulties with electronic texts 
not unlike those faced by the first European printers in the latter half of 
the fifteenth century. Then printers were limited by the manuscripts 
known and available and by their accessibility to humanist scholars who 
could help with the editing of the first printed editions. Today, the dis- 
cerning reader who looks at an electronic publication must question 
how the publication came into being: Is what she or he is reading what 
the author truly wrote? How was it refereed? How was it edited and by 
whom? Has it been protected through encryption from unauthorized 
alteration? 
If it is the electronic version of a previously published work, from 
which edition was it transmitted into electronic form? Some electronic 
publishing entrepreneurs, in their rush to get popular texts into electronic 
format, have avoided copyright issues by only publishing works or editions 
in the public domain with no regard for textual accuracy or authority. 
Many of these electronic editions are of little use to scholars because they 
are either inaccurate or poorly edited versions of the texts (or both). Like 
the first printings of Archimedes in the sixteenth century described above, 
the publishing of some texts in electronic format has been limited by those 
available to the publisher, in this case those in the public domain to avoid 
copyright; like the 1543and 1544Archimedes editions, these modern texts 
are not necessarily the best texts available. 
This is not to say that every electronic text is suspect. Many worth- 
while bibliographic projects may be found on the Internet, where schol- 
ars are participating in constructing the content and are discerning in the 
editorial information they provide. A good example is the William Blake 
project based at the University ofVirginia (http://www.iath.virginia.edu/ 
blake) with contributions of original editions from major libraries and 
management by a team of academic scholars. Their work is scrupulous, 
but how is an undergraduate with a Blake assignment, for example, to 
choose between this site and an amateurish one, also to be found on the 
Internet, which has mounted Blake texts without permission, authoriza- 
tion, or editorial competence? 
When archives and special collections libraries work with scholars to 
produce network surrogates of their original holdings, there can be edu- 
cational benefits through the sharing of two-dimensional forms of origi- 
nal materials that some scholars might not otherwise have a chance to 
see. Certainly the content can be shared, as it has been in the past through 
microform and photographic copies. The digital versions of similar origi- 
nal works held at different libraries offer the further advantage that they 
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can be compared side by side. Sometimes one is also able to read a digi- 
tized surrogate more easily than an original because the photography can 
“bring back erasures and palimpsests. 
Of further issue to literary and historical scholars is the creative pro- 
cess itself. One has to ask how many of today’s writers preserve one draft 
or version of a word-processed manuscript to the next so that scholars can 
understand the writer’s thought processes. An original historical manu- 
script illustrates this point: in 1782, George I11 grudgingly capitulated to 
America’s independence, more than a year after Cornwallis’s surrender at 
Yorktown. In a manuscript preserved at the Huntington Library, George 
I11 writes: “Parliament having to my astonishment come into the ideas of 
granting a Seperation to North America, has disabled Me 
from longer defending the just rights of this Kingdom . . . .” (George 111, 
autograph letter. . . ,1782). As illustrated in this transcription, the King 
has crossed out the word “Independence” and written over i t  “a 
Seperation.” He cannot bring himself to utter or write the word “Inde- 
pendence” regarding the American colonies; he finds it too objection- 
able. Were George I11 to have had access to a word processor for compos- 
ing his letters and documents, would we have ever seen this change or 
have had the opportunity to interpret the feelings behind the words? We 
probably would only see the final version, if even that were preserved. 
Indeed, which electronic records to preserve is also an issue. As orga-
nizations turn to electronic record keeping, the archival principles be- 
hind a records retention schedule become even more important. At this 
writing in the fall of 1998, for example, Congress has given the United 
States Archivist an extension to develop a workable comprehensive plan 
to direct government agencies on which electronic records are important 
to save. This is not only a matter of what to store and what to delete, but 
also how to store it in a way that will eventually allow an archivist to read 
the files as she or he appraises, arranges, and describes them at the point 
they are processed and made accessible for research. With paper records, 
years can go by before the processing is done, but the files are still read- 
able when they are addressed. With electronic records, the files will have 
to be migrated as new hardware and software are developed if the read- 
ability is to keep up with technological advances. 
So, if all of the foregoing questions regarding the selection, authen- 
ticity, and accuracy of an electronic manuscript or text were properly re- 
solved, how is today’s archivist to preserve electronic documents for future 
scholars’ use and assure that they will be accessible? With hardware and 
software changing and upgrading almost by the minute, how will a scholar 
in 2099 read an electronic manuscript written in the 1980s on a Macintosh 
with a Mac platform version of Microsoft Word 2.0? Ninety-nine point 
nine percent of PC-based users today could not open and read that docu- 
ment on their present personal computers. 
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ARCHIVAL RESEARCHIN THE FUTURE 
Archivists already face the daunting task of devising methods to orga- 
nize and preserve electronic records and to assure their readability for 
generations to come. Each of these issues is enormously complex. In his 
article “New Roles for Special Collections on the Network,” Peter Graham 
(1998) points out that whether materials deemed worthy of preserving 
are in the traditional formats of manuscript or print or in electronic for- 
mat, “ [t] he fact remains that for information to be available for any mean- 
ingful length of time, someone has to select it and take responsibility for 
it, which has been-and remains-the role of the library” (pp. 23435). 
The standard archival methods of arrangement and description of docu-
ments and records can apply to electronic archives. There is an added 
advantage of keyword searching through a database that can take a re- 
searcher more quickly to the information she or he is seeking. If one 
were looking for correspondence of a particular person in a large archive, 
a keyword search of the name would take the reader to all the places in 
the archive where the person appears. 
The keyword search provides an advantage, but it is not a substitute 
for other standard research strategies. If librarians and archivists were to 
forego their traditional methods of arrangement and description, think- 
ing the expediency of keyword searching in a database would alone serve 
researchers, there would be severe losses in the understanding of infor- 
mation and knowledge. Thomas Mann (1993), for example, identifies 
eight “avenues” of access to library (and archival) resources: 
1. controlled-vocabulary subject heading sources; 
2. 	classified array of subject-grouped printed full texts [i.e., 

collections arranged on the shelves] ; 

3. 	printed keyword indexes (which have substantial coverage not in 
computer formats) ; 
4. 	printed citation indexes (which also have substantial coverage not 
found in computer databases) ; 
5. published bibliographies (again, providing wide-ranging and deep 
coverage not duplicated by computers); 
6. 	computer sources beyond those in avenues 1and 7 (including 
CD-ROM, dial-up, or in-house; also encompassing bibliographic 
citation, full-text, network, and bulletin board forms-the whole 
range); 
7. related record CD-ROMs; 
8. people sources. (pp. 18485) 
These avenues of access, as written, apply to book collections. Archival 
arrangement and description practices parallel them, and the indexes and 
bibliographies can apply to archival holdings if they are included in them. 
Mann’s point is that, if any of the avenues are neglected or missed, the 
researcher may miss complete comprehension of the resources available: 
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If any subject within the full circle of knowledge is not taught . . . , 
the void it leaves will tend to be filled in, within students’ percep- 
tions, by the other disciplines-with less than satisfactory results. . . . 
If vocabulary-controlled searching isn’t taught, then people will mis- 
takenly perceive keyword searching as “covering” that void. If the 
use of published bibliographies isn’t taught separately, then people 
will mistakenly perceive computer searching as filling that need. If 
talking to people isn’t emphasized, then students will try to overin- 
flate the use of print or electronic source to try to cover that lack. 
The point is this: people will generally not allow themselves to per- 
ceive a gap in their knowledge; what they will do  instead is to inflate 
the part they do grasp to take the place of the whole that they do not 
see. And if they get any results at all from the part, they will then 
“satisfice” with the results. Furthermore, they will mistakenly con- 
clude that they have tried “everything” when in fact they have ex- 
hausted only the few avenues they do perceive, all the while missing 
much more than they find, but not being aware of it because they 
have indeed searched “everything” in the knowledge universe as they 
perceive it. A Methods model, more than any other, would correct 
this problem for researchers. It would give them the best map of the 
whole of the research universe that ought to be available to them. 
(pp. 182-83) 
What is worrisome to most teachers and librarians is that the Internet 
and its resources are being sold as a fast track to information when collec- 
tion builders know that what is actually on the Web is at the dictionary and 
encyclopedia level at best, with a few exceptions, such as the Blake project 
noted above. The risk is that, if untrained and uninformed researchers 
do not find what they are looking for on the Internet, they will not employ 
the other search strategies Mann has defined, and therefore neither find 
what they are researching nor perhaps even think it exists. If librarians 
and archivists are to provide comprehensive access to their resources, they 
must continue to use traditional methods of arrangement and descrip- 
tion to provide the paths. 
The other important issue is the ability to deliver the materials. For 
traditional resources, whose value as artifacts is as important as their con- 
tent, it has always been a matter of physically preserving the books, manu- 
scripts, prints, photographs, maps, and ephemera according to archival 
standards, housing the materials in a secure place, and providing orga- 
nized access to them in a controlled environment that will protect the 
materials from damage and theft. As every library or archives administra- 
tor knows, these are costly functions but necessary to assure that original 
resource materials will be available from one generation to the next. Elec- 
tronic archives can be preserved in more economical and various forms of 
storage-floppy disks and hard drives, CDs, tape, z i p  andjazz-drives, bubble 
memory, and so on. Electronic archives can be copied relatively inexpen- 
sively as long as the technological platform remains the same. 
The risks attendant to electronic archives are: (1)the protection of 
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the information against alteration, and (2) the change in technology plat- 
forms that may render the archive unreadable after only a few years. Meth- 
ods of encryption and electronic “watermarking” can help with the former 
issue. These are not without their own expense, and library administra- 
tors eager to save money by abandoning preservation of traditional re- 
sources to embrace the digital format should be mindful that all preserva- 
tion has a price. Peter Graham (1998) notes that the “greatest asset of 
electronic information is also its greatest liability. . . . And at all times in 
the electronic environment, the integrity or authenticity of the object needs 
to be guaranteed for the user to have assurance that the information is 
what it is expected to be (intellectual preservation)” (p. 234). Librarians 
and archivists guard against the defacement and alteration of artifactual 
materials by permitting them to be used only under observation. This has 
not prevented some from vandalizing materials or acting as self-appointed 
censors by tearing out pages or blackening texts found offensive to them. 
However, one can readily see the evidence of these catastrophes; the dam- 
age is obvious. Short of excised and destroyed pages, some damage may 
be reversible under current conservation practices. 
Librarians and archivists will have to take special measures to prevent 
similar damage or alteration to electronic archives, especially when the 
change may not be readily apparent: passages offensive to the censor could 
be deleted without an unsuspecting reader even realizing this later. Worse, 
text could be replaced with the censor’s own political viewpoint, mislead- 
ing the reader even further. Encryption producing “read-only” access will 
be a deterrent, although determined hackers might decode the encryp- 
tion in time. Electronic watermarking, hidden in the electronic text, could 
help to assure authenticity, although this process too can be defeated. 
Neither is an inexpensive process. 
Delivering electronic archives written with now-obsolete hardware and 
software poses a greater challenge. Will libraries have to become muse- 
ums of equipment and software held in the chance that a reader might 
require access to a document composed on a specific machine with a spe- 
cific version of software? There are earlier forms of electronic recording 
and compilation already in repositories with no means to play or read 
them. For example, the forerunner of the audiotape recorder was a wire 
spool machine. Some archives have examples of these recordings with no 
working equipment to play them. Perhaps more relevant examples are 
institutional archives whose organizations made use of early punch card 
computing and mainframe tapes to store institutional data and informa- 
tion, again with no functional equipment to provide access to this mate- 
rial today. 
The proliferation of the personal computer less than thirty years ago 
put the creation of electronic manuscripts and databases in the hands of 
the individual. Memory, speed, and storage capacities have made quan- 
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tum leaps, and the simplest word-processing programs have given way to 
complete desk-top publishing. Most people involved in the technological 
development have paid little attention to what has come before, so that 
one is lucky to be able to read a file on an earlier version of the same 
software one is running presently. Cross-platform access is still almost 
unheard of for the average PC user. So if archivists are to preserve and 
provide access to electronic archives, will they also have to acquire and 
maintain equipment and software on which each collection was created? 
Fortunately, there are some people looking for alternatives to this 
overwhelming and bleak prospect. Jeff Rothenberg (1998), for example, 
has been exploring a process by which electronic records would be 
“bundled” with the software on which they were written and with a termi- 
nal emulator as well, making the entire archive self-contained electroni- 
cally and retrievable on any future generations of hardware. The emula- 
tor is a “program that mimics the behavior of the hardware” (p. 15). An 
example of this is the earlier form of e-mail, predating LANsystems, which 
was accessible through an institutional mainframe. To gain mainframe 
access, one had to enter a terminal type, such as “VT100,” one of many 
terminal emulator protocols, to make the personal computer compatible 
with the mainframe and capable of “talking” to it. As Rothenberg points 
out in his bundled text/software/terminal emulator plan, this scheme 
has advantages over migration and standards, both of which are limited 
by the evolution of information technology. 
As long as our culture sees the value of rare books, manuscripts, and 
other traditional resources for research, libraries and archives will con- 
tinue to support scholarly research in the traditional way. Libraries will 
create digital surrogate copies of some of their collections, but it is infea- 
sible to believe that the entire corpus of our libraries’ research resources 
will be converted retrospectively (see Zeidberg, 1993a, 1993b). Archivists 
will have to manage what does get converted and what is being created 
digitally from the outset if they are to fulfill their responsibility to future 
generations of scholars needing access to research resources. Jeff 
Rothenberg (1998) sums up the present predicament best: 
Beyond having obvious pragmatic value, the digital documents we 
are currently creating are the first generation of a radically new form 
of record-keeping. As such, they are likely to be viewed by our de- 
scendants as valuable artifacts from the dawn of the information age. 
Yet we are in imminent danger of losing them even as we create them. 
We must invest careful thought and significant effort if we are to 
preserve these documents for the future. Ifwe are unwilling to make 
this investment, we risk substantial practical loss, as well as the con- 
demnation of our progeny for thoughtlessly consigning to oblivion a 
unique historical legacy. (p. 17) 
Archivists will need to work with writers to authenticate and preserve 
electronic documents and records if they are to have those resources last 
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as long as have our traditionally formatted materials. They should take 
care to leave a clear trail from creation to preservation so that scholars in 
the future who need to gain access to these resources will have the same 
opportunity to research them as they now enjoy with our culture's rarest 
manuscripts and books. The content after all is the message for schol- 
ars-not the medium 
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Afterword 
F. M.’. LANCASTER 
IN A PAPER PnmmTED AT A CONFERENCE in Finland more than twenty 
years ago, I described a largely paperless, network-based communication 
system having many of the characteristics of those in place today within 
the Internet environment (Lancaster, 1976). This scenario was expanded 
in books published somewhat later (Lancaster, 1978,1982), including one 
dealing largely with the role of the library and the librarian in an age of 
electronics. 
These writings, and others appearing in the next several years, viewed 
the transition from paper-based to electronic-based communication as very 
largely desirable. Benefits were discussed but no major “disbenefits” were 
recognized. 
As the transition actually occurred, however, I became less and less 
enthusiastic about the developments and implications and, eventually, 
downright hostile toward them. Some of my objections were discussed in 
papers presented at annual symposia held in Essen, Germany (Lancaster, 
1991,1993). 
Of course, technology hasbrought many benefits to the world at large. 
It would be hard to imagine that we could live today without many of 
these. Technology has also been responsible for major improvements in 
industry, agriculture and, perhaps most importantly, health care. Never-
theless, some technologies bring problems that greatly offset the benefits. 
The automobile, for example, can be extraordinarily convenient, but it is 
responsible for destroying many of the most beautiful cities of the world. 
Perhaps the most adverse outcome of contemporary technologies is 
that they are imposing a dehumanization effect on society. It is becoming 
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increasingly difficult to find a human being at the other end of a tele- 
phone line. A call, more often than not, reaches a computer or an an- 
swering machine. Worse, one is now getting an increasing number of 
calls from computers. Other examples of dehumanization include cash 
machines in place of bank clerks and television shop-at-home purchasing 
in place of visits to stores. 
Because technology in the world at large has brought disbenefits as 
well as benefits, it is reasonable to assume that the same applies to the 
library situation. Unfortunately, too many librarians have been completely 
uncritical of information technologies. They have seemed mesmerized 
by the computer, seeing increasing automation almost as an end in itself 
rather than a means to achieve some desired objectives. 
Librarians who should know much better continue to make wild claims 
that are completely unsupportable. For example, a report published in 
1997 by the European Commission and entitled Public Libraries and the 
Information Society (Thorhauge et al., 1997) assures us that (italics added): 
The ultimate goal [of libraries] in the context of the Information 
Society is to provide access to any type of information for anyone, at 
any time, anywhere. Technology c a n  already prov ide  the a n -
swers. . . . (Thorhauge et al., 1997,p. vii) 
Really? What possible justification can they have for such a wild assertion? 
They apparently believe that, if a particular information item exists in an 
electronic database somewhere, it can easily be found. Nothing could be 
further from the truth. 
In general, the library profession has greatly exaggerated the ben- 
efits of technology, especially in the area of subject access. Putting elec- 
tronic databases in the hands of library users does not necessarily mean 
that they will be able to use them effectively. Transforming the card cata- 
log into an electronic database, accessible online, does not in itself create 
a subject searching tool of much greater power. Merging several catalogs 
into one creates much larger databases that are even less useful for sub- 
ject access than their individual components. 
Unfortunately, many librarians seem to assume that more access means 
better access. This is not necessarily true. Studies of the users of informa- 
tion services, going back some thirty years or more, have consistently shown 
that what they really want is access to the information of highest quality. 
They want tools or people capable of separating the wheat from the chaff. 
They want quality filtering. The profession seems to have lost sight of 
this. How else can one explain the fact that so many librarians are head 
over heels in love with the Internet, a monster having no quality control 
of content whatsoever? 
In its love affair with technology, the profession is losing sight of its 
professional ideals, of the ethic of public service. For example, one of the 
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contributions to the European Commission report referred to earlier 
(Thorhauge et al., 1997) gives a list of barriers to the enhancement of 
public libraries as follows: lack of information technology skills, insuffi- 
cient training, uncertainty about strategy and choice of solutions, internal 
resistance to information technology products, general fear of change, 
lack of managerial skill, together with an environment of bureaucracy and 
static culture. A recent article in Library Journal (Tennant, 1999) from 
someone on the staff of a major academic library in the United States 
identifies nine “skills for the new millennium’’-skills that, the author main- 
tains, are needed to “create and manage digital library collections and 
services.” The skills are: imaging technologies, optical character recogni- 
tion, markup languages, cataloging and metadata, indexing and database 
technology, user interface design, programming, Web technology, and 
project management. 
These lists are both disturbing and depressing. Almost without ex- 
ception, they deal with knowledge of technology and the ability to exploit 
it. But what about knowledge of users, of user needs and behavior, of 
interpersonal skills, of the ethics of public service? If these technological 
skills are really the most important ones needed by the modern librarian, 
we are indeed encouraging the complete dehumanization of libraries. 
A similar phenomenon has occurred in our professional publishing. 
In the middle of the 1950s, the American Library Association published a 
second edition of a book entitled Patrons Are People (Wallace, 1956). Yes, 
we did care about people in those days; library users, as individuals rather 
than remote computer sites, were uppermost in our minds. How many 
years has it been since a librarian wrote a book about library users? The 
1999 catalog of publications of the Library Association in London lists 
thirty-nine books under the category Information Technology but only 
four books under the category “Customer Needs.” The current publica- 
tion list of the American Library Association shows a similar trend. In the 
same vein, it is now possible to attend a conference of libraries that sounds 
more like a conference of the computer industry. Indeed, one can attend 
such a conference without the words “user,” “patron,” or “customer” oc- 
curring at all. 
The articles in this issue of Library Trends,when compared with those 
published in the 1989 issue on the subject, do suggest the emergence of a 
somewhat more critical attitude toward technology in general and the 
Internet in particular. It is noteworthy, however, that scholarly users of 
information (papers by Himmelfarb and Massey-Burzio) ,including library 
faculty as scholarly users (Zhang) , seem more critical than librarians as 
providers of information technology. 
It is encouraging to see any signs of a more critical attitude toward 
technology in the library profession. Nevertheless, I believe that technol- 
ogy has made us a complacent profession. As a library user (for more than 
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fifty years), I have observed a considerable decline in the service ideal 
among librarians, and I believe that the overemphasis on technology is 
largely to blame for this. 
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